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= Rafverence is made to a letter ivon the S&C dated 
: ‘ Way 14, 1975, with attached appendices A thru BD requesting 

ON certain documents and other information fron the FBI. 

a oe A ‘e Attached for your approval and forwarding to 
i | , 886 is the original of a nénorandua which responds in part 

Ae to one of the requests contained in nbove SSC letter, y ~ 4 
m~ a “ 
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62~1163965 Juno 18, 1975 

L- Mer. W. O. Cregar 
iL —- Mr. K. A. Mendenhall 

BNITED VPATES GHLUATO SELECT COMMTTER 
TO STUDY GOVERUMCHTAL OSERATZIONS 

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE. ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: SURTHER OCUICNTS PIRTAINING To 
MDR- (le wep -=S«*~*«CME-SEB. AND DEPARTUEIT OF JUSTICE 

ALL INFORMATION CONTA 
HERE CLASSIEID o Aimy Jeyjc. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
DA foo ee 

Reference is made te lettor, vith attached 
appendices, dated Nay 14, 1975, ta the Attorney Genorel 
frou the Chairnuan of captioned Comittes, requestine certain 
documents and other information from the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBZ. 

Apponidiz D, Itea I, numker 3 of rererented 
appondices requested this Bureau to provide: ‘“Cornittcs 
stazi aceess to all se-calied "0" Yites or other cenoral 
policy filles with respect to each file classification 
voutinoly used by the Intelligence Division for the period 
i830 to the presont.” Tf is believed this requost netually 
xafers to the "00" tiies of the FRE wivich contain policy 
menovanda anid other commuikeationus of a gcenexal nature 
pertaining to a particular classification. 

A& a contcrence held on Uny 3G, 1975, btotuson 
, oy issozs. John T. BRLLEE and Mark Giterctein of the Senate 
< Sslect Coamittee; Ue. K. Willien O'Cenvor of the Dapartment 

a oz Justice; and Uesars. Villian ©. Cronay and Dlmer W. 
a Larson of the £DE, it was asreed, im response to above request, 

that this Burcanu would make available to appropriate 
Assoc. Dir, —_— personnel of the SSC staff, for review at PRBING, copies ox 

ber. ADAde.- Pertinent policy mesoranda and other commmications 
Aci Din rapresentative of the type maintained in the "G6" file as it 
Admin, ——_— relates to one claussicieation routinely investigated by the . 
natn. Sntelligence Division. The classification chosen bears the 
Files & Com. — eoption Investications of Subversive Organizations and 
i aS individuals" and instructions relating to investigations of 

individuals and organizations falling within this category , 

are contained in Section 8&7 of this Burenu’s Uonvual of . «7 
Inspection 

{ntell. 

Loboratory __—_. e ie ie. a 

Plan. & Eval. — KAI: sdijs scl S bX : Ax 

oe (8) } =a} SEE NOTE.PAGE TWO O a 
raining —___—. ag oe 

Legal Coun. a) uN Cal oc 

Telephone Rm. — 's : 

Director Sec'y — MAIL ROOM[L__] TELETYPE UNIT L_] FneLosurg \ | | 5 GPO : 1975 O - 569-920 
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Rit 6 Farthor Bocunonts Portaining to 
the TRI and Bopartment of Justice 

Poligties and Procedures 

iInstenetiong. Communications coutainod in this "90" fie 
portaining to Spocial Agent in Charge (SAC) momoeranda and 
revisions to tho HManuai of instructions are not being 
provided for voview inasmuch as those items are boing handled 
under a separate request. 

Foxrtinent decunqnts, believed rouypongive to above 
agreament, are now roady for review ab PBIHQ by appropriate 
porsonnal of the SSe stake. 

i - The Attorney General 
NOTE: 

Section 87 of the MOI pertains to 100 classification 
matters. Memoranda and communications being made available 

| to SSC staff members were extracted from 100-00-28 thru 
100-00--32 which covers the period 1960 to the present. 

| Request for SAC memoranda are being handled under ippendix B, 
part I, item la, attached to the SSC letter.of May 14, 1975. 
Reguest for revisions to the MOI from 1960 to present are 
being handled under item 1 of the SSC memorandum dated 
April 30, 1975. Serial numbers of memoranda and conmunications 
being furnished SSC have been noted on our copies of thdse 
conmunications, 

F 

} 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
“2 > ~ _ z WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

a 
® 

Maates ice .\snate Select Committee 
a sctareeni ei aiececacie saint 1a 

CILTR (I LHM ["j}Memo— [_] Report dated _ 6/18/75 

U.S. Senate Select Committee. Re; Further 
Caption of Document: Documents Pertaining to the FEI 
bnd Department of Justice; Policies and 
Procedures. Appendix B, Item I, Number 2 

} 

Originating Office: FBI 4 7 

feichpb_ Ay! fori y holys ~ fm Delivered by Zo = 7 f Date: {2 

Received by: EZ ( LON 

Title: (Pluk terete 

Return this receipt to the Intelligence Division, FBI 
mee we re ee 

MDdR 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -<: 

HEREIN IS U oe ¥ y 
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; piled aN 
yo | OTE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 

wea A CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 
ee 

[Scenes | ea Maree of tvestustion Be eee Federal Bureau of Investigation 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
| for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

it Tamas Ia 

FOR REVIEW 
- TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

pon, 

ALL wei contanen 
UN Mob. BY SP AALY lye 

. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Further Documents Pertaining to the FBI and Department of Justice. 

. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- . CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, Cc, S, TS or 
Codeword) 

SSC Letter 5/14/75; Appendix B, Part 1, Item 2. tigqie 

. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

Operating procedures 

. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

At the request of SSC, copies of policy memoranda and other 
comminications of a general nature pertaining to specific 
classifications investigated by this Bureau are being made 
available at FBIHQ for review by SSC members. 

yp 
TREAT AS YELLOW 

62-116395 2° 
TJM:lhb ORIGINAL VIA LIATSON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX IN 

(4) CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75. ;o-5 — 5 > )— 

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 
3791 (6-75) 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e. Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 
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Memorandum 
é 

. re OTN ee 

‘Oo : xr. Mohr DATE: “O==6-60 

FROM : J, F, Matone | | MbR . Ib = . — ALL INFORMATION C 
Ye : ' HEREIN - Ly SFE o a, 

suBjecT: /ACHANNELIZING MEMORANDA DATE PSALM sney( 
SECURITY-TYPE CASES 

® 

@ . 

a 
1 ae ei 

es 

fan bine 
— - 

The purpose of this memorandum is to call atten- 
tion to the problem of retaining channelizing memoranda in 
field case files. 

BACKGROUND: Under the present procedure, when data is 
received from security informants either their 

reports or a memorandum on data furnished is prepared and 
is placed in the subfile relating to the particular informant. 
A memorandum, which is called a channelizing memorandum, is 
then prepared setting forth the various items of information 
furnished and copies are designated for each file for which 
the contents of the memorandum relate. The original memo- 
randum furnished by the informant is placed in the subfile of 
the informants file. Any memorandum which is prepared on the 
basis of oral information is placed in this file and also 
referred to as a channelizing memorandum. 

Many suggestions have been received starting in 
September, 1952, and up to April 18, 1960, to destroy these 
memoranda in case files after the information has been 
incorporated into a report. In all instances, these 
Suggestions have not been adopted. The Executive Conference 
on 7/6/53 considered this matter and was unanimously opposed. 
The Domestic Intelligence Division has consistently opposed 
these suggestions. 

This matter was discussed at the Internal Security=- . 
Espionage conferences, January 12-13, 1959, and recommended 
study by the Training and Inspection Division during inspec- 
tions of larger offices. On September 17, 1959, in a memo- 
randum from bir. Tamm to Mr. Tolson, (100-00-1481) , it was 
recommended that the channelizing memorandum be retained 

_in individual subject files. 

The Inspection Staff has frequently been peenenked 
this problem during inspections. In discussing-this-matter 
with field representatives, there is 2 er of opinion. 

— 

. SS x }00- 60- ¥ae 
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Memo to Mr. Mohr 
| Re: Channelizing Memoranda ee 9! 

i Security-type Cases 

ADVANTAGES: Saving of file cabinets, office space and prevent 
case files from becoming voluminous, particularly 

in larger offices. As an example, during the last New York —. 
inspection (completed 3-25-60) in four Internal Security case 
files, there was an increase since the last inspection of 17, 
20, 16, and 12 volumes respectively. These files contained 
some reports, letters and airtels, but the bulk of the files 
was channelizing memoranda.. These examples reflect the increase 
of storage space for these files. 

DISADVANTAGES: The purpose of these memoranda is to insure 
that all information from informants pertaining 

to a particular subject is placed in the subject's file and 
‘readily available. Comparisons of channelizing memoranda against 
reports reflect all information from the memoranda is not in- 
corporated into the report such as information of intelligence 
nature, Intelligence information available in channelizing : 
memoranda is often needed in conducting survelillances and other 
investigation relating to a subject. If the memoranda were 
destroyed, the Agent would be required to review numerous in- 
formant subfiles to insure he had all information. It is a 
possibility he might miss some valuable intelligence information. 
Security reports are prepared for future prosecution. Should 
there be an emergency, it would be virtually impossible for all 
Agents involved to review the original reports or original 
channelizing memoranda due to the great demands which would be 
made for such material. 

CONCLUSIONS: While this matter has always been decided in favor 
of retaining channelizing memoranda, we continue to 

receive suggestions from the field that consideration be given to. 
destroying them once they have been incorporated into a report. 
It is obvious there would be a great amount of filing space saved 
if this were possible. However, in view of the objections set 
forth, it is believed this matter should again be considered by 
the members of the Internal Security Espionage Confrence on 
June 9 - 10, 1960, in an endeavor to establish whether it is 
possible to overcome the enumerated objections. It is the con-~ 

| sensus of the Inspection Staff that if the material objections _ 
| can be overcome the destruction of channelizing memoranda after 

they have been incorporated in a report would be desirable. 

RECOMMENDATION: That this matter be discussed at the Internal 
_ Security - Espionage Conference, June 9 - 10, 1960. = | : 

| 
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QPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 : 

UNITED STATES GOVER® oe T 

Memorandum : 
TO : Me, W. C. Sullivan DATE: June 12, noe: . 

FROM: Mr. F. J. bia set “WDE - 2 : 

4 
! : fi,\, INFORMATION CONTAINED 4 

. 
— 

susjecr: SECURITY REPORT. WRITING, ~ HERS iS UNCLASSIFIED é 
THOROUGHNESS: re oyso. 6 tate le 

From a review of investigative reports concerning ae 
matters in recent months a tendency has been noted on the part of 
tthe field to report plans of a subversive group to take certain 
actions without a follow-up to report that the action did or did not 
take place. This is an undesirable practiceas it may infer inadequate 
investigation and could prove embarrassing because of the fact that 
we disseminate information to many other agencies which rely on us 
for the full facts in given situations. 

Examples of the foregoing may be found in the following: 
Bufiles 97-401-1291, 1292; 100-3-29-1162, 1163; 100-3-63-1037; 
100-46808-820, 823. In all these instances the reporting period 
encompassed the dates when certain activities were to have taken 
piace but the reports failed to resolve the actuality of the situ- 
ation. 

OBSERVATIONS: . 

it is basic that we areas much interested in actions taken 
by a subversive group or individual €AéA what it or he may plan to 
do. To report only an intention or plan without the necessary follow- 
up is to leave the matter unresolved in the mind of the reader. It 
is believed that a reminder to the field in the form of an SAC letter 
would be desirable and is therefore recommended. 

ACTION: - 

Attached for approval is an SAC letter reminding the field 
of the necessity for thoroughness in seeuerty: er, writing. Manual 
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Airtel 

To: SAC, Los Angeles (100-00) 

From: Director, FBI (100-00) 

FRAUD AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT 
SECURITY MATTER 

Reurlet 11/3/64. 

ALL INFO 

" 7, lee > 

i. ; > 

> 

na=——November 17, 1964 

My &-/6 
TION CONTAINED RMA 

HEREINIS UNC 
DATEL OD ee 2 by 

According to present Bureau policy, when security 
fraud cases are referred by the intelligence agencies, they 
are always accepted for investigation of the fraud violation 
with the understanding that any investigation which the 
interested agency desires to make pursuant to its responsibili- 
ties will not interfere with the investigative responsibilities © 
of this Bureau. The Bureau's policy in these cases has never 
been to prohibit OSI from conducting an interview with the 
subject at any time it chooses to do so. It would be advisabk, 
of course, for CSI to inform your office when it plans such an 
interview so that the two investigations could be coordinated. 

It should be understood that OSI will furnish your 
office the results of any OSI investigation relating to a 
fraud violation within FBI jurisdiction. 

$ 

Y 
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Dp -Ie NED SAC, San Juan MATION CONTA! 3/24/66 ; ALLINFORM SsiFlED 
evap er eel te 

Director, FBI 

O) 
FIELD SUPERVISION ~ INTERNAL SECURITY - 
NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY HATTERS - 

During the period 11/10/65 to 3/18/66 in connection 
with work handled by your office regarding various nationalistic 
tendency matters it has been necessary for the Bureau to 
initiate correspondence with the San Juan Office on 41 separate 
occasions regarding nonsubstantive errors in communications, 
other than teletypes, prepared by the San Juan Office. 

An analysis of the 41 communications sent to San Juan 
in this connection has revealed that 62 separate errors of ; 
form were involved... Fifteen of the errors related to incorrect a 
description or insufficient concealment of sources. An 
additional 15 errors were of a typographical nature. In seven 
instances errors were made in classifying reports and letterhead 
memoranda prepared for dissemination. RKemaining errors were 
in titles of communications (four); failure to submit evaluation 
memorandum (three); inclusion of incorrect references in 
communications (three); omission of character of cases (two); 
incorrect designations of copies (five); failure to submit 
material in form for dissemination (four); and one error each 
for omitting place of preparation of a letterhead memorandum; 
submitting partly illegible material for dissemination; failure , 
to date a memorandum; and omitting leads from an investigative 
report. 

In going over the types of errors committed, it will 
be noted that almost all of them could have been avoided by 
the exercise of more care in preparing the communications or 
in proofreading them. 

Administrative correspondence to call the attention 
of your office to errors committed is time-consuming and must 
be reduced. The pattern shown here is indicative of a lack of 
proper attention to details and to accuracy of material 
prepared in the San Juan Office. Reports and letterhead 
memoranda are often given wide dissemination at the Seat of | 
‘Government and you must assure that the material emangtingw. 
, from your office is closely scrutinized from a standpoint of 
‘quality and ZCCUrAacy. | 

)00-00- /SO6 | 
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UNITED’ STATES GOV iRN MENT 

Memorandum 

4 
*, OPYONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1982 EDITION 
* 0 GSA GEN. REG. NO, 27 

TO :Me. W. C. Sullivan DATE: July 28, 1967 
- wr — 

\ FROM :C, D. Brennan’ MDR-/¢ 
| ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED | HEREIN|S UNGLASSIF! J 
| suarecy \BLACK REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS By Pa Akl CC 

UANTERNAL SECURITY — MISCELLANEOUS 

; The Summer of 1967 has shown a marked increase in 
| racial tension and riots. The Bureau is now faced with the 
. problem of dealing with revolutionary groups which are oute 
| Side the civil rights movement. Leaders of these groups, 

ino we and a em yor the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, and (ete iees 

| Revolutionary Action Movement, are calling for revolutions, 

several members of Congress have ecalled for 
legislaticn to liandie this problem. It appears that the 
statements and actions of such individuals as those mentioned 
above come within the purview of Title 18, Section 2385, 
United States Code.(Smith Act of 1940) which makes it illegal 
to advocate, abet, advise, or teach the duty or desirability 
of overthrowing or destroying .: the Government of the 
United Sttes or of any State or political subdivision therein. 

\: The Act also makes it illegal to print, “publish, 
issue, or to distribute written or printed matter 2avOCaAne 
such actions, 

A membership provision of the Act makes it illegal 
to organize a group advocating such actions. It is also 
illegal to become a member of such group if the person who 
becomes a member knows the purpose of the group. 

OBSERVATION: 

— 

We have furnished the Department voluminous material 
concerning such groups and individuais, including literature 
jane statements which appear to fall squarely within this 
law. The Department has given us no indication that it is 
even considering action under Title 18, Section 2385. [In 
view of the many inflammatory statements being made by 
leaders of these groups and the increasing pressure for 
action against them, it is felt that we should go on record 

Enclosure [O0O0O-OO- IS OT 

; 
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Nemo to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: BLACK REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS 

a) 

with the Department concerning the possibility of 
prosecution under this law. There is enclosed a letter to 
the Attorney General asking whether the Department has 
considered prosecution under Title 18, Section 2385. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the enclosed letter to the Attorney General 
be approved. eS 
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Tha Attorney General muy Bl, 
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BLACK REVOLUTIOBARY Gnouvs 
INFERNAL SECURIEY ~ HISCELLANKOUS 

This Bureau has furnished voluminous material te 
you concerning the statements and pant of officials of :- 
black revolutionary grouns,. such os #eeremcesoes eae and 
Eee ee Of the Stueent Honvielent Coordinatiar 

Comuttoc, and ewe of the Revolutionary Action 
MOVeMent . 

| A&A veview of theix' Beate anarts and actions indicates 
that they may fall within the nurview of Title 18, Section 23845 
of the United States Code, Please advise whether the 
Department has considored the possibility o£ procecatne 
avacust the individuals under this law. . 

‘L . The Deyuty Attorney General 

2 tgrer pee we ote oe 

&. Waiter Yearloy ! é 1 “~ lie: 

Assistant Attorney General 

}00- co -(9 07 
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VA ee PTS. 7, OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
® aSMAY 1962 ZOITION 

; GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 oe: 

. * 'YNITED STATES GOV 
w RNMENT - ase 2 

» . 

Memorandum . j 
t 

j 

_ 70. Mr. W.,C, Sullivan - =» ---paTE: 3/31/70 
a iad a | MDR-!6 

— ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
Ze HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 9 9 A fe 6 

SUBJECT:SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF InDIvrpuALs PATE fo " SEG Ms CH 

On 2/27/69, the Executives Conference approved a 
six-month suspension of investigations in selected Security 
Matter - Communist cases as well as report writing in cases 
involving Priority If and Priority III Security Index subjects, . 

ats - Bhig moraterium:wast jinposed te <aermiahte tuck. teiporary-expedtene yer” “." 
| ' in order to make additional investigative personnel available 

for organized crime investigations in the field, At the 
conclusion of the above six-month period, the moratorium was. 
evaluated and on 9/17/69, a letter was sent to the field advising 
that this moratorium would remain in effect for an additional 
six months, 

Se a A el A ei A tte he POA RAT Oe Oe Reg Fa eUatrceMey 7 LX NER ea AVE #, COE ET A 

andar RAE mk Gg Ae 2 

co 

Priority I of the Security Index includes those 
individuals considered to be hard core national and state 
leaders of subversive groups and individuals with no organizational 
affiliation who are believed to pose an imminent threat to the 
internal security. Verification of residence and employment of 
individuals in this category are conducted every three months 
and reports submitted annually. Cases in ths category have not 

been affected by the moratorium, — 
Priority II of the Security Index includes those :.. 

individuals considered to be the second level of teadership in 
subversive organizations and individuals believed to be dangerous 
but in less influential positions than those included in Priority I. 
Verification of residence and employment in this category and 

submission of reports are performed on an annual basis, Cases 

in this category have been affected by the moratorium, -. 

All other individuals in the Security Index are tabbed 
Priority III, Cases in this category have likewise been affected 

by the moratorium, Prior:to 12/69, verification of residence 
and employment of these individuals was conducted on a yearly 

basis and reports were submitted every two years, In 12/69, ° 

for the purpose of streamlining am procedures, the Bureau, with 

the concurrence ‘of the Department, instructed the field that 

‘in the absence ‘of unusual circumstances, annual reports no longer 

’ need be submitted regarding Priority III subjects, . 

190 - REPOS 4022 
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mat sinperative’ ‘thet the moratorium be suspended to help regulate 

Memorandum to Mr. W, C, Sullivan 2 ee ou ; 
RE: SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS 
;100-358086 

As of 3/13/70, the Security Index contained 696 
Priority, I subjects, 2065 Priority II subjects and 8286 
Priority III subjects. In view of the above-~stated changes 
in procedures, should the moratorium be lifted at this tite, 
no reports need be submitted in the 8286 Priority III cases, 
and reports need only be submitted on a periodic basis in 
the 2065 Priority II cases, This represents an approximate 
73 percent reduction in report writing in these categories, 

As the Bureau has gone on record in placing the 
above moratorium into effect, it would be in the best interests 
of the Bureau to similarly go on record, notifying. the field ee 2 

that :the- moraterium. ‘fas .peen. suspended... ABaittes nakiy,- ees Rye. i. 

the size of the Security Index, Manual of Instructions requires 
that subjects, after five years of inactivity in a basic 
revolutionary group or three years of inactivity in a front 
group, be considered for Sectrity Index deletion, As a result 
of the moratorium, no action has been taken by the field in 
this respect in the past year, and the Security Index has 
continued to grow. From March, 1969, to March, 1970, the 
Security Index has increased by over 800 names, principally 
because the necessary process of attrition has been suspended, 

It is recognized the moratorium was necessary when 
instituted, It is felt, however, that now is the appropriate 
time for the moratorium to be rescinded not only to enable 
the Bureau to fulfill its responsibilities in the vital 
internal security field, but because lifting of the moratorium 
at this time will not create the burdensome increase in the 
workload of the field that would have existed had not the 
previously-~stated changes in procedures been placed into 
effect. 

Attached is letter to ail field offices advising 
that the above: moratorium has been rescinded, 

td 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the attached letter to all field offices, 
advising of the lifting of the moratorium, be approved and 
sent to the. Mechanical Section in order that appropriate 
copies be made, 

DocId: 32989610 Page 1? 
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pate: April 17, 1970 
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+ FROM : W. M,-FELT .” ate NDR. T CONTAINED 

& ews SS Sy eats 3%. ae Aye HERE WN SUNN SY OPA ALM hey L/ 

supject:” SECURITY INVES TIGA TIONS / | (DATE ; 

'. OF INDIVIDUALS - 

Memorandum C. D, Brennan to Mr. Sullivan, dated March 31, 1970 (attached), 
recommended rescinding of the;moratorium imposed in February, 1969, relative to 
certain security investigations of individuals. Questions posed by the March 31, 1970, .. 
memorandum and related letter to.all offices.-dated Apri].2Z- 19-70 (eopy attached), hav ess 
een. looked finite in“eond ection -Wwitir the current inspection of the Domestic Intelligence 
‘Division. Inspection Division recommends that moratorium be continued until 1/1/71. | nspection Division re rium be continued until | 

BACKGROUND: 

On February 27, 1969, the Executives Conference approved a 6-month 
suspension of investigations in certain specified Security Matter - Communist cases 
and in the preparation of reports in cases involving Priority II and Priority I, 
security Index subjects. This moratorium, which was imposed as a temporary 
expedient to make additional investigative personnel available for organized crime 
investigations, was extended on September 17, 1969, for an additional 6 months, 

The moratorium has not affected Priority I, Security Index subjects, i.e., 
‘hardcore national and state leaders of subversive groups, and individuals with no 
organizational affiliations who are believed to pose an imminent threat to the internal 
security. Matters involving Priority Tl subjects (currently 2065 in that category), 
individuals considered to be less influential in subversive organizations and/or who 
‘hold positions of lesser influence, were affected by the moratorium in that verification 
of residence and employment was not required and the submission of reports was 
suspended. Cases relative to individuals in Priority II (representing about 8, 286 
cases), the category of Sécurity Index subjects considered to be least dangerous, were 
affected by the moratorium in that these cases were not reopened and verification of 
residence and employment of the subjects was not conducted. 

It is the view of the Domestic Intelligence Division that the revoking of the 
‘noratorium is desirable at this time in order to help regulate the size of the .: 
security Index, in order that the whereabouts of the subjects of Priorities II and TM 
nay be brought up to date, and in order that the Department and other Government 
-gencies with an interest may receive dissemination of information developed relative 
o current subversive activities of the subjects of Priority casés7~ - 

snclosures foe-s 2 Go FC -Yo ey 
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Memo for Mr. Tolson , 
Re: Security Investigations of Individuals SO ee eee agate 

OBSERVATIONS: | 

— The setting of the moratorium on February 27, 1969, and its subsequent 6- 
month extension in September, 1969, have resulted in a cessation in the dissemination 
of reports relative to the over 2000 individuals who make up the secondary level of 
leadership in various subversive organizations. Further, imposition of the moratorium 
has caused the field to cease verifying the whereabouts of Priorities II and Ill subjects. 
However, in spite of the moratorium, the field has in many instances remained 

_ cognizant of the current whereabouts of those subjects through established sources, . 
and, of course, it might be expected that the whereabouts of many of the subjects. 
has remained unchanged through the moratorium period. 

| 
| | The rescinding of the moratorium would result in requiring the preparation 
_ | and submission of reports in all Priority I. cases (there are 2065 such cases) in.which .., 
gsaddifional pertinent informstion had bécn developed'since’submission- of He: BETO > oy 

report, and would require the preparation and submission of an approved form or 
other correspondence in other instances. Further, lifting of the moratorium would 
cause the field to initiate investigation to verify the current whereabouts of the subjects 
x Priorities I and IT (10, 351 cases). 

Subsequent to the initiation of the moratorium, approval was given, with the 
written concurrence of the Department, that the writing of reports on Priority Il 
Subjects would be suspended. The appreciable savings of Agent, stenographic and 
clerical man hours which resulted from this change would not be affected by a 
continuation of the moratorium, since reports on individuals in the Priority Il 
category would still not be required. 

The foregoing would indicate that the lifting of the moratorium would require 
the assignment of additional personnel to the Security Index program throughout the. 
field, and that the additional communications generated in the field would impose an 
additional work load on Seat of Government clerical and supervisory personnel. 

Rescinding the moratorium would increase the work load, both in the field 
' and at Seat of Government. In view of additional manpower requirements relative to 
the Bureau's intensification of investigations of New Left terrorists, it would not appear 
that the rescinding of the moratorium is justified or advisable at this time. This 
intensification ordered by the Director will require a considerable manpower commitmen 

' { and make necessary. the reassignment of personnel, both in the field and at the Seat of 
Government, to this area of emphasis. Accordingly, the streamlining effect which has 

| \ resulted from the imposition of the moratorium should be continued, 

\ 

-2- CONTINUED - OVER 

. . 2 t | 
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Memo for Mr. Tolson g 
Re: Security er of Individuals 

¢ 

RECOMMENDATION: °: 

That the moratorium be continued until 1/1/71 at which time it cafi 
again be re-evaluated. we ee 

@ 

ADDENDUM: bed LISSA INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 4/20/70 
gp oe a a rn a ee ee, m : eRe aE eee ee" ae rowel nates. eS Fo 1 

‘is we pointed out to the Inspector, the ‘Department, : 
Which has the over-all responsibility for the administration of 
the Security Index Program, has not been advised as to this 
moratorium; nor has Secret Service, which receives the reports 
and current information as to the residence and employment of 
Security Index subjects. 

“Sy” : es we eS YS a iat ay “as Ve ay Be +) Pa hs 

‘ie 7S 8 

If the above recommendation is approved, it is further 
recommenced that the Department and Secret Service be advised by 
letter of the moratorium until 1/1/71 in view of the high priority 
need for manpower on investigations concerning organized crime 
and the intensification of investigations ‘of New Left terrorists. 

‘ 
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As you are aware, ‘copies of reports ‘yelating to aa Ee 
security subjects have been furnished to you. You have also .© ~~ 
been advised when a change occurred in the residence and/or ae employment of these subjects. This information has been eae 
torwarded to you in order to assist your _— a —*, 
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UNITED STATES ( JVERNMENT | | ; 
Memorandum i 

-My. C. D. Brennan’ | DATE: 7/28/70 
| ntnnnitnanaennanneay « 

1 

:R. D. Cotter DR Il 

/ SECTION..37.. rita, ; ALI: INFORMATION CONTANED | / 

SMANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS-.(MOZ) ~~ - foie LASSIFIEDS 9 Abu /EHL 
SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS. \ cara : 

7 ee ee ow we cee bee Sem te Fe nee ROY NOE EAE TG ee 

z ‘noe 
nm 

Current MOI chapter on security investigations is 
extremely lengthy (110 pages). and_cumbersome. This section, 
which governs a substantial part of our security work, including 
investigations of Marxist-Leninist organizations and front groups, - 
New Left organizations, and Security Index subjects, has not been 
overhauled for more than 15 years, and it is seriously in need of 
streamlining, updating, and reorganizing, 

For the past several months, as time has permitted, this 
entire section has been reviewed, streamlined, and reorganized by > 
supervisor John E. Keating of the Research Section who has worked 
closely with knowledgeable supervisors throughout the Division in 
connection with this project. This project has now been completed 
-and there is attached a revised Section 87 which it is believed is 
far better organized and will prove more useful and more readable 
both to Agents in the field and to our supervisory staff. Not 
only is the revised section much shorter than the current version 

(less than half in length), but it has also been organized witha / 
view to providing maximum convenience in locating subject matter.;7 
and in combining related topics which are not scattered throughgut 
this section. SE Ye Oe ET Ne om ep ENO EC NE AE FORMS, Sy EY OTL SEP LI PTTL TET EIT TIT Le LOT DTT GE TER AG OE YO ITY Ie OP . 

The following specific changes have been made in 
‘connection with this project: 

1. All of the pertinent material relating to applicable 
statutes has been combined in the initial section of the chtyter. 
Heretofore, pertinent statutes had been scattered throughout ‘the 

section. At the same time, we have considerably streamlined the 

statutory information especially to eliminate portions of the 

Smith Act of 1940 and the Internal Security Act of 1950 which 

have recently been declared unconstitutional. Based on recent 

court decisions declaring these statutes invalid, we have also 
deleted references to the National Defense Education Act of 1908, 

the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, and the statute- 

-concerning ‘the right to strike against the Government. 

| lOO-COrIS)G 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C,. Sullivan 
RE: SECTION 87: 

; MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS (MOI) eee : 
| SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ee : 
| Oe 

2. We have substantially streamlined the current va 
_.._-~provisions (87C) relating to investigations and reports on the 

“Communist Party, USA, and other Marxist-Leninist groups to 
eliminate redundancies of verbiage and repetition., 

3, We have broken down current Section 87D (relating 
to security investigations of individuals) into a number of more 
meaningful and clearly defined subsections. Currently, 87D runs 
to some 80 pages and iS most unwieldy and complicated. In our 
rewritten chapter we have broken this lengthy section down into 
such categories as policies and objectives, procedures, techniques, 
administrative procedures, and dissemination, 
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4, Throughout the entire chapter we have used stream- 
lined wording, eliminated repetition and verbiage, and sought to 
organize the material under well-defined and meaningful subheadings, 

5. <A table of contents has been prepared for the entire 
chapter. Currently the chapter contains only a table of contents 
With regard to 87D, : ’ a 

ag oe * ef’ a wa 

at 

f * oR ta, This rewritten version of Section 87 has been reviewed 
and approved by the Internal Security Section which handles the 
i of investigations involved. Pertinent portions have also 
been reviewed and cleared by the Nationalities Intelligence 
Section (Cuban matters) and the Racial Intelligence Section 
(communist infiltration of racial matters and black nationalist | 
investigations). No _volicy changes,_have_been made in revised version 
with exception of those enumerated above. | 

ACTION; 

That attached rewritten version of Section 87 be 
approved. Arrangements will be made so that when this Manual 
change is issued, an SAC Letter will be prepared advising the 

field of the major changes. At the same time, necessary 
changes in the FBI Handbook will be separately submitted. 
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. Memoraidum | _ .* 4 
- TO : Mr, MA Spall DATE: at , ie og, eee | 
f 

R- | 
SO : |! ONTAINED ee NFORMATION C ut 

FROM : + DP, F, O'Connell oe ISUNPLASSIIED » AU yl 
DATE [ofa fi | 3 SUBJECT: PROPOSED DESTRUCTION OF FILES IN THE - 100 (INTERNAL SECURITY) AND 105 (INTERNAL SECURITY MATTERS) CLASSIFICATION CONTAINING VALUELESS FILE MATERIAL BY THE RECORDS DISPOSAL C OMMIT TEE FILES AND COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 

€ 
é 

/ 
oe | The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend the destruction 
‘at of files in the 1009 (Internal § ecurity) and 105 (Internal Security or Security 

Matters - Nationalistic Tendencies other than Domestic) Classifications ” 
containing record mecerial which no Jonger possess Sufficient historical, 

investigative, intelligence, and reference value to merit retention, 
oe ene nt ee OT ne tee ee + res ae on 

. 
a 

The Records Disposal Commitiée, Files ang Communications : 
Division, conducted 2 survey of our records holdings in the 109 and 105 : 
Classifications Which revealed that files over 25 Jears Old oceupy 585. 
Six drawer Cabinets (00's Occupy S65 cabinets and 1035's Occupy 20 cabinets), 
A cross Section analysis of these files revealed that cases Occupying 
approximately 350 cabinets relate to alleved Espicnage, Sedition, Sabatoge, 
Hatch Act, and Internal Security Violations 28 well as alleced Subversive 
activity, Subversive tendencies, sympathizers, members of subversive 
Organizations, Suspicious activities sPecipient of funds from foreign sources 
and miscellaneous maiters in which no Violations ave present and the 
allegations were unfounded, 

4M mRNA ON Tan eNO © vet ng 

z 

a th 

Sepa setae FEN nm 

Also numerous files in the 100 Classification Were opened on 
Outgoing letters to Field Offices based upon excerpts from other Bureau files 
Pertaining ta subs cribers to the Daily Worker op publications of a Similar 
nature and/or allered m embership in ar affiliation with Subversiy 
No further Correspondence appears in these fi € organizations ~ Will be available In the TCS. therefore, all info "mation original Buredu case tile after these ave destroyed, 

U.K, ( debe, (Oe20e 159) : 
‘1 -Intellicence Division Oring) rn 62-3226 -5 126 
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Memorandum P. F, O'Connell to Mr. ae ll 

Re: PROPOSED DESTRUCTION OF TILES IN THE 160 nrTE ERNAL SECURITY) 
AND 105 (INTERNAL SECURITY MATTERS) Clu eee CONTAINING 
-VALUELESS FILE MATERIAL BY THE RECORDS DISPOSAL COMMITTEE 

“a 

| 

| 

Files, which will be considered for destruction, contain valueless 
“information comprised principally of initial correspondence, and preliminary 
reports or letters, They were opened based upon rumor, personal grievances, 
suspicions, norUspecific allegations, nebulous information or foreign publications 
mostly during World War JI, “for record Or informational purposes, All of this 
material has been extensively de-indexed and files which will be destroyed do not 
contain any information reflecting unfavorably upon the character, loyalty or 
associates of the subjects in the title or persons named therein. Approximately 
300 six drawer file cabinets of badly needed filing space will be reclaimed, The 
destruction of these files willbe hand ed on a most selective basis by experienced 
Records Branch Personnel and will inno.way adversely aifect P the Bureau's” 
operations or its “responsibilities in the Name Check fieldy ret tre rneoens 

The proposed destruction will include material in the 100-0 seabed 
file and in the 100-0 Sub A file, where applicable, Archival Authority is 
required for the destruction of original record material and will be requested by 
separate memorandum, 

It is noted that this proposal is very similar in nature to a recent 
proposal involving files in the 65 (Espionage) Classification, which was approved 
by the Bureau in memorandum P, F, O'Connell to Mr, Marshall dated 8/11/72. 
Archival Authority was granted on 9/12/72 for the Gegtce on of the va lueless 

.2Spionage file material, 

» 

it is recommended that this er be refer: ‘ed to the Intelligence 
Division £ ior its een and comments. a 

‘RECOMMENDATION: a 

That awoniival be granted for the Aentaisting of files in the 100 _ 
105 classifications in accordance with the above guidelincs in cases over 20 
years old. = aPEEOVeR, appropriate Archival Authority will be ¢ obtained. 
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' ADDENDUM INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 4/3/73 

0 ee 

Attached to this Addendum is a list furnished 
by the Files and Communications Division of the files 

"-.. . being considered for destruction. A review was made of 
a@ random sampling of these files (those checked in red 
on the list; one of each general type; total of thirty 
files). The sample review bears out the conclusion of 
the Files and Communications Division that these files 
have no apparent historical, investigative, inteliigence 
or reference value which would merit their retention. " 

: The Intelligence Division concurs in the recommendation 
| of the Files and Communications Division that such files 
| : be destroyed after receipt of Archival authorization for 
| such disposal, provided that each and every file to be 

destroyed is first individually reviewed by experienced 
Records Branch personnel to ensure they meet the destruc- 
tion criteria and that their destruction will in no way 
adversely affect the Bureau's operations or its responsibil- 
ities in the name check or security field. It is recommended 
however, that General Investigative Division (Name Check 
Section) concurrence be also obtained. 

Attachment 

Gt 

“4 
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Eg ADDENDUM: GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE ‘DIVISION 
: ! 4-6— is sf 

! “ he Name Check Section presentiy reviews various 
files of reference to select information of pertinency in 

~~... responding to name check requests from various executive 
agencies and others. In general, files containing rnon- 
derog gatory information or no information of intelligence 

value are eiiminated upon review, Therefore, the authorized 

destruction of any files having no apvarent historical, 
investigative, intelligence or reference value should not 

‘have any effect upon responsibilities of the Name Check 
section, 

« 

It would ieuens that any determination as to 
selectivity of files for destruction shotild be made by the 
Substantive Desk having supervisory responsibility for the 
Files, Therefore, the Name Check Section, which performs 

| a servicing function in connection with review of Bureau 
| files, defers to the judgment of the Files and Sonn CatRens 
: and Intelligence Divisions, 
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a a INIGUNC 

., SENECT: REVISION SECTION 87 He Oa oh eel hu 
MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS 

“ 

A recent proposed revision of Section 87 of the Manual of | 
Instrections (MOI) has been approved and is in the process of being 
printed. 

This revision makes reference to an MOi appendix enumera= 
ting statutes, evidence of violations of which may be developed during 

foreign counterintelligence investigations. 

All personnel conducting these types of investigations should 
be aware of these statutes and alert for evidence of such violations. 

. &itached is proposed appendix. i 

‘ ACTION: i 
if 

' Attached be approved and prepared for Manual of Instructions 
along with approved Section 87 revision. ; 

Enclosure : 
7 a Chabean 490-00 ~1532} i 

i 
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-APPENDIX uae oe 

Evidence of violations of the 
following statutes may be developed during 
investigations of domestic subversive 
organizations, and individuals and foreign 
counterintelligence investigations. All 

. personnel engaged in such investigations 
Should be aware of these statutes. Refer 

to the United States Code Annotated: for 

EMT presentation of the statute and its 
judicial case history. 
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Activities Against Foreign Governments 
= > aa oni 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Conspiracy to Injure Property of 
Foreign Governments 

Commission to Serve Against A 
Friendly Nation 

Enlistment in Foreign Service 

Expedition Against Friendly Nation 

Strengthening Armed Vessel of Foreign 
Nation 

Arming Vessel Against Friendly Nation 

Advocating the Overthrow or Destruction of the 
Government; Opposing by Force the ae of 

_ the Government; 

Treason 

Misprision of Treason 

Rebellion or Insurrection 

Seditious Conspiracy 

Related Activities 

Advocating Overthrow of the Government 

Anti-Riot Laws 

& 
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Atomic Energy Act of 1954 

Unauthorized Dealing in special Nuclear ae 
Material | _* « 6. 

. Prohibitions Governing Atomic Weapons fo 2G Bs 

: - - Production Facility . a a ee a ae: 
* = a ’ 

Suspension of Licenses During War or : - :E 
Rees National Rmergency a ee HG { & 
: ; : er a ee tee ee ° rE 

r ° ‘a . * ; ? 5 ot gm - : 4 7 : 7 

-.-.' Security Investigations re a a a LE 

. Communication, Receipt, Tampering, . ee 
Disclosure of Restricted Data ee ae aS op 

‘Trespass Upon Commission Hse aeons 

Photogranhin 

* Bont Thre ats ~- Bombings - interstate eewdose “tation 
+ Of Explosives oe ee ae ee cre 

Prohibited Acts undex FBI: Oe fh hee fae, Ts va 
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“Federally protected Activities ar. ge 8 
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. Govarnnent’ Property ‘or Conteacts To ees a bie ig act ses t° se 10 ee a ee 
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- Harboring or Concealing Persons Te LO 

athering, Transmitting, or Losing 

Defense Information , a “10 

~~ Gathering or Delivering Defense tinfor- . 

mation to Aid Foreign Government i LL 

Photographing and Sketching Defense 

a) 2 Installations © hee a ee d2 

Pt | SUBS Kor Airoraft for BNStogranhing bie hae a cae 

aes = Defense Installation a59 Se Sy ee L2 

Publication and Sale of Photog: aphs - oS a 

of Defense Installations ae SS ee ees 

re: Disclosure of Classified Information © ( -12. 

ee ae eet Violation of 3 Regulations of Nat cional 2° ee 

| _ Aeronautics and i Administration  ..°. _ 42. 

: ee or Attempt to Establish gas 

otalitarian Dictatorship et eee 
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eee ‘National Firearms Act EG ae ee ee 
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: , Making Firearms ee ee | 

‘Identification of Firearms, . 

: Destructive Devices _@ & = ie ee 

- . Déefinitionsof Various Pire- 

_-arms and Destructive Devices fe 14 
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Military, Mental Incompetents, 
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Fraud Against the Government oe oe 2 ah ian 
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' Loss of United States Nationality a ae ea ee Pe ee . 

~. +. +. Loss of Nationality by ative-born or a ee — 

.* Waturalized Citizen; Voluntary Action, - Boe te ee 

-Buxden of Proof; Presumptions eee ee re a 

: cs, Dual Nationals; Divestiture of Nationality eee 

Neutrality Matters . °° pes =“ ee ee ° 

Munitions Control ee ae a Se ences 

tllegal Rs portation of War Materials -_ 
Seizure and Forfeiture of Materials ni 

and Carriers ae Je a Sage el OR eS 

Private Corres pondence with Foreign Governments. a ee 
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Protection of Foreign Officials eer iE 
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- Protection of Property Occupied by i 
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Assaulting, Resisting or Impeding Certain 
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ACTIVITIES AGAINST FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 
s - 

= a 
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' 18 U.S.C. 956, Conspiracy to Injure Property of Foreign 
ae? bo, (5-8 Governnents ; 

Prohibits consviracies of two or more persons within 
the jurisdiction of the United States to injure or destroy 

“se any railroad, canal, bridge, or other public utility or specif LC 
“property Situated in a foreign country and belonging to a 
“foreign government or polit -ical subdivision thereof with which 
the United States is at peace. Commission of an act within 
the jurisdiction of the United States by one or more of the 
conspirators to effect the object of the conspiracy PeneiaaC 
each of the parties to the Seer 

\ . 4 

- 

18 U.S.C. 958. Commission to Serve Against a Friendly Nation 

prohibits any ‘United States citizen within the 
_ Jurisdiction of the United States from oa and exercising 
-a@ commission to serve a foreign prince, state, colony, 
district or people, in war against any ‘prince, state, colony, 
district Or peepee with whom the United States is ae peace 

e a * , . . te : . Ae 1.2 8 as ; 
7+ . . a . e * 3 bd g . *» hoo . ® *" Fa . ~ s « 1 * ¢ . 

ag U.S.C. +989. ‘eniteenent in Foreign service 

“prohibits anyone in the United States suite or 
entering himself or hiring another to enlist or enter, or 

wa “leaving the jurisdiction of the United States with intent to 
>“ -enter or enlist in the military service of any foreign power. 

Sas eae USC. 960. Expedition Against Friendly Nation 

aoe. Se ee Prohibits anyone in the United States from knowingly 
; taking part in or supporting any military or naval expedition or 

enterprise against the territory or dominion of any pouena? 
Eee wae whom the United States is at peace. 

*. 

i8 U.S.C. 961. pie cng Scan Armed vessel of Foreign Nation 

Penalizes anyone in the United States who strongth~ 
ens any armed vessel in the service of any foreign powe 

‘++ Which is at-.war against: any.foreign power with whom ae 
United States is at peace, 

| MDR. stain CONTANED 
ALL | 

" HERBINISU CLASS 1. 
perenne or ead Fi 



oe 

L8 U.S.C. 962. Arming Vessel Against Friendly Nation 

Penalizes: 

(1) Anyone within the United States who attempts 
to ox does arm any vessel, with the intention that the 

‘vessel shall be employed by a foreign power, to commit hos- 
cilities against any Fore eign power with whom the United Peeks 
is at peace, or | 

oa 
. - 

(2) anyone who commissions any vessel with ‘the 
aQOVe intent. eC a ‘ = 5 

Bureau Classification 20 02 9°! 0s DN i ee 
‘Manual of Instructions ' Volume IIT, Section 75 Me 
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13 U. SoCs 2381. _ Treason 7 S 7 “ 7 vt zs eae ay peal Se eae e : 

‘Penalizes anyone who, owing ‘@iesianee Lo che 
United States, levies war against the United States or 
.adheres to their enemies giving them aid and Couee within | 
the United States or elsewhere. | ae ee ee ee 

os os '" - Note 7 that this codifies the crime of treason as 
. ? defined in the Constitution. It does not extend or restrict 

Or provide a new definition for the crime of treason. 
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L8 U.S.C. 2382 Misprision of Treason 

Penalizes anyone who owing allegiance to the 
United States and having hknowledcde of the commission of : 
“treasonable acts conceals and docs not disclose such infor-~ 

-. mation, to an appropriate official,, 
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18 U.S.C. 2383. Rebellion or Insurrection 5 toe 

pensia vee anyone who incites, sets on foot, assists, 
or engages in any rebellion or insurrection against the 
authority of the United States or the laws thereof, or gives 
aid or comfort thereto, . ” 

Bureau Classification 100 ? re 
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nS 2650. 2384. Seditious Conspiracy _ te 

Pana ysa each member of a conspiracy ingens eis 
or more persons in any State or Territory, or in any place sub- 

“ject to their jurisdiction, who conspires to overthrow the 
Government of the United States, levy war against them, oppose 

‘by force the authority thereof, or by force prevent, hinder, 
‘or delay the execution of any law of the United States or by 
force seize. take or possess anv pEOreT ey of the Une eed States - 

ee, 1 
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. - (£8 U.8.C. 2385. Advocating overthrow of ‘Government’ ee So 
ae on ae - (The Smith Act) pe ee 

Fy penalices (1) anyone who aeinaiy ‘and “Wwillikdry 
advocates, abets, advises, or teaches the duty, necessity, 
desirability, or ‘propriety of overthrowing or destroying the 
Government of the United States, any State, Territory, District 
ox Possession of the United States, by force or violence or by 
assassination of any officer of such government; (2) anyone who 
with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of any such 
government, prints, publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells, 
distributes, or publicly displays any written or printed matter, 
advocating, advising or teaching the duty, necessity, desir~ 

. ability, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying any govern- 
ment in the United States by force or violence, or attempts 
to do so; (3) anyone who organizes, helps or attempts to ie 
TOC n hee any society, oer or assembly pe engage in Peeves 
oy ‘ee a a> se¢ rede ye Te" ote oe S45 Pree he “les ae aM SP ote SF Sel ett, . eo oes a, sy? “aa” 
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listed activities or becomes a member of, or affiliates with 
such a group knowing its purpose to be overthrow of the govern- 
ment by force or violence; (4) anyone participating in a 
conspiracy to commit any above-named activities. - 

Bureau Classification 100 
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_ANTIRIOT, LAWS 

18 U.S.C. 2101. Riots 

Prohibits travel in or use of interstate or foreign 
commerce with intent to incite a riot or organize, promote, 
encourage, participate in-or carry on a riot, or commit any 
act of violence in furtherance of a riot, or aid or abet any 
person in inciting or participating in a riot, or perform or 
attempt to perform any overt act to incite or participate in 
a riot. ) 
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18 U.S.C. 2102. Definitions 
- 

(a) "Riot" herein means a public disturbance involving 
(1) an act or acts of violence by one or more persons part of 
an assemblage of three or more persons which act or acts 
constitute a clear and present danger of or shall result in 

! damage or injury to the property of any other person or to 
| the person of any other individual or (2) a threat or threats 
i o£ the commission of an act or acts of violence by one or more 

persons part of an assemblage of three or more persons having 
individually or collectively, the ability of immediate 
execution of such threat or threats, where the performance of 

_ the threatened act or acts of violence would constitute a 
“‘elear ‘and present danger of or’ would’ restlt “in damage or” - 

injury to the proenerty of any other rersen or to tho rorson 
of any other individual. 
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(hb) The term “to incite to riot" or "to organize, pro- 
mote, encourage, participate in, or carry on a riot" includes 

, but is not limited to urging or instigating others to riot. 
It is not deemed to mean the mere oral or written advocacy of 
ideas or expression of belief. 

eel IG US165 23ix. Civil 
‘prohibits: 

Disorders 

4 

{1) Teaching or demonstrating to any other person 
the use, application or making of any firearm, explosive or 
incendiary device, or 
injury with knowledge 

technique capable of causing death or 
or intention that they will be used in 

‘- @ Civil disorder affecting commerce or a federally protected 
Function; 

“' (2) Transportation or manufacture for transport 
_in commerce any such firearm, explosive or incendiary 

i device, with knowledae or intention that the same will be a 's 

(3) Interference or attempts to interfere with 

~. used unlawfully in furtherance of a civil disorder; 
, 

‘any fireman or law enforcement officer engaged in the performance 

oe f * - * e* « ' ne = 
. oy ‘sg S + = 5 ~ 

- 
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5 Sere ‘and 

28 * U.S.C. 232. Definitions of "Civil Dis 
Py oy sat tls "Federally Protected Function," "Firearm," 

"Explosive or Incendiary Device," "Fireman," - 

of his duties during a civil disorder which affects commerce 
or any federally protected function. 7 a 
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order," "“Commexce, ™ 

"Law Enforcement Officer.” 

18 U.S.C. 233. Preemption ce re 

.- Congress did not preempt this field to the exclusion 
of State or local laws and no provision of this statute is to 
be construed to invalidate any State law unless the State law 
is inconsistent with the purpose of this statute. 
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF 1954 

Unless authorized by the U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission or under international agreement, the Act pro- 
hibits the activities enumerated in 42 U.S.C. 2077, 2122, 
2131 below: 

42 U.S.C. 2077. Unauthorized Dealings in Special Nuclear 
Material 

(a) Transferring or receiving in interstate commerce 
or transferring, delivering, acquiring, owning, possessing, or 
receiving possession of or title to, or importing into or 
exporting from the United States any special nuclear material; 

; {(b) Engaging in the production of any special 
. nuclear material outside the United States; | 
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--* 42 U.S.C. --2122..- Prohibitions Governing Atomic Weapons. . 

Transferring or receiving in interstate or foreign 

“. commerce or manufacturing, producing, transferring, acquiring, 
possessing, importing or exporting any atomic weapon. 

T+. 

get ky” 

* 
* 

42 U.S.C. 2131. Production Facility 

7 Transferring or receiving in interstate commerce, 
Manufacturing, producing, transferring, acquiring, possessing, 
using, importing or exporting any utilization or production 

-- facility. 

~ +42 U.S.C. 2138. Suspension of Licenses During War or 

| National Emergency 

AS Rg The Atomic Energy Commission, whenever Congress 
Geclares that a state of war or national emergency exists is 

- authorized to suspend any license, to recapture special 
" nuclear material and to order the operation of any licensed 

Facility. 

42 U.S.C. 2165. Security Restrictions ee 

(8) Investigations by the FBI ; 

Ti aa “TE a personnel investigation’ of “an Atomic: Energy’ : 
lied: COVGTOSS any 2a er cio Shae SS. a ee ae 

of questionable lovalty, tne matter must be referred to tbe 
. EBL for a tull rield anvestigation. 
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. (e) FBI investigation of any individual to be 
employed or licensed by the Atomic Energy Commission may 
be required by the President. 

(f) The FBI is required to investigate individuals 
.to be named to positions with a high degree of importance ‘or 
sensitivity with the Atomic Energy Commission. é 

« 
we » ‘ - « . ae “@ “3 ea a- 38 = save wey ho 

ee “+... RESTRICTED DATA 

"Restricted Data" means all data concerning (1) 
design, manufacture, or utilization of atomic weapons; (2) 
the production of special nuclear material; or (3) the use 
o£ special nuclear material in the production of energy. 
Anyone with the intent or reason to believe that the U. S. 
Will be injured or a foreign nation be given an advantage 
28 prohibited from: 

2 a2 U.S.C. 2274,5,6,7. Communicating, Transmitting or 
oa - . Disclosing Restricted Data to 

Y gee, . Any Person; Acquiring Restricted 
“ 7 +. Data; Tampering with Restricted 

2. ee a : Data; or Disclosing Restricted 
‘ Pac |S Data to One Known or Believed Not 

: : ' to Be Authorized to Receive It 
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42 U.S.C. 2278a. Trespass Upon Commission Installations; 
Issuance and Posting of Regulations 

Prohibits willful violations of entry and other 
regulations of Atomic Energy Commission facilities. 

 42.0.8.C. 2278b. Photographing, etc., of Commission 
Installations 

Prohibits photographing, sketching, etc., of Atomic 
Energy Commission installations or facilities, information 
about which is protected against general dissemination. 
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we BOMB THREATS ~ BOMBINGS - 
a INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF EXPLOSIVES 

The PBI and oe Treasury Department have Sencar: 
jurisdiction by statute; however, the Department of Justice 
as established guidelines providing that the FBI will handle 

subsections (e), (£} and (g), Treasury will handle subsections 
(a) and (i), and subsection (h) will be handled by the agency 

‘having jurisdiction over the underlying felony. Violations 
directed against diplomatic functions will be handled by the 
FBI. Each agency handies violations directed at its own 
functions, and posta: authorities handle violations directed 
against that agency's functions as well as matters sO I ee 
explosives sent through the mail. ae 

18.U.S.C. 844, Prohibits: © .  . 0°. = aot Bae 

Cs (G) Interstate transportation of explosives or 
+) 2 >. anmcendiary devices with intent to injure or 

we intimidate a poreot or damage property. 

.+, a. (e) Use of telephone, mail or other instrument of 
ae " commerce to transmit a bomb threat. 

“2. (£) Use of explosives or incendiary devices i 
of oot) 6 6 damage any property ovned or used by the 

i eT elie “Government ox any institution or organi-- 
role t+. gatdon receiving Federal financial assistance. 

| ye. Ve *.'(g) Unauthorized possession of explosives or 
ies + 4. ‘et 7 AUncendiary devices in a building owned or used 

be ie oa, + by. the U. S. Government. <.. . y 

Soe. tr 6+ (h) Carrying or using explosives or wesnatery eas 
‘a devices during the commission of any Federal 

felony. 2.8 
. 

1 OY - .- * ’ . 4 
* 

. *»- ss (2) Use of explosives or incendiary devices £o 
ae -\7> * . damage any property used in an activity affect 

_ ang interstate commerce. 
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a eee LOU S.C... 245i, ederally Be sotected. Activities cannes, ean: 

Prohibits willful injury or interference with 
(1) persons in the exercise of certain enumerated rights 
by force or threat of force, whether or not the offenders 
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are acting under color of law; (2) persons voting in any 
. election, participating in benefits of Federal programs 
or facilities, applying for or enjoying Federal employment 
or serving as Federal jurors; (3) persons on account of 
their race, color, religion, or national origin who attend 
public schools or colleges, participate in State or local 
government programs or facilities, apply for and enjoy 

“private or State employment, serve as State jurors, use the 
facilities of interstate commerce, or patronize enumerated 
places of public accommodation; (4) persons who afford others 
opportunity to participate in the activities listed above; 
(5) persons not participating, for the purpose of intimi- 

dating those who are participating, in the above-mentioned 
activities; and (6) persons participating in a speech or 
peaceful assembly opposing denial of opportunity to partici- 
pate in these activities. 

a 
s >- 
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“:'* “"" "GRIMES ON GOVERNMENT RESERVATIONS 

18 U.S.C. -13. Laws of States Adopted for Areas within 

De Federal Jurisdiction . 

Makes the criminal law on a government reservation 
conform to local law except when a particular act has been 

«a « . G@fined as a federal offense. 

18 U.S.C. 81. Arson within Special Maritime and Territorial 
Jurisdiction 

Penalizes anyone who, within the special maritime and 
territorial jurisdiction of the United States, willfully and 
maliciously attempts to, or sets fire to or burns any building, 

Structure or vessel, any machinery or building materials or 
supplies, military or naval stores, munitions of war, or any 
Structural aids or appliances for navigation or shipping. 

Penalty is increased if the building is a dwelling or 
“+ so Gf. the life of any.person,is:placed, in jeopardy. 
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viet "+. DESECRATION OF U. S. FLAG 
‘ 

18 U.S.C. 700. Desecration of The Flag of the United States 

‘Prohibits anyone from knowingly casting contempt 
upon the United States flag, standard, colors, ensign, or any 
picture or representation of either by publicly putea toy 
defacing, Gefiling, burning, or trampling poe tise 

oO . 
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‘DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 

48 U.S.C. 1361. Government Property or Contracts 

Penalizes enone who wilLi tus. LY injux Gs OL commits: 

any depredation against any property o£ the United States, or 
O£ any department or agency thereof, or any preperty which 
has been or is being manufactured or constructed for the 
United States, or any department or agency thereot. 
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18 U.S.C. 792. Harboring or Concealing Persons 3 ae 

Penaliges anyone who harbors or conceals any person 
who he knows, has reasonable grounds to belileve or susvect, 
has committed, or is’ about to commit a violation of ne 
Esplonage statute. 

18 UseS.C.. 793s Gathering, Transmitting, or Losing Défense . 
Information 

me Prohibits anyone with intent or reason to believe 
that the U. S. will be injured or a foreign nation will he 
given an advantage thereby from: 
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“ (a) - Obtaining information concerning facilities, 
; equipment, etc., related to the national 

defense; 

“(b) Obtaining enumerated items, e.g., copies, 
' gketches, photographs, etc., of anything 

‘connected with the national defense. 

‘-={c) Receiving, obtaining, or agreeing to obtain | 
enumerated items, @.g., documents, code books, , 

GtCe,s related to the national derense. . | 

i 
f 

| 

(dj) Willfully making available items vet cies to 
: --the national defense by one lawfully entitled 

Fy, J+ to have, access to them to one not authorized 
Fgh ae receive them, or to willfully keep such 
~ + 4tems £rom one entitled to receive them. 

le Ae) Willfully making available items related to 
Tai ae _ the national defense by one whose access to 

SHAM oy 5 4. Van ~ ~ de o~ wn ale am 4 fat is 
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‘yized to receive them, or to willfully keep | 
‘such items from one entitled to receive them. 

+ v 'i: (£) Allowing items related to the national defense 
-. “2: + "dn his lawful custody to be removed, lost, 
oe a,” Mestroyed, ere., Or fail LS tO report such | | i 
 itivn. 2" occurrence. _ = = Pog at oe Ie wae nig, A . 

e 2 ‘ . . fe 

| “7° 1. (g) Conspiring to violate the above provisions. 

£8 U.S.C. 794. Gathering or ee herenee Information 
_ i to Aid Foreign Government 

‘Penalizes anyone ‘Who with intent or reason ree believe 
‘that it is to be used to the injury of the United States or 
advantage of a foreign nation attempts to or transmits to any 
foreign power any of -the enumerated items including any docu- 
ment, writing, note or information relating to the national 
defense. 
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Penalizes anyone, who in time or war, with intent 
_ that it shall be communicated to the enemy, collects, records, 
publishes or communicates or, attempts .to gather, any Anformacion | 
regarding the Krmed*® Forces ;' or“ informatién relating to the = 7) 
national defense which might be useful to the enemy. 
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18 U.S.C. .795. Photographing and Sketching Defense 
Installations 

Prohibits the making of any photograph, sketch, 
picture, drawing, map, or graphical representation of military 
and naval installations and equipment designated by the 
President as requiring protection from general dissemination. 

~ 

‘L8 U.S.C. 796. Use of Aircraft for Photographing Defense 
a Installations _ . 
\ ® 

Penalizes the use of aircraft for the activities 
enumerated in 18 U.S.C. 795. 

‘18 U.S.C. 797. Publication and Sale of Photographs of 
| Defense Installations 

a Prohibits the reproduction, publication, sale or 
Giving away of any photograph, sketch. or other graphical 

‘. (epresentation of any military or naval installation or | 
equipment defined by the President as requiring protection 

‘jagainst general dissemination of information, - 

18 U.S.C. 798, Disclosure of Classified Information 

, Penalizes anyone who knowingly and willfully communi- 
cates, furnishes, transmits or otherwise makes available to 

- an unauthorized person, or publishes, or uses in any manner 
prejudicial to the United States' interest or safety or, uses 
for the benefit of a foreign government any classified infor- 
mation concerning communication systems or intelligence. 

18 U.S.C. 799. Violation of Regulations of National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Penalizes any conspiracy to violate or any violation 
of any regulations or orders of the National ‘Aeronautics and 
Space Administration for the protection or security of any 
laboratory, station, base or facility or part of any of these, 
or any aircraft, missile, spacecraft or similar vehicle or 
part of any of these or any property or equipment of this 

“*+: “agency or any real-or. personal’ property,..or. equipment held by 
"a contractor wnder ‘a contract with the National Aeronautics — _— ee oe 

and Space Administration. 
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50 U.S.C. 783. Conspiracy or Attempt to Establish Totalitarian 
Dictatorship és 

: ' Prohibits: OS ee . nee ea 
e 

te " * (a) BAny act which would euecrentiniy contribute 
to the establishment within the United States of a totalitar- 
jan dictatorship which would be under the direction, control, 
or domination of aaa EORGT OR DeVEEMMENE « organization or ° \ 
es, : boty, ee a a it ae 

(6) Any ‘united States ikasages £rom “communicating ee 
any classified information affecting the security of tne ‘f 
‘United States to a person who is known to be a representa- 
‘tive of foreign government or an officer or member of a 
Communist organization, . : a ' 

(a) Any agent or representative of a foreign gov- 
 .ernment or member or officer of a Communist organization from 

~ cnowingly attempting to or obtaining or receiving any classi- 
fied information affecting the security of the United § tates 
‘from any United States government employee. | bt, “Sle 

. a 

- « * . . oe i = o o%%e 
oe ~» » e 

. : . * -« ad * . 
- . “Ff . - 

x ° *, a ~ 

«J J Bureau Classification 65 ee ON ee 
Manual of Instructions | _-. Volume IT, Section 36 
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26 U.S.C. 5812, irenntece a tenes 

The transfer of a firearm requires a written appli- 
- cation to the Secretary of the Treasury for the transfer and 
registration to the transferee, The application must contain 
identification’ cf the’ transferor}: transferee;'and:firsarm- 2... sa. 
involved. 
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26 U.S.C. 5842. Identification of Firearms , other inn 

“26 U.S.C. 3845. Definitionsot vi ard 
| _ Destructive Devices a. ge, gees 

. 26 U.S.C, > 5864. Poe ee BCCS. 8 ee ee a seo 

_. ‘importer of, or dealer in firearms without having paid the _ 

. chapter; 

in violation of xe quirements of this chapter; i a te 

requirements of this Chapter yegarding transfer; iad 

“yequirements of this chapter; 

Fara Aa bee ta et BARI, ed RDA actly weer NUT ORS og Dok Rema aod te ene vs : We Aer labile ee Ses — -_ ayy eikaala Sb AA OA tat OF Fae a Kar “a She SU Kafe Pe CP ae ot et eee PEO eel Stat See dnt at ao5 3 

26 U.S.C. 5822. Making Firearms 

Requires that any prospective maker of a firearm 

application indicat bing his intent to make a firearm. The 
application must contain the identification of the firearm, 
the identity of the prospective maker inclu ading his photograph 
and fingerprints, the proper stamp showing that the tax imposed 

ee 
‘Destructive Devices 

© Waeueset SuUrers and importers o£ firearms other than 
aaseeuce ive devices are required to oe such ecue by 
serial number or as otherwise pee escribed 

Lf 
« 

= ™~ ‘ 

ous Firearms and 

(a) to engage in business as a manufacturer ox 

required tax or paves re gustered as required py this is 
z % es w . ae . 

(b) to receive or POSSeSsS a firearm ‘transferred 

{c)° to’receive or possess & ‘firearm made in vio- 
Lation of this chapter; 8 

(ad) .to receive or possess an unregistered firearm; 

- . (e) to transfer a firearm without complying with 

(f) to iia a firearm without. compsying with the 

{g) to obliterate, remove, chance, or ater the 
serial number or other identification of a £irearm required 

. * . 
. . Pe = * * ne, . . e s * 6 . 

7% “ye or ay et se 6 *e. ofeed”, . e? see 02, * 8 9, Beare, “4 sett "ey. #,"od . ete = We 
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(h) to receive or possess a firearm having the 
serial number or other identification required under this 
chapter obliterated, removed, changed, or altered; 

- (i) to receive or possess a firearm not identified 
by a serial number as required; - 

‘Tess... (5) to transport, deliver, or receive any firearm 
“in interstate commerce which has not been Bea Tetenee-s accord~ 
ing to regulations of this ane é we 

(k) to recaiva or possess a firearm which has been 
. imported or brought into the United States for the use of the 
United States or any United States department, independent 
establishment, or agency of the United States, or any State 
oer possession or political subdivision of such State or 

:. possession; or for scientific or research purposes; or solely 
“for testing or use as a model by a ar oe manufacturer or 
pace for use as a Sampie by a registered importer or cealer. 

ie U.S.C. 921. Definitions of Act Terms 0 ieee oc Urs : 
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v.18 U.8.C. 922. (a) Unlawful Acts . eee 

Exception: The Secretary of the Treasury May permit the con- 
ditional importation or bringing in of a firearm for examina- 
_ thon. and Eee cing in connection with classif fying the Sees 

ee 2 (1) to acs any false entry on any application: 
-eeturn or Paederes record, knowing such entry to be false. 

’ a - 
ty eee hey Le a * fe . Ore ye % ts o 0) & < a e . 

. . . - ‘ « ® e % “ 

WOE OO peate Firearms Control Assistance Act i i 

DS" conte act deals primarily with ‘the interstate trans- 
portation of firearms. ae ae ae ee pan gure. Se Hae Ree ence 
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be 33 Engaging in the puaieede of importing, 
nan eneeustaa ox dealing in firearms or ammunition without 
a license; shipping, transporting er receipt of any firearm 
or ammunition in interstate or foreign commerce 2 by an 
unlicensed person. i ae a a ee 
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| - (2) Interstate shipment of any firearms or 
ammunition by a licensee to anyone other than another 
licensee, with certain exceptions. h ea 

wget tour 

et 
eee Bite (3) Transporting or receiving by a non- 

licensee in the State of his residence any firearm purchased 
or obtained by him outside his state. ° : 

. 

ee 
14 

’ 

eo Sy 

ieass 2% 

WAP aR 2 (4) Transporting destructive devices and 
National Firearms Act weapons by other than a licensed 

' importer, licensed manufacturer, licensed dealer or licensed 
collector in interstate or foreign commerce, except as 
‘authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury. 

r wal 

ta 

r 7 fe 

OTE 

| (5) Transferring, selling, trading, giving, 
transporting or delivering a firearm by an unlicensed 
person to another unlicensed person who. resides in another 
Bee ees 

ps 3 
* r 

“S 
ys, 

af = 
* 

Tas 

i a 
a ry 

* 

rad 
» 

nf (6) Knowingly making any material false 
Statement or use of any deceitful practice to attempt to or 
to acquire a firearm or ammunition. 

(b) Prohibitions Applicable Only to Licensees 

(1) Sale or delivery by a licensee of any 
firearm, other than a shotgun or a rifle, or ammunition for 
a firearm other than a shotgun or rifle to anyone less than 
twenty~one years old. 

bag Aes wee PENIS he 

? . Sale or delivery by a licensee of any 
| firearm, or ammunition to anyone less than 18 years of age. : Boat ss 

ine oe f T we 

~~ a sh EP . 
5, Mize Y 

\ 

Pee « 

| (2) Selling or delivering any firearm or 
| ammunition to an unlicensed person if the licensee has 

reasonable cause to believe the purchase or the possession 
of the firearm or ammunition would be in violation of 
state or local law. 

t 

. ~e 2 - -* 

~ avy “AP eee 

EROS aa (3) Selling a firearm to an out-of-State 
unlicensed resident except that this section does allow a , 
licensee to sell or deliver a shotgun or rifle to a resi-~ 
‘dent of a State -contiguous to-the-State of the licensee's) =: 
place of business if the purchaser's State of residence 
permits such saie or delivery by law and if the sale con- 
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(4) Delivering or seating a déateuceive 
device or a National Firearms Act weapon to any person un- 
‘less authorized. : 

(5) Delivering or sai dies any firearn or 
‘ammunition without making a record of the name, Boe and resi-~ 
dence of the purchaser. - 

(a) Prohibits a licensee from selling or otherwise 
disposing of any firearm or ammunition to any person who: 

7» 

(1) is under indictment eax: or has been . .. * f 
convicted of a felony, Or; oo ane 2 

go ete, Shee, ok ote SED) is a fugitive from justice; or 

(3) is an Gniawsua: user of or addicted ke. 
ar tndans or any depressant or ee eaerene drug or narcotic 

: — ise ee ME . . PVA He 

as ei been adjudicated as a oe ‘defec~ 
tive or has been committed to any mental institution. . 

e +8, (e) Prohibits anyone Exom Pao inely delivering ee 
to a common carrier for transportation or shipment in inter- 
State or foreign commerce to other than licensees any container 

- « .dn which there is any firearm or ammunition without furnishing 
5 to the carrier written notice that such is Mone oe 
a Sass OF tea salt . = ° ee ne ee ee eee ee 

“This section provides that arty pags senger who owns 
or legally possesses a firearm or ammunition transporting 
such items aboard a common carrier for movement with the 
passenger in interstate or foreign commerce may deliver such 
items to the pilot, captain, conductor or operator of the 
common carrier for the duration of the trip and will thus 
not be in vaotaecon of this section. oe ae ee 

: oe Aap Beef ad i a = : (£) REohIbi ts any common or contract carrier to eg 

transport or deliver in interstate or foreign commerce any 
a firearm or ammunition — knowledge or reasonable cause 

to believe that its transportation or —— no be, in 
Violation of this siatuce. ene at . 4 # ne 

- 2 (9), 0h) Prohibits the shipping, transporting, or 
gies. . receipt. Of any firearm or, anmunition in interstate or foreign 

commerce by anyone who; : 
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Vouools . 2. (1) dis under indictment, or is a felon, or; 

7) is a fugitive from justice or; 

= - (3) dis an unlawful user of or addicted to 
“marihaana or any depressant or stimulant drug or narcotic 
drug; or a3) ek 

(4) has ee adjudicated as a mental aéfec- 
tive, or who has been committed to a mental institution. 

(a) Prohibits anyone from transporting a xeeren 
. firearm or ammunition in interstate or foreign commerce 
knowing or paver reasonable cause to believe it was ‘stolen. 

; 4) rohibits any person from receiving, con- 
cealing, tee bartéring, selling or disposing of any 

ae “stolen firearm or stolen ammunition or from pledging or 
ae accepting as security for a loan any stolen firearm or 

; stolen ammunition, which is moving as or is a part of inter- 
,. State or foreign cOMMCYCEe, having reasonable cause to helieve 
oon Pe that the firearm or anmunition was stolen. | 

ae pe et ye) Prohibits anyone feo eis from transporting, 
‘shipping or receiving, in interstate or foreign COMMEXCE ¢ any 
.£irearm from which the manufacturer's or importer's serial . 
number has been removed, saint or altered. bi A ee OC 

ce ee ~ (1) Prohibits anyone “knowingly from one or 
-%2 "° bringing into the United States or its possessions any firearms 

Or ammunition in violation of provisions of this chapter, or 
£rom knowingly receiving any such ee or ammunition SO” 

,, sported. | | 

(mn) pansies ae licensee who knowingly aie 
a false entry in, or fails to make an appropriate entry in,’ 
or fails to maintain properly any eCOuN aie is required to 

_keep under this statute. fo ae ogo ea eae aes 
ey 7 « oes % Ss * « ne id - 8, 2 ‘ 1 

tA ie ~ stew t 7 te * a * = 

e . a ° -© oe 
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Be Ta 1001. Statements or Entries Generally 

‘‘or fraudulent statements or representations, or makes or uses 
‘any false writing or document knowing it to contain any false, 
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18 U.S.C. “Appendix 1202 Resin. Possess ion, Transportation 
7 of Firearms; Persons Liable; 

= ae ge - .Penaltias for Violations 

Prohibits receipt, possession or transportation in 
commerce or affect ting commerce, of any firearm by anyone who 
has been or is a knowing employee of anyone who has been 
convicted of a felony, or received a dishonorable .discharge 
from the Armed Forces, or has been adjudged by a United States 
or State or local court of being mentally incompetent, or has 
renounced his United States citizenship or is an alien illeg-. 

ally or unlawfully in the United States. ce ae oe 
. . 5 ; oa ss boy - a t ‘ * < gas i ei cat a : om . . 

Bureau Classification 4° - a ee a ee ee if 
Manual of Instructions Volume III; Section 74 
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provides criminal ound ehnene for anyone iid Imowingly 
and ae falsifies, conceals or covers up by any trick 
scheme or device a material fact or makes any false, fictitious 

Fictitious or fraudulent statement or entry in any meee within 
the jurisdiction of the United States SQveeabenes 

t « 

a 

Bureau Classification 46 . 
Manual of Instructions Volume II, Section 47 
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“INTERSTATE TRAVEL IN AID OF RACKETEERING 

¢ 

“18 U.S.C. 1952. Interstate and Foreign Travel or 
| Transportation in Aid of Racketeering 

:, Enterprises 

. ‘+. Penalizes anyone who travels in interstate or foreign 
commerce or uses any facility in interstate or foreign commerce 
with intent to (1) distribute the proceeds of any unlawful 
activity or (2) commit any crime of violence to further any 
unlawful activity or (3) otherwise promote, manage, 2stablish, 

_ Garry on, or Faciiitate tire promotion, MAaNnAaAGEMENt , astablishmont 
or carrying on of any unlawful activity and performs or aCremErs 
to peneoen any of the above-listed activities. 

rh ese Ss 

"¥. ye 

f 

‘Unlawful activity" is defined as ly any business» 
oe enterprise involving gambling, liquor on which the Federal 

“+ .  @xcise tax has not been paid, narcotics or prostitution offenses 
in violation of the laws of the State in which they are committed 
or of the United States or (2) extortion, bribery or arson in 

‘0.’ .Miolation of the laws of the St eae in which committed or of the 
ee eiced ee aeee. ae Gi. % ee eee ee ee 

Bureau Classification 166 ~ 2 vet : a3 

Manual of Instructions Volume IV, Section 125 . 
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. LOSS OF UNITED STATES NATIONALTTY 
a 

- 

w ” . a 4 . *.0 Me ty 
“ 

8 U.S.C. %1481. Loss of Nationality by Native-born or 
i gi te - Naturalized Citizen; Voluntary Action; 

+ a? ty Burden of Proof; Presumptions 

. . 

tT 

Overt ‘acts which anen performed by an American 
~“Sitizen nay Cause termination of his citizenship: 

. ¢ 

‘te oe obtaining naturalization in a foreign ead 

(2) taking an oath or making a declaration of 
allegiance to a ORC EO? state; 4 ee. ee ee ae 

e * = rt im 
* -« 

? * . "“a ¢ 

. ' 

ma ae (3) serving in the armed forces of a foreign 

~ woe y° a -* so ee * 2 

state without specific Bogert ere bile sci ee ae 

(4) accepting, serving in, or performing duties 
“6£ any office, post or employment under the government of 
a foreign state if he has or acquires the nationality of | 

~~ > « 
mee « * x * ~ ow ’ * © a . ee wn 7H Hy - 

=“ . ar 

ae - (8) Goce ina Be Lieiesl icehaes ina Eonéien 
state, participating in an.election or plebiscite to deter- 

mine sovereignty over foreign territory or making a formal 
“renunciation of nationality before a diplomatic or consular 

. ) » & @ * 
s 

= ee of the United States in a foreign eee oe 

AES - 6) maine: in the United States, a formal ee 
— renunciation of nationality when the United States is in a 

(state of war; a ae ee ane pe st ge. ae 
tee ra = os ' . oe . se oa “ , 

. * =o" 4 

7 (7) deserting the armed forces of the United States 
_in time of war, if and when convicted by court martial and 
dismissed by reason of the Coane a? or dishonorably discharged; 

13) eee ene any act of treason against, attempting 
‘by force to overthrow, or bearing arms against the United States, 
violating or conspiring to violate 18 U.S.C. 2383 (Rebellion 
or Insurrection), willfully performing any act in violation of 18 
‘U.S.C. 2385 (Advocating Overthrow of the Government) violating 
“18 U.S.C. 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy) by engaging in a con-  . 
orton to overthrow, put Gown or to destroy by force the 

. Government of the United States, levy war against them, if . 
convicted by a court martial or court or competent jurisdiction. 
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hs (9) aieueane from or remaining outside the 

re jurisdiction of the United States in time of war or national 
emergency to evade U.S. military service. ; 

. ". 8 U.S.C. 1482, Dual Nationals; Divestiture of Nationality 

Provides that persons who at birth acquired dual 
nationality of the United States and of a foreign state, 
having claimed benefits of foreign nationality and having 
continuous residence of three years in the foreign state 
after he becomes twenty-two years of age loses U. S. citizen- 

‘ship unless during that three-year period of residence he 
‘takes oath of allegiance to the United States. 

“8 U.S.C. 1483. Restrictions on Expatriation nae 

Provides that any national who within six months of 
re eighteenth birthday claims United States nationality in 
the appropriate manner even cthouyl Ne may have COMMLLEGG any 

- Of the acts outlined above which expatriate a national prior 
. to his eighteenth birthday shall not be deemed to have expat- 
. xviated himself. 7 | 

= 
” 

oo UsS.Ce .24859,6. acids of Section 1484 to 
we y Certain Persons oo ane 

-:*' “Sets forth those Hieiens Raven a Un ited ee 

 aeeonay Goes not lose his nationality although he has had 
-extended residence abroad. Such situations include e.g., 
residence abroad hecause of employment by the United States 
Government; residence abroad representing a bona fide ean GES 
ORG an ee aaa 111 health, etc. 
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wen UeSeCs. 19342 Munitions Control a 
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This’ act, common3.y Known as Munitions Control Act, 
and regulations issued thereunder provide all persons engaged 
in manufacture, importation, or exportation of arms, ammuni- 
tion, or implements of war must register with Department of 

-~ . State and secure a license from State Department to import or 
export these items. 

— 

. 22 UrSsC.. (401. Tilegal Exportation of War Materials - 
T  §eizure and Forfeiture ee Meversals and 

( oO Carriers 

BLey ass for the seizure of war materials or any 
vessel, vehicle or alreraft containing war materials, when~ 
ever there is probable’ cause to believe there is an attempt to 
export such items or they are intended to be or have been. 

‘exported in violation of law. Sthch materials seized under 
this provision shall be forfeited. : 
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- PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE WITH FOREIGN a ee GOVERNMENTS (THE LOGAN ACT) a 
~" 

> : 18 U.S.C. 953. Private Correspondence with teeebsi 
Ses Lie eae ae a , GOVernments (The Logan Act) 

Penalizes any citizen of the United States who di- 
rectly or indirectly communicates or carries on any correspon- 
dence or intercourse with any foreign government or its 
officer or agent with the intent to influence the measures or 
conduct of any foreign government or its officers or agents 
regarding any disputes or controversies with the United States 
or to defeat United States measures. 

PROTECTION OF FOREIGN OFFICIALS AND OFFICIAL 
_. (GUESTS, OF THE UNITED STATES — 
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This legislation nrovides tne United States with 
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prohibited acts are committed. 
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18 U.S.C. 1116. Murder or Manslaughter of Foreign Officials 
' or Official Guests 

» 

; Makes murder or manslaughter of a foreign official, 
a member of his family, or an official guest a Federal 
offense. ye . 

me 
+ 

18 U.S.C. 1209); Kidnaping 

Makes the kidnaping of and conspiracy to kidnap a 
-foreign.official, a member of his family, or an official 

_ guest, a Federal felony. . 

Note: Federal jurisdiction drises immediately 
rin the kidnaning of a foreign official or official guest. 
The victim need not be transported in interstate or foreign 
commerce. 2 « . 
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lis U.S.C. 112. _ Protection of Foreign Officials and Official 
sie = 8 Guests 

il peneies snoene who assaults, strikes, wounds, 
papeieone: makes an offer of violence to any foreign official, 

“Or officral guest. | 

= - 

s 

= ‘ ' {b) Penalizes anyone who willfully intimidates, 
coerces, threatens, or harasses a foreign official or an 

-'offFicial guest or willfully obstructs a el official in 
the performance of his duties. 

{c) Outside the District of Columbia, prohibits 
| anyone from, within 100 feet of a foreign or international 
! establishment or the residence of a foreign official, parading, 

picketing, displaying any flag, banner, sign, placard, or 
device, uttering any word, phrase, sound or noise for the 
purpose of intimidating; coercing; threacening; or harassing’ 
any. TOVeign “Official.iox obstructing a Pore OEE erat in the 
pérformance of his duties, ° “se agen e 
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18 U.S.C. 970. Protection of Property Occupied by Foreign 
! - Governments and International Organizations 

Prohibits anyone from UE ge damaging, destroy~ 
ing, or attempting to injure, damage or destroy any real cr 
personal property belonging to, utilized by, or occupied by 

“™. (a £oreigqn goverment, international One ae eeer ony foreign 

official or official guest. 
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Bureau Classification L85 Lt 
Manual of Peeve r een Volume IV, Section 146 
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iad PROTECTION OF UNITED STATES OFFICIALS | 

eee ee oe _AND EMPLOYEES . See. e 
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Le Ueoecs. wees Adeaieine. Resievine or teeaine Canteen 
officers and Employees 

Penalizes anyone who forcibly assaults, resists, 
opposes, impedes, intimidates or interferes with specified 
United States Governmental officials who are ra in or 

-on account of -AlS "performance of official cuties Use of a 
' -deadly or dangerous weapon in the commission of any of He 

above acts increases the penalty. » ag _ 
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18 U.S.C. 1114. Protection of Officers and Employees oF the 
= United States Sees ction | 

This statute makes the killing of various enumerated 
Federal officers and employees a federal offense. Generally 
officers or employees covered are those engaged in the per- 
formance of investigative, inspection or law enforcement func~ 
tions and includes United States judges, United States 
Attorneys, Assistant United States Attorneys, United States 
Marshals and Deputy Marshals, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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The provisions of this law require that the 

attack occur while the victim is engaged in, or be on 
account of, the performance of his official duties. How- ar: 
ever, the official status of the victim is merely the 
basis on which Federal jurisdiction is asserted. Know-~- 
ledge of the official status of the victim Is not an 
element of the offense itself. . c 

- 48 U.S.C. 2231. Assault or Resistance 

2 ae Makes it a federal offense to forcibly assault, 
ae resist, oppose, prevent, impede, intimidate or interfere 
- " with any person authorized to serve or execute search 

warrants or to make searches and seizures while engaged. 
in the performance of his duties or on account of his 

: performance of such duties. Use of any deadly or danger- 
-", OUS Weapon increases the penalty of fine and imprisonment. 

18 U.S.C. 351. Congressional Assassination, Kidnaping, 
and Assault Oe 

- ‘a wires 
t ‘ * ate " < ale s 

a ie 4 Pe . ~ 

= = 

Penalizes the killing, kidnaping or assaulting 
of a Member of Congress or Member~-of-Congress~Blect and 
attempts to or conspiracies to Comme above offenses. 

Does not require that the offense occur while 
the vietim is engaged in or be on account of the Boece 
mance of his official duties. | 
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18 U.S.C. 1751. Presidential AssasSination, Kidnaping, and 
Assault 

Makes it a federal offense to attempt or to con- 
Spire to assault, or to kill or kidnap the President of 
the United States, the President-elect, the Vice President, 
the officer next in order of succession to the office of 
“President, the Vice President-elect, or any individual who is 
acting as President under the Constitution and laws of the 
United States. 
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. Bureau Classification 175 . oT — 
Manual of Instructions Volume IV, Section 134 
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ii “7 0 Ei. UL. REGISTRATION ACTS 

8 U.S.C. 951. Agents of Foreign Coe ene? 

-Requires anyone, other than a diplomatic, or con- 
sular officer or attache, who acts in the United States as an 
agent of a foreign government to notify eve United States 
Secretary of State. 

+22 U.S.C. 611 - 621. Foreign Agents Registration Act as 
Amended (The McCormack Act) 

Provides that no person shall act as an agent of a 
foreign principal unless he has filed with the Attorney General 
a registration statement and supplements as required unless 
he is exempt from registration. 

20 U.S.C. 851 - 858, Registration Act ~ Individuals with 
Knowledge of Espionage -or Sabotage a 
Toretgn. VOuNery 

2 . . 
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service or tactics of a government of a foreign country or of 
a foreign political party, shall register with the Attorney 
General a reqistration statement containing information which 
the Attorney General may prescribe. | a: 

4 = 
™ e 

Bureau Classification 97 go PE ae ee ee See 

Manual of Instructions Volume III, Section 84 
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LO Us5eCe 23866 | Registration of Certain Oxganizat ions ee 
f 

_ The following organizations shall be required to 
_vegister with the U. S. Attorney General: - | ... . os Bh se 

Every organization Subject to foreign control which 
engages in es activity; et tee a ae 

Every organgzation wich engages both in civilian 
“military activity and in political oe | 

‘ 

~~” a . 
" 

“Every peusnaraion subject to ersten senteol which 
engages in Senne ey activity; and a ee eee 

7 

. 
‘ 
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Every organidation, the purpose ox stan of which, or 
one of the purposes or aims of which, is the establishment, 
control, conduct, seizure, or overt throw ofa government or 
subdivision thereof by use of force, violence, military 
meausres, or threats of any one of more of the foregoing. 
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.(b) Penalizes willful interference with the onera~ 
tion or use of any such submarine mine, torpedo, fortificat ion 
or harbor~-defense system; 

(c) Penalizes anyone who knowingly, willfully or 
wantonly violates any Presidential order or regulation gov- 
erning persons or vessels within defensive sea areas designated 
PY the President. 

: : fi t: = ms 
; ; Bes YEN : | . 

. The following statutes prohibit anyone, who during 
time of war or national emergency ¢ with intent to or reason 
to believe his act may injure, interfere with or obstruct, 
the United States or an associate eo 
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a 18 U.S.C. 2154. SeodGetiion of Defective War Material, War 
en Le aes 5 eee or War Utilities 
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Attempts to or eii1fully makes, constructs, or causes to be made or con= 
" structed in a defective manner any war material, war premises or war 
utilities, or tool, implement, machine, utensil or receptacle used in. — 
the DEOguee on or repair of such items. . ey 
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“An act by any conspirator to effect the object of 
a “ conspiracy to commit the above violations subjects all con~- | i 
Spirators to liability. i fe, og! AR + 
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18 U.S.C. 2155. - Destruction of National-Defense Materials, 

ee! oe Hational-Defense Promises, or National~ 
: : Defense Utilities fs 

vt 

Keeaiwee tO: OF willfully injures, destroys, con- 
taninates or infects any national-defense material, penne 
defense premises or national-—defense utilities. _ ce? 
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is U.S.C. 2156. Production of Defective National-Defense 
oo ee Material, National-Defense Premises or 
Eee, ae ge, * ote . National-Defense Utilities 

Attempts to or willfully makes or constructs, in 
a defective manner any national~defense material, national- 

' Gefense premises or national-defense utilities or any tool, 
: implement, machine, utensil, or receptacle used in the 

> production os such items. 
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50 U.S.Cx., 797. Security Regulations and onders 7 eee 

prohibits willful wii aeion of regul ation or order 
apenas or approved py Secretary of Defense or military 
commander designated by him for protection of property and 

-° places subject to jurisdiction of Department of Defense, its 
" Subagencies:, or officer or employee of that Department. 
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1.8 U.S.C. 2387. Activities Affecting Armed Forces Generally 

Penalizes ‘anyone who with” intent to interfere with | 
the armed forces of the United States advises, counsels, urges 
or causes or attennts te cause insubordination, disloyalty, 
mutiny, or refusal of duty by any member of the armed forces 

. or distributes or attempts to distribute any written or printed 

matter wnden oceans sels insubordination or refusal of duty. 
ave 
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"18 U.S.C. 2308. Activities Affecting Armed Forces During War 

Penalizes anyone who wnen the United States is at 
, war willfully mares or conveys false reports or statements 

| with intention of interforing with successful operation of the 
|. armed forces of the United States or promoting the success of 
| to cause insub- ' dts enemies or willfully causes ox attempts 

ordination, Gisloyal.y, mutiny, or dead of duty in the 
-..armes forces of the United States or willfully obstructs or 

attcnmots to obstruct t..e recruiting or enlistment service of 
: es or harbors cr conceals any person who he 

knows cr has to believe nas violated or is 
subsection. about to viola 

. Penalizes each of the parties to a conspiracy ie 
two or more persons conspire to violate this subsection and 
one or more such persons act to effect the object of the 
conspiracy. 7 a oo 
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LE U.S.C. 2389. Recruiting for Service Against the | ae F 
‘United States 

nyone who reeruits soldiers or sailors S ay 
States or areas within its Jusis sdiction to 
LLLIcy against the United States or onens 
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VOX Sn tistac ent of soldiers and sailors 
nner in armed hostility against the | of 

Bureau Classification 61 
Manual of Instructions Volume IV, Section 95 

18 U.S.C. 2390. Enlistment to Serve Against the United States 

Penalizes anyone who enlists or is engaged within 
the United States or in any place subject to the jurisdiccion 
of the United States with the intent to serve in armed hoctility - 
against the United States. | : 
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To: SAC, Albany . _ 

From: Director, FBI | ae ee | 

SECTIONS 87 AID 122 
MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS 
SUBVERSIVE AND EXTRIEMIS’ ESTIGATIONS 

Jn connection with the varicus ages being directed by PRBIEG to all offices - 
under individual organization captions which get out the surgested predications Ae ee Be 

to be used inthe future, the following aa str uctions aielys : 

The feild may reproduce these letters as required to facilitate distribution 
Within their offices and notification to all interested personnel. Tha chould, 
of course, be treated as sensitive material in an P distri ution to Mestdcnt Agencies 

Based upon results of recent revional fleld alaitaicekal and further 
consideration by FBinQ, it has been decided that a precication for investigation 
need not be nciuded in material prepared for cisseminaticn (letterhead 
memoranda or rai port) W. with respect to on-moing investiqutions which were pending 
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a a form suitas o10 LoF « CisRGMINEOM, MOWOVEL, TA Sol Claes an OD aNPTOPLzLie 
predication must Pe srown im tae Tirst in trots ce communication prepared 
after 8/1/73 and in the first intraBureau corymunication prepared after 8/1/73 
which is directed to FBIUQ. This would include the administrative pages of 
reports or communications covering letterhead memoranda. 

ene merge Hrit PR re oe on™ rs 

ts 

as of §/1/78 ond information | 
concerning sucn subject nas _— dy besn disseminated either by report or LHM, 
subsequent LER<S or reports prepared after 8/1/78 noed net include a statutory 
predication. However, if a cas ‘eo is spending as or 8 /1/ 73 and no prior outside 
dissemination has been made by LUI or report, the first such LUM or report 
prepared after 8/1/73 should in clude a statutory basis. In ounree event, the 
first intraoffice communication prepa red atter 8/1/78 should’ show the statutory., 

ft 
For example, if pending case exists on a subject 

g 

2-All Fleld Offices a. % 
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MDR-NG 
- ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
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cotta UNITED STATES CV ERNMENT | 

aa mS C) Memore.duin 

yO ‘Mr, i. S. Miller .- pate: 8/6/73 

és ' ([ _ a 

FROM :Z, d. Smith : a j 

A 

SCOPE OF FRI JURISDICTION 
AND AUTHORITY IN DOMESTIC 
INTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIONS - 

— 

r Pa Smith to : %. Miller memorandum dated H/ 20s: 
captioned as above, ericlosed 4 43- -pave position paper prepared for 
L, Patrick Gray, Til, relating | fo captioned matter. This memorandum 
also described previous “efforts to eot a regucst to the Attorney General 
to seck a comprehensive Executive. order which would provide defin UCLVE 
guidelines for the FBI to conduct domestic intelligence-type investigati oO S igations, 

This memorandum pointed out that the political climate of 
suspicion and distrust resulting fron disclosures coming cut of the 
Watergate hearings could present an obstacle to petuing an bxecutive 
orderc signed at this time, but that the need is ercat and such an order 
would establish definitive cuidelines which have heretofore been unclear 
We recommended that we go.forward with a rcauest for the executive 
order and leave it up to the Attorney Ganerei and ti ps the White rouse 
to make a final decision. in that way we would be taking a step forward. 

The Director noted, "There may be some obstacle in pursuing 
the recommended course, but I feel we should proceed rather than to wait 
for a more favorable climate. We never progress by standing still, Can- 
tinue as set out in memo which was an excellent review of the problem," 

Pursuant to the Director's instructions, there is attached 2. 
proposed letter to the Attorney General settine ic: “th the reg@ik sO ¢6¥ an 
Hxeculive order and suggesting proposed languase, The baleae ia olen 
note of the need for updated legislation, _— 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. 5, Miller . oe 
Re: Scope of FBI Jurisdiction a. n “ 

and Authority in Domestic — - es 
Intelligence Investigations 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the attached letter to the Attorney General be approved 

and sent, — ee 
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The Attorney General 1x es Augu ist qf, 1873 

; - . ae ise 

Directer, FBI *. a: 

' ¢ 
SCOPE OF FBI JURISDICTION “ 
AND"AUTHORITY IN DOMESTIC 
INTELLIGENCE LNVESTIGATIONS 

% 

' During our meeting on July 26, 1973, you referred to a discussion 
you had with Senator Charles heC, Mathias, Jr., of Kiaryland curing your con- 

fizmation hearings as to the statutory authority of the FBI and the Devartment of 

Justice in the fic! d ef domestic inteHicence investigations. You then asked 

Mr. William D. Ruekeishaus to work with the Fill in weighing the pros and cons 

with regard to statutory authority in this crea. I mentioned that research was 

boing performed on this subject et the present time and that we would be in 
touch with nr. diceunenies Wii vegord to this matter when we have completed 
the resulis of cur consideration and findings within the FBI. 

Actually, a study has been going on in the FRI for more than two 
years as to the scone of PRI jurisdicticn and authority in domestic intellicence 

investigations. When Sb. L. Patrick Gray, Ill, was designated as ae 
Director of the FEI, he instructed that a position paner be prone o concern: 
ing the jurisdiction and authority of the FBI to conduct domesiie intel aces 
investigations. A position paper was prepared which in essence steted that 
authority of the FBI in this field is based on legislative eneciments, even 
though we may have pubdiiciy relied heavily on Presidential directives as th 

basis for such authority. Mr. Gray ordered an in-derth study made of the 
position and in August, 1972, a deteiled zeport was furnished to him. The 
folowing is a summary of that report. 

/ Pics, ia vo 

Over 2 period of several months there were a number of public 
etatements questioniny xuthority and jurisdiction of the FBI to conduct domestic 
intedigence-type investigations, particularly where there is no clear-cut 
legislative aie he coparent. Cne of the most snarching inauirics was con- 
fained im a pacer pre nied by Protessor dohn Tit at a ty wo-day conference 

aon Ren veack 

at Prinecton aseaes In ROE CES iSil, sponsored by the Committee for Publiu 
ns } 
lb U, g ( Lar. | 00. ‘Do Sys’) : 
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A major thrust of Professor Elif's paper concerned FBI authority 
derived from legislative enactments as opposed to that derived from Presidential 
Girectives, beginning with a directive issued by President Roosevelt in 

September, 1939. Professor Elliif is of the opiricn that the 1925 directive, 

which was reiterated on three subsequent occasions, was magnified by the 
FBI from its original purpose to a definitive order to conduct intelligence-type 

investigations, 

Senator Sam J; Ervin, as you know, had been prebing into the 
nature and extent of FBI intelligence-type investigations. Senator Ervin had 
even announced that he intended to propose Iegislation to prohibit the FBI 
from investigating any person without thet individual's congent, unless the 
Government has reason to believe that person has commitied a crime oris 

' about to commit ea crime. Other Congressmen indicated a similar interest 

in FBI investigative activities. 

Ovr study revealed that the PBI had declared publicly over a 
long period of time that its responsibilities in the domestic intelligence Neld 
are authorized uncer legislative enactments, Presidential directives, and 
instructions of the Attorney General. The Presidential directives are obviously 

the 1) directive dated September 6, 1939, and reiterated January &, 1943; 
duly 24, 1950; and December 15, 1953, and 2} Executive Order 10450 cated 
April 27, 1953 (and amended but not yet ivaplemented me Exocutive Order 

11605 dated ay 2, 1971). 

In carefully analyzing the language of the first dhrective, dated 
September 6, 1939, and considering that the subsequent directives are all 

hinged on that one, we believe that there is a misconception as to the extent 
of jurisdiction or authority conveyed to the FBI by these directives. It 
appears that while the 1939 directive fixed responsibility on the FI to handle 
espionage, sabotage, and neutralliy matters, it did not convey any authority 

or jurisdiction which the FBI did net already have from legislative enactments. 
It is difficult to read into this directive or in any of those which followed airy 
authority to conduct intellivence-type investigations which would or could 

‘ mot be ‘eonducted under an umbrella of legislative enactments. 
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Tho Attorney General 
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&. Ag a matter of histcrical fact, President Roosevelt in Aucust, 
1936, did request former Director J. Edgar Hoover to conduct investigations 
of subversive activities in thls country, including communism and fascism. 
This request, however, was a confidential oral request and there is doubt 
thal any record of it was made outside the FBI. This request, or Presidential 
mandate, was based, incidentally, on the fact that the law provided that the 

. PRI could conduct such investigations if the Secretary of State should so 
requost. 

The study revealed that while the 1039 et seq. directives did not 
grant any special intelligence-gathering cutnorily to the FRI, we were respen- 

sible under these directives to colicct ali intelligence information furnished 
by local, state, and Federal law enforcement agencies and patriotic citizens 
and to sift and coordinate all such information for indications of subversive 
acihvity covered by Federal statutes. 

The study concluded that the FBI has the responsibility to con- 
duct whatever inves{ications are necessary to detarmine if statutes relatine 
to esplonsge, sabotage, insurrection or rebellion, sedition, seditious eon-~ 

splracy, advocacy of overthrowing the Government, and other such crimes 
affecting the national security have been viclated. In this connecticn we 
note that In a letter dated September 14, 1967, the Department of Justice 

advised that the FE! is continually alert to the problem of recurring riots 
and is submitting intelligence reports te the Department of Justice conecrn- 
ing such activity. This letter enumerated several Federal statutes and 
atsied these could be applicable in using maaimum availubla resources, 

investigative and Intellivence, to collect and report all facts bearing on 
the question of schemes or conspiracies te plan, promote or aggruvate riot 
activity. ; 

In other words, the Department was requesting ali possible 

intelligenceo-type investigative activity based on the cxistence of certain 
Statutes. We see this as being na different from our intclligence-type 
Bivestipations releting to plans of groups or individuals to overthrow, 
destroy, intoriare with or threaten the survival of effective operation of 
national, slate, and local covernments. 
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The Attorney General 

Based on this study, we beHeve that had there never been a 

single one of the Presidential directives in question the FBI would have 
_ conducted and will, through necessity, continue to conduct the same infelli- 

genee-type investigations es were conducted from 1339 to the present cate, | 

We also believe, however, thet in order to counter the criticlem ond skeptl- E 
cism of such individuals as Professor LEMif and Senator Sam J. Ervin that 
an up-to-date Executive order should be issued clearly establishing a need 
for intelligence-type investizations and delineating a clear authority for the 
¥BI to conduet such investigations based on guidelines established by the 
Attorney General and adhering to constitutional principles. 
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The study conchided with two basic recommendations. 
1) That the Department of sustice be requested to sponsor compz'ehensive 
legislation spelling cut the FBI's investigative authority in the collection of 
inieliivence information relating to the naticnal security and; 2) that the 
Department of Justice be requested to sesk a comprehensive Executive order 
which would cover any possible gap between statutory authority and Executive 

necessity in protection of the national security. 

SILT NE 

At first glance these recommendations may appeer to contradict 
our position that we already have statutory authority to conduct security-fype 

_’ duvesitigations; thet this being the case we do not need additional legislative 
enactincnis, nor do we need an Executive order. But being realigtle we think 

that the basic statutes uwoon which we rely for our authority to conduct 
domestic intellirence investications need to be updated to fit 1073 needs. 
Tithe 18 U.S.C. Sections 2383, 2384, and 2385 relate to the national security, 
but the legislative history of 2393 and 2384 indicates that they were designed 
for the Civil War era, not the Twentieth Century, and Section 2285 has been 
reduced to a fragile shell by the Supreme Court. These statutes ere unques- 

tlonably still valid, but updating is certainly indicated, The bills intraduced 
as H.R, 6046 and S. 1460 in the 93rd Congress appear to contain longuage which . 
should fill our statutory needs, except parhaps for those groups, such as the 
Ku Klux Klan, which do not seck to overthrow the Government, but never- 
theless are totalitarian in nature and seek to deprive constitutionally guaranteca 
rights. ; 
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The Attorney General “eee @ a | ae. 

As to the need for an Executive order, we think that hwo issues 

are involved. We have statutory authority, but what we need is a definitive 

requirement from the President ag to the nature and type of intclligence data 

he requires in the pursuit of his responsibilities based on our statutory 
authority. In other words, there is a need, from cur standpoint, for both - 
authoritative and definitive guidelines. The statutcs give us the authority. 
The Executive order would define our national security objectives. 

lerabers of Congress, including such men as Senator Robert C. 
Byrd of West Virginia, have proposed legislation to spell out jurisdiction and 
authority of the FElin this field. It would appear that the President would 
rather spell cut his own requirements in an Executive order instead of having 

Congress tell him whet the FBI might do to help him fulfill his obligations and 
responsibilities as President. 

The political climate of suspicion and distrust resulting from 

disclosures coming out of the Watergate hearings ceuld present an obstacle 

fo getting any such Executive order signed in the immediate future. However, 

the retlonale is nevertheless valid and when ecrutinised clesely, the language 

in the Executive order we hercinafier propose establishes definitive guidelines 

which have heretofore been unclear. it ig my belief that we should go forward 

‘with this. 

We thercfore propose and recommend that sn Executive order 

along the following lines be submitted to the White House with 6 strong 

recommendation for approval. The language which follows is merely to 

{Mustrate the type of Executive order which we think would be appropriate 

and does not necessarily represent an ideal formut or style which should 

be submitted to the White House. 

“+ EXECUTIVE ORDER 

twWhereus the Constitution of the United States was established to 

insure, amon. other things, domestic tranquility; to provide for the common 

defense; and to promote the goneral welfare for the pccple of the United States: 

and | | 
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| The Attorney General . = 

"Whereas the President of the United States has the constitutionally 
~~ 4mposed responsibility of defending the Constitution and the existence of the 

Government thereunder; and : 

‘Whereas there have been continuing unlawful acis of violence 
perpetrated against the Government of the United States or against citizens 
of the United States or against persons entitled to the protection of the 
United States thereby endangering the domestic tranquility, threatening the 
common defense, and jeopardizing the general welfare of the people-of the 
United States; and 

"Whereas the Congress has enacted laws prohibliing acts such as 
treason. sedition, sabotage, espionage, insurrection and rebellion, seditious 

conspiracy, civil discbedience, rioting, assassination, kidnaping, deprival 
of civil rights, and conspiracies to commit such acts; and 

"Whereas the President of the United States as Chief Executive 
in the maintenance of the Government thereunder must have intelligence 
information for appropriate decisions in the discharge of his constitutionally 
imposed responsibilities; 

"Now by authority vested in me by the Constitution and statutes 
of the United States and in the interest of orderly operation of this Government 

and in furtherance of the domestic tranquility, common defense, and general 
welfare of the people of the United States it is ordered that; 

"The Attorney General prepare and issue guidelines, conforming 
to the principles of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and outlining the 
necessary direction, coordination, and guidance of investigations to assure 
that the Federal Bureau of investigation provides on a continuing basis 

intelligence information essential to the execution of laws pertaining to sub~ 
versive activity and cther such activity affecting the national security, 
domestic tranquility, and general welfare of the United States." . 

The Nation has been going through a time of terror. The concept 
of urban guerrilla terrorism has been adopted by various extremist elements 
iu the United States. Bombings of public buildings and national institutions; 
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killing of police officers who, by their uniform, are a symbol of the democratic 
establishment; hijacking of aircraft in furtherance of revolutionary movements; 
terrorist assaults con foreign diplomatic personnel and establishments; and open 

declaration of war on our form of government are only a few of the violent acts & 
which have becn perpetrated by domestic subversives who seek to destroy or Ee 

seriously cripple our Government. Terrorist guerrilla attacks which were & 
once confined to far away places and related to problems of no immediate con- 

cern of ours are now possible in this country. Foreion terrorist groups in 

collusion with domestic terrorists have laid plans for an airport massacre of 
the type which recently occurred in Israel, Other foreign terrorist elemenis 

have laid plans for terrorist attacks on American soil. Already one foreign 
official has been assassinated, possibly by terrorists. 
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ie would be folly to anopt an investigative policy based on 
the concept of investigation only when there is reason to believe a crime 
involving the national security has been committed. The FBI must 

obviously anticipate the crimes described above. We believe that in i 
order for the Government to be in position to defend itself against revolu- e 
fionary and terrorist efforts to destroy it, the FBI must have sufficient 

investigative authority to conduct intelligence-type investigations not 
normally associated with enforcement of the statutes. In other words we 

think the President has the inherent Executive power to expand by further 
defining the FBI's investigative authority to enable it to develop advance 
information concerning the plans and aspirations of terrorists and revolu- 

flonaries who seck to overthrow or destroy the Government. However, we 

also believe that such expanded authority must be tcrmally set forth in an 
Executive order and that this recommendation is responsive in the Attorney 
General's expressed interest in laying more formal guidelines to our work 
in areas where definition is not now clear. 
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We consider the issuance of a new Executive order delineating 
our jurisdiction, authority, and responsibility to gather and report intelligence 

information relating to the national security to be a very important and high 

priority matter. We believe the issuance of guidelines by the Attorney General 

under Title 28, Section 533, United States Code, to be equally important. 
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The Attorney General 

For your information, our own investigative guidelines es con- 

tained in our Manual of Instructions relating tc domestic subversive investiga- 
tions have been completely rewritten to conform with the concept that our 
domestic intelligence-type investigations are based on Federal statutes. These 
guidelines provide thet in each instance, fhe domestic intelligence investigation 

’ must be predicated on information indicating that the orgenization or individual 
is engaged in activity which could involve a violation of specific statutes relating 
to the national security. A copy of the new guidelines was previously provided 

to the Department of Justice in connection with the request of Senator Edward M. 
Kennedy to obtain a copy of the FBI's Section 87 of the Manuai of Instructions. 

The effective date of the new guidelines was August 1, 1973. = 

1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General | cate 
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Mer emorandum 
— 

TO Mr. B.S, Millery = | DATE: 11/15/73 

FROM CR, L. Shackelfora 
A 

SURIECT SaCTION 87 
MANUAL OF IkSTIUCTIONS MdR- I 
SUBVERSIVE INVUSTIGATIONS ‘ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
\. pate 10/5 /od_ BY ra ou/ERL 

| _ PURPOS2: 

To obtain apnproval to send attached airtel to all 
| offices which airtel reiterates instructions pertaining to 
| the proper character to be utilized in connection with / 

investigations of subversive individuals and organizations’ 

BACKGROUND 

section 87, Manual of Instructions (HOI), was 
extensively revised in that it now stresses a statutory 
approach relative to investigations of domestic security 
matters, 

Subseauent to its effective date of 8/1/73, 
Headquarters supervisory personnel have noted while 
reviewing incoming mail submitted by the field that the 
majority of the field offices continue to incorrectly use 
"Revolutionary Activities" as a character in connection 
with the investigations of subversive individuals and 
organizations. The use of the character "Revolutionary 
Activities" was terminated with the implementation ot the 
revised Section 67, MOL. In this connection, the revised 
pection 87, MOI, sets forth specific instructions rerarding 
the correct character to be utilized in all subversive 
individual and organization investigations. However, 
various field offices continue to disregard these instructions 
and continue to use the "Revolutionary Activities" 
charactex, 

106-00 -/S 52 

Enclosure 
4 
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_ ee bert AV 
Cas 1Odtrta mec FO 

Memorandum to hi ©. S, Miller 
Re: Section 8&7. 

Manual of Instructions 
subversive Investigations, 

OBSERVATION; 

Headquarters supervisory personnel have repeatedly 
brought the above discrenancy to tho attention of investigative 
and supervisory personnel in the £icld but to date a consider- 
able number of field offices continue to incorrectly utilize 
the "Revolutionary Activitics” charactcx,. In view of this, 
the attached airtel is being sent to all offices in order 
to again stress the importance of utilising the correct 
character in subversive investigations of individuals and 
organizations. 

@ 

RECOMMENDATION 3 

That attached airtel be approved and sent. 

i 
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Ria bee oc ‘evi ls teatl prtath ctbtnstelbcekuty dba ve dette iadornen aS aisha aCe os due ts 7 7 seek eee pe pa sncpbdicaselaer tuck Si dens RR EIE pe che beat Re that Shared eta a 

- 

“2 q @ i 

whe arth esared e066) sehen fem oe 

; 4 n 
= \ 

=. as a? 4% ; 
“7: 

$ » ( oe 

? 

‘nd eeesn 

A ¥ RELL 

~ ex Eas 

i Ate da 

fos; $ac, Albany 2 mDR-Ib 
From; Disector, FOI ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN 1S UNCLASSIFIED 
SUCTION 8" DATE / /ofalib_. VSL Heifene 
MAISIAL, OF TUSSTTRICTICUS Hllsavedseody Led Bilg ad we 
Cte i tt Pe TSS “fr 4 CTT ICI T A SY rrety ~T 

Suey Wd ud Lisi aalDé Brad PEOKS 

As each office is awore, Hoavtion 84, monuod ot 
; Enstructions COZ}, was recently ve ahaa. Tn this connection, 

the following instructions were set forth eelative to the 
ubRLisation of APPFCUTARto character with Fespect to investi- 
gations of sudversive organizations Bnd individuals. 

Enve Stiga tion of Orsanizations 
WCCTLON Cle i ky sou Oey Davaneonn 7 to): 

"ALL cases should use character ‘internal, Security’, 
e.g., 'Comnunist Party, GSA; Intornal Seeurity.' Tn case 
of subsidiary or front greun, eharecter should show name 6r 
abbrevints n of the pareny orcan BH XELON eu 2G '¥ lockers 
Liberation lheacvue, Internel Sccurity =~ CPUSA': 
Socialist 4liasnce, fnteraal Security ~ SWe,' captt Nn ot 
subversive inviltratioa cases should fnelude name. of Subverst ve 
group and target orsanisation, o.f., 'Enfiltcotan of CName of 
ti arget organisation) by Socialist Werkers Party, Interna] 

curity -— Syp,'! shee 

ee sStheaAtLon of Pndividuals 
Yhevy 
O76 5 Eeotion 87, MOT, Page 14, Poxeswanh (9), (L) and (2): 

"(L) Docicnation ‘Subversive Matter? for 
abbreviation Oa) chould bo used ba all Gases, Ada se f 2 
tional affiliation when chic? group with which sub{ect 3s 
connected i S under Lnavestzatvilon oF has approved thom bnecit 

}0O0.bo~ IS$2 

a~ ALL Offices 

‘ 
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(j)EPARTMENT OF THE TREAS RY CRG ee Tse 

Wratten | gia Pee ; bX UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE 
DIRECFOR WASHINGTON. D.C. 20223 

; January 4, 1974 

To - : Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 

From : Director, U. S. Secret Service 

Subject :, Subversive and Extremist Investigations 
oe wpe tretmele are ee NEE mene HTNES I Celt eae A tee MMOS 

& \ 

In response to your memorandum of December 19, 1973, we have 
reviewed the necessity of FBI field offices disseminating to Secret 
Service field offices the results of your investigations of subver- 
Sive and extremist subjects. 

Members of my staff have met with members of your staff and we 
are requesting that the present procedure of disseminating this 
information at the field office level should be continued and that 
this same information should continue to be furnished by letter- 

i head memorandum to Secret Service headquarters. We find that 
much of this information is valuable to our field offices. We 
| would therefore appreciate continuance of our present procedure. 

: i 

AUL Fal INFORMATION CONTAINED H. 8. Knight — ( 
ds aed Dk ee. 41 LZ AL 

te a 

| 08-00% /S Se 
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: ss UNITED STATES GO. RNMENT : 

| | ‘Memorandum | _ ; 
‘ ~ The Director it pate: 179/74 

FROM : Legal Counsel. :. DR-I b 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED , | 7 HEREIN U GLASSIFIED 

nae: Mi HEARING ON. rales . DATE Ih BY DBZ aLinleHe 
‘DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE-GATHERING 

* ~~ FUNCTION 
—— aaah oes ey 

Attached is a memorandum dated January 9, 1974, captioned 
as above, which was hand delivered to me from Hugh M. Durham, 
Chief of the Legislative and Legal Section of the Department's Office of 
Legislative Affairs. The memorandum advises that the Attorney General 

: would be invited to testify February 6, 1974, before the Committee on 
nee internal Security of the House of Repres entatives concerning the eos 

domestic intelligence-gathering function. 

: al i a we - se eM 

Ron Gainer in the Criminal Division of the Department has 
been designated to play a major role in preparation of the testimony. 

aa Mr. Durham's memorandum indicates that he will be in touch with us 
in the future concerning the Bureau's contribution and that the FBI =e 
the Department will coordinate the a eari 

Attached to the memorandum is a copy of the Internal Security. 
Committee analysis of the statutory authority for the FBI's domestic 
intelligence activities dated October 3, 1973, anda copy of a letter 
from Alfred M. Nittle, Legislative Counsel of the Internal Security 
Committee, to Mr. Durham oo ey 3, 1974. vee 

The Committee Spieines will continue the Committee’ Ss 
inquiry, the results of the first portion of which were RODONAG in the 
attached Committee Senn gt 4 

+ . 
2 
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‘ = = bo ge 

® a > we rer R 3 + . 

: ” .* " al petro 3 a! 
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— Memorandum to the Director ——— 

Re: HEARING ON THE FBI'S DOMESTIC 
INTELLIGENCE-GATHERING FUNCTION 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That this matter be referred to the Intelligence Division for 
coordination with Ron Gainer of the Department's Criminal Division. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, sisrcstigge oto pei teifthe nes og ERARTMENE OF JUSTICE ss aoe 

" eee ms -. * a . Pg. os a oe < Bg 4 re ah ce aye 4 . 

~ Me mol andam ” ewig 

TO : Mr. Clarence M. Kelley DATE: January 9, 1974 
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
ATTENTION: John A. Mintz 

Hugh M. Durham 

acai ni ee aac ei aaa Chief, Legislative. ang" Legal, Section... ema Fh gn Fer at SF eet pete ott petlt tee og OF 

Office of pea Affairs 

SUBJECT: Hearing on the FBI's s Domestic [ntelligence-Gathering 

Function ce 
sates aregwtedwt 

Attached is a copy of a letter recently received from 

the Counsel of the House Committee on Internal Security 

indicating that Attorney General Saxbe will be invited to 

testify on February 6 concerning the FBI's domestic intelli- 

gence-gathering function. 

TE ER, Onc WA 

ge 

While it has not been determined whether the Attorney 

General will in fact appear on the aforementioned date, 

it is Likely that teatimomyr will be given by the Department: 

before this Committee on this subject early in this session. 

Accordingly, it is most important that we prepare draft Ee 

testimony and back-up material at an early date. [I have 

contacted Ron Gainer in the Criminal Division and he is 

prepared to be the point of contact in that Division ee 
to play a major role in preparing the material. 

Oe novave isiave we Waheed PUR Mecha 

= Pete ae 

I will be in touch with you concerning the Bureau's 

input and we can work together in coordinating the pEcoenede 

tion. 

Attached is a copy of the Committee Print of an analysis 
of the "Statutory none for the FBI's Domestic Intelligence 

3 Activities." 

: UR 
| | pripunk din 62°66727 -/PF2 

| | MDR-(b 
! ‘ALL TBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 

‘ER UDb ad Be oes ly LC 
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; | CONMRESS OF THE UNITED STATE . 
CLAUDE PEPPER, FLA. . HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SOHN M, ASHBROOK, OHIO 
RICHARDSON PREYER, N.C. : ROGER H. ZION, IND. 
ROBERT i. ORINAN, MASS, COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL SECURITY 3. HERZERT BURKE, FLA. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515 
ee eee, eee 

- 

PONERT M. HIORNER, STAFF OIRECTOR DE Witt WHITE, 
WILLIAM H. HECHT, EXECUTIVE STAFF ASSISTANT NINETY-THIRD CONGRESS : MINGRITY LEGAL COUNSEL 
ALFREO MM, NITTLE, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL HERSERT ROMERSTEIN, 

* RICHARD H. ICHORD, MO., CHAIRMAN : MINORITY CHIEF INVESTIGATOR 
; JAMES L,. GALLAGHER, 

. January 3, 1974 
SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST 

Hon. Hugh Durham ; MDR- Ib. =: 
Chief, Legislative and Legal Section ALLFELINFORMATIONCONTADYED . 
U. S. Department of Justice Bama Opp BY OPA Ala /eyl 
Washington, D. C. <4 

Dear Hugh: 

Bob Horner, our staff director, has asked me to contact you 
so as to alert you to the fact that the Committee will resume its 2 
inquiry into the FBI's domestic intelligence-gathering function... . - —-. 
You will recall that we had previously arranged for the appearance | 
of Deputy Attorney General Ruckelshaus for Noveniber 8, 1973. This 
unfortunately Teli througn because of his resignation. 

Following the conclusion of the present recess, the Chairman. 
has indicated his desire to request the appearance of Attorney 
General Saxbe at a hearing of the Committee to be set for February 6. 

I anticipate that Attorney General Saxbe will receive a forma 
‘request for his appearance on Chairman Ichord's return. If you have 
any questions, please do not hesitate to call me. : 

I do not recall whether I previously forwarded to you a copy 
of the Committee resolution (adopted September 26, 1973) pursuant to 
which the hearings are scheduled, I enclose a copy for your use. 

With kind regards, I am - . E 

Sincerely yours, 
‘ate 

y Vi UP ieee (pA ML LittZ, 
Atfred M. Nittle 
egyslative Counsel 

AMN: je 

Pnclosure 
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Tpaeartahaey -" . @@ 7 RESOLUTION 
‘ : t 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the Committee on Internal Security, or any 

subcommittee thereof appointed for such purpose, conduct investigation 

and hearings, at such times and places as the Chairman may determine, 

on subjects of inquiry as follows: 

Ae A EP NEY TOA L LL OOEATTIUEEG TE EINER TC RE OTIS HOM (a) The adequacy, efficiency, methods, and eonteer of 

domestic intelligence operations in relation to threats to. 

the internal security posed by organizations, groups, or 

individuals as Meecee ees in subclause (> ef clause 11 

of House Rule XI, or by the activities 6f foreign agents: 

within the United States; 

(bd) ‘The jurisdiction, practices, ana role of the oes 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of Justice, 

and other Federal departments and agencies, and epricexs 

and employees thereof, in the investigation, collection, 

and aiecentnaeiey of domestic intelligence with respect | 

to the aforesaid organizations, groups, and individuals, 

or in the administration. of programs affecting or related | 

' to the internal security of the United States, and whether | 

or not authorized or mancated by acts of Congress ; 

(c) The activities of agencies, be béee. and Sioieyess | é 

in the executive branch of the Federal Government, or . | 

ese or subcontractors thereof, chee employees ! 

and agents, in the conduct or planning of investigations 

or studies affecting or related to the internal or national 

HW 55027 DoclId:32989610 Page 91 
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Rae 
aa 

3 

e 

« 

: " security, or in the acquisition, compilation, and dissemi - 

nation of domestic or foreign intelligence information in 

relation to the administration and execution of loyalty 

and security programs as applied to the determination of 

suitability or eligibility of individuals’ for Federal 

Civilian employment, or for access to classified infor- 

mation, or for other purposes, and whether or not authorized 
‘. 

aN 
by law or regulations and executive orders issued pursuant’ = |. ;. = 

thereto; and 

(a) ALL other questions in 

following Lepisiative eeensnee: 

(1) To ascertain compliance or 

purposes of applicable or related acts 

(2) To appraise and evaluate the application, administration, and 

execution of such laws, and procedures 

a*™% 8 

relation thereto, for the 

noncompliance with the terms or 

of Congress; 

established pursuant thereto, to 

determine the need or desirability of remedial or additional legislation, 

and to ascertain facts essential to the formulation, consideration, and 

enactment of such mdédifications or changes in those laws as may be 

necessary or appropriate; and 
. 

- . < Ses beatae? fet ere gate oo =e “44 Xe es = gt “Yen Aster eye ot "Ps wet my? ? ee 23 ae or ee 
a ves a 

= ate . 
F «4 are ’ o #2 & % wa dont, _# vo, Fy tas a, tee Deeg wees %. 2 utes oo * + eee Bele p mon te, 8 faa 

(3) To assist the. Gemma ciee and cue Mouse in the consideration 

ee 

‘s 
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of bills related to the foregoing subjects of inquiry. 

4: . * ¥ ‘ "P  gee i ee bee oe - ot Wants aaa Me © ce ae ~  e 
‘gene tqtar 7 F aD le a ee Ree oa pea," wy AT gh #62 8 =: ‘i ore 4 
. ve ace es « , ® “, ahr et i, tv? pre 4 ne’? ° mye SN . 

' a4 . are | fe 
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Soe OR Se 

Me NS eT a Py re yt gi PET Ge gms) pe oa N gee ty ag one ete eee 

[COMMITTEE PRINT] 

. STATUTORY AUTHORITY FOR THE FBI'S 

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

é AN ANALYSIS 

PREPARED FOR THE USE OF THE 

COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL SECURITY 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

NINETY-THIRD CONGRESS 

VTP am AATANAT 
ETROT Ser 

th ate 

(OCTOBER 38, 1973) © 

; 

| 

‘ 

a * 2 8 7 - e . =, o> . * a & * = A 

AT eed FG Ba ont Eas Pepe er te teen et yet ete TR owt sed tay BRA ot ose deg oe Wee ee Tes A Qerts aL ee at 

4 « t) 3 « hh = 
. t for the use of the Committee on Internal Security 

US. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 
WASHINGTON : 1973 

‘, ie 2 bs 4 _ a Py , ‘ 4 

SOS Ribs it ETA Ee ps ort et es i 
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Assistant Attorney General March 29, 1974 
Criminal Division 

Director, FBI 

HEARING BEFORE THE HOUSE Morte 

CONCERNING THE FEDERAL BUREAY oF ALL! EN RUNOASSID pf 
INVESTIGATION 'S DOMESTIC EREIN |S UCLA 2 9 Alea AL 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES DATE LOL5 fob © 

Reference is made to your memorandum of March 25, 1974, 
enclosing a transcript of the testimony of Deputy Assistant 
Attorney General Kevin T. Maroney before the House Committee 
on Internal Security (HCIS) on February 20, 1974. 

Pursuant to your request there are enclosed herewith 
single copies of the following documents: 

1) Delimitations agreement dated February 23, 1949, 
outlining measures to coordinate the activities of the FBI, the 
Office of Naval Intelligence, the Intelligence Division of 
the Army, and the Office of Special Investigations of the 
U. S&S. Air Force. This giso includes supplemental agreements 
numbered £, TILT, IV, V,; and Vi. A copy of supplemental 
apreement is not includédinasmuch as this item was classified 
“Secret” and relates to U. S. Navy responsibilities. This 
Supplemental agreement cannot be furnished to the HCIS without 
specific approval of the latter Department. It is noted that this 
delinitations agreement is referred to on Pages 61-62 of the transcript. 

2) A copy of a letter dated July 17, 1946, addressed 
to the President by then Attorney General Clark dealing with the 
use of listening devices in security investigations. This 
communication was referred to on Pages 76-77 of the transcript. 

3) A memorandun to the Director, FBI, from then 
Attorney General Ramsey Clark dated September 14, 1967, directing 
the TBI to collect and report certain information regarding 
Givil disturbances, This memorandum was referred to on Pare 89 
of the transcript. 

(COPY) 
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Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division 

4) An excerpt from the "U, 8S, Attorneys Bulletin" of 
March 30, 1973, Volume 7, Number 279, consisting of Appendix I], 
which outlines Departrnental policies relative to Public Law 92-539, 
the Act for the Protection of Daieiltices Officials and Official Guests of 

~~ the United States. . 

5) An undated set of "Investigative Guidelines" relating to 
Title XI of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970 pertaining to the 
regulation of explosives, This document was furnished as an enclosure 
to your letter to the Acting Director, FBI, February 28, 1973, entitled 
"Investigative Guidelines for Violations of Title XI, Organized Crime 
Control Act of 1970 G8 USC 844)," 

6) A copy of a letter dated May 9, 1962, from the Attorney General 
to the Director, FBI, captioned "Unauthorized Disclosure of Classified 
Information to the Press" which sets out Departmental policies relative 
to the handling of so-called “leak” cases. 

7) Copies of two communications from the Department to the 
Bureau relative to investigations of American Indian extremist activities: 
{a) a letter from Deputy Attorney General Sneed, dated February 9, 1973, 
captioned "Request for Preliminary Investigation of Possible Violations 
‘of Federal Antiriot Laws or Other Federal Statutes by American Indians"; 
(b) your letter dated April 26, 1973, entitled "Request for Information 
About Possible Future Indian Disorders. ’ 

8) An undated listing of those Federal statutes and Executive 
Orders considered pertinent to FBI responsibilities in protecting the 
internal security. Basic criminal statutes have been omitied from this 
list although some of the individuals the FBI has investigated for intelli- 
gence purposes have been involved in ordinary criminal activity. 

With reference to the oral directive issued to former FBI 
Director Hoover in August, 1936, by President Roosevelt, mentioned on 
Page 80 of the transcript, the following is noted. Instructions received 
by Mr. Hoover from President Roosevelt were recorded in two FBI 
memoranda. The originals of these memoranda cannot be located 
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although copies are available. These communications indicated that two 
separate meetings took place between the President and Mz. Hoover on 
August 24 and 25, 1936, respectively. 

At the first meeting the President indicated he desired to discuss 
subversive activities in the United States, particularly communism and 
fascism, Mr. Roosevelt expressed his keen concern over these maiters 
and his desire to obtain a broad picture of the general movement and its 
activities as they may affect the economic and political conditions in the 
United States. 

the President arranged to meet with Mr. Hoover and Seeretary 
of State Hull on August 25, 19365. At that meeting Mr. Roosevelt pointed 
oul he was desirous of having these investigations conducted and that, under 
the Appropriations Act, the FBI would have the authority to conduct such 
invastications if so renuested by tha Seeretary of iste, A farmal request 
for such investigations was then made of Director Hoover by Mr. Huil, 
in compliance with the wishes of the President, it was agreed this request 
would not be in writing since the President desired that it be kept 
confidential, 

it is noted that at the meeting on August 24, 1986, the President 
indicated that he would put a handwritten memorandum in his safe at the 
White House indicating he had instructed the Secretary of State to request 
these investigations, The President further instructed Mr. Hoover to advise 
the Attorney General of this matter. Subsequently, Mr. Hoover recorded 
that he informed the Attorney General. 

We would have no abjection to the foregoing information being 
provided to the HCIS but it is not desired that copies of the two memoranda 
in question be furnished to the Committee, 

As set out on Pages 16-118 of the transcript, Mr. Maroney was 
asked to provide the following material from the FBI: (a) a statement 
from the FBI as to how it construes the duties imposed upon it by 

_ Subsection (d) of Section 0.85 (Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations); 
ae a statement from the FBI as to how it construes the ia apices meee 

oo" “GE by Subsection (a) of the-samie ‘Sectich, - 
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Criminal Division 

| With respect to the basic authority for investigative activities 
of the FBI, this is generally derived from Title 5, U. 8. Code, Section . 3 

' 683, which authorizes the Attorney General to appoint officials to ; 
' i} detect and prosecute crimes against the United States; (2) assist in 

~~. _ the protection of the person of the President; and, (8) conduct other such 
investigations regarding official matiers under the control of the 
Department of Justice and the Department of State as may be directed 
by the Attorney General. 

Title 25, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 0.85, sets forth 
the general functions of the FBI as defined by the Attorney General. 
Included is the delegation of responsibilities to the FBI under subpara~ 
graph (a) to investigate violations of the laws of the United States and 
collect evidence in cases in which the United States is or may be a party 
in interest, except in cases in which such responsibility is by statute or 
otherwise specifically assigned to another investigative agency. 

Additionally, Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 8052, confers upon 
investigative personnel of the FBI the power to carry firearms, serve 
warrants and subpoenas, and make arrests without warrants under certain 
circumstances. 

Actordingly, there is no question as to the FBI's jurisdiction and 
authority to investigate violations of Federal statutes which impose 
eriminal sanctions. The FBI obviously is charged with the responsibility 
te investigate violations of Federal laws such as those involving kidnaping 
and bank robbery, as well as those relating to espionage, sabotage, and 
sedition. 

Section 0.85 under subparagraph () delegates responsibilities 
to the FBI to carry out the Presidential directive of Saptember 6, 1939, 
as reaifirmed by Presidential directives of January 8, 1943; July 24, 1950; 
and December 15, 1953, designating the FBI to take charge of investi- 
gative work and matters relating to espionage, sabotage, subversive 
activities, and related matters. 

The question under subparagraph (d) is not really whether the 
riioy iy “a BD.bas the: authority to investigate crimes.against the: United. States but. 

” whether its authority is limited to investigating crimes after they have 
occurred with no authority to perferm a preventive law enforcement function. 

~4- — ‘ 
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{ 

The record is clear that historically law enforcement agencies 
have performed the dual function of investigation of crime and crime 
prevention, it would be ridiculous to believe that the FBI would be forced 
to take no action until after the commission of a crime when its capabilities 
would permit it to develop pricr information regarding a kidnaping or a 
bank robbery and thus be in a position to thwart the criminal act, Likewise, 
there have been no serious claims made that the FBI should refrain from 
extensive counterespionage activities designed to identity foreign agents and 
prevent the theft of vital and extremely sensitive national secrets afiecting 
the security of our country. 

It would seem to foliow that the FBI also has the authority and the 
responsibility to identify and follow the activities of individuals and groups 
who secretly or publicly advocate or engage in activities which are in 
violation of laws of the United States designed to preserve the seeurily of 
this country ana iis citizeiis, 

A recent decision in the Second Circuit of the United States Court 
of Appeals appears to be in point. In this case, the Director of the FBI 
and others were sued in a civil action by the Fifth Avenue Peace Parade 
Committee and other plaintiffs for alleged invasion of constitutional rights 

- and invasion of privacy. The plaintiffs complained that an FBi investigation 
conducted immediately prior to the November 14-16, 1969, Moratorium 
Demonstration in Washington, BD, €., hada chilling effect upon the exercise 
of the plaintifis' constitutionally protected activity. The purpose of the 
FBI's investigation in this case was to determine the number of individuals 
who would be corning to Washington, their mode of transportation, time of 
arrival, and to defect individuals who had a potential record of violence. 

With regard to the FeI's authority to conduct the investigation, 
the court said, "Beyond any reasonable doubt the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation had a legitimate interest in and responsibility for the 
maintenance of public safety and order during the gigantic demonstration 
planned for Washington, D. C. Infact, had it been ignored the agency 
would be properly chargeable with neglect of duty." The court went on 
to say no matter how peaceful the intention of the organizers the 

wees wc agssemblage of the vast throng planning to protest the Vietnam action and 
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to express their sincere and conscientious outrage, presented an obvious 
potential for violence and the reaction of the Government was entirely 
justifiable. The court said, 'That reaction was not to deter, not to crush 
constitutional liberties but to assure and to facilitate that expression and to 
minimize controversy which in the end would harm the cause of the plaintifis 
more than the disruvtion or violence would injure the Nation." (480 #2d 
328 €972}) The court not only condoned the FBI's prior investigation of a 
constitutionally protected activity, it went further by stating that the FRI 
had a duty. 

With respect to the discussion set out on Pages 82-84 of the | 
transcript regarding Executive Order 10450 (federal Employees Security 
Program), the following observations are offered: 

The U. S. Supreme Court in Cole v. Young, 351 U. S, 536, 
Sune VW 1856, held that Government employees can be dismissed under 
Executive Order 10450 only if they occupy sensitive positions, 1e., 
positions affecting national security. The Attorney General by memorandum 
dated June iS, 1956, advised the FBI that the Cole decision involved only 
processing of removal proceedings in connection with nonsensitive positions 
under Executive Order 10450 and would not have any effect on the right of 
the Executive Branch to investigate its employees or applicants for employ- 
‘ment, as heretofore. The investigative role of the FBI oe individuals 
has not changed. 

The results of the FBI's investigations under Executive Order 10450 
are sent to the Civil Service Commission, which sends copies to the 
interested agency or department, for adjudication under applicable regulations. 
It is noted that Section 2 of Executive Order 10450 provides that it is the 
responsibility of the head cf each department and ageney to establish and 
maintain an effective program. 

As a result of its recent hearings, the HCIS found that departments 
and agencies have virtually abandoned the practice of posteappointment 
dismissals on loyalty grounds. The Committee also called for centralized 
direction in a central loyalty-security review agency for the loyalty and 

_ security programs pointing out that functions delegated to the Attorney 
*) General tinder Section 18-of Executive ‘Order : 204650., Are at, beat. AdVASORY. .. 
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Assistant Attorney General | : 

Criminal Division 

| The Department of Justice through the Acting Director, Department 
Security Staff, is sponsoring a series of meetings of interested agencies to 
discuss updating and revising certain functions of Executive Order 10450. 

In connection with Mr. Nittle's inquiry as set out on Page 123 of 
the transcript, as of March 28, 1974, the FBI was conducting full-scale 

_ investigations concerning a total of 52 organizations and groups within the 
United States on the basis of information developed indicating a possible 
violation of statutes relating to internal security. 

It is noted that detailed observations of this Bureau with respect to 
our jurisdiction and authority in domestic intelligence investigations were 
included in the following communications previously directed to the 
Department: {a) letter to the Attorney General, dated August 7, 19°73; 
(b} letter to the Deputy Attorney General - Designate Ruckelshaus, dated 
August 24, 1973; and, (c} letter to the Deputy Attorney General dated 

yOsctober 1, 1973; all under the caption “scope of Fini durisdicuon and 
Autharity in Domestic Intelligence Investigations." It is not desired that 
the copies of these communications be provided to the HCIS; however, a 
review of this material might prove helpful to Mx. Maroney in preparation 
for his forthcoming reappearance before the Committee. 

‘Enclosures « 14 

NOTE: 

See memorandum A, B. Fulton to Mr. W. R. Wannall, dated 
3/29/74, captioned as above, and prepared by RDC:nlb. : 
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a TE BUNCLAssinis 
: WhECT: HKGATING BEFORE THE HOUSE Lh LONL 
i COAL ITTEE ON INTERNAL SECURITY 

CONCLAUNING THE “TiDERAL BUREAU OF . 
nevis NGATION'S DOMESTIC 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

By Ictter 3/25/74 Assistant Attorney General Petersen, 
Criminal Division, forwarded a transcript of the testimony of Deputy 
Assistant Attorney General Maroney before the House Committee on 
Internal Security (HCIS) on 2/20/74. Maroney's testimony dealt with 
the domestic intelligence gathering function of the FBI. 

During his testimony, Maroney was asked to supply copies 
of various documents referred to which relate to FBI jurisdiction, 
instructions given to the Bureau by the Department and other material 
bearing on our observations in the field of domestic intelligence. In 
his letter of 3/25/74, Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, 
requested that we make available copies of these various documents 
and also that we furnish any pertinent comments relative to Maroney's 
testiznony. It is noted that Maroney is scheduled for a second appearance 
before the HCIS on 4/1/74 and we have been requested to respond to 
the Department's request cob today, 3/29/74. 

ht te Rett patna ad, fibre rngiaan uD 6 Ralenntt¥ stan: Ee When by Hhkend ey des Aye ote at blows. td @ 

ACTION: Attached is letter to Assistant Attorney General, Criminal 
Division, enclosing various documents of interest in 
.connection with Maroney's testimony. This includes 
copies of the delimitations agreement between the FBI 
and military agencies; copies of several letters of 
instruction directed to the Bureau by the Department; 
copics of various investigative guidelines governing 
operations in the security field; and a list of Federal 

ENC. BENIND Fig Statutes and Executive Or cers pertinent to Bureau's 
internal secur ‘ity resporsibwities. 

}00-00-1§$4-H%] “The aitached letter also includes a discussion of televant 
court decisions bearing on FBI jurisdiction and calls 
attention to several prior Bureau letters to the Depar tment 
which included the Bureau's observations as to our 
rt wasbacasaui and es feat in Meee enc mye vrations. 
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TO ; Mr. W. R. Wannall park: 4/4/74 
| : 

FROM: Pe Ay Be Sulton MDR-IL 

! 16 ALL AIS NOSED yu : 
/ o> SUBJECT: INTERNAL SECURITY MATTERS HEREIN NCLA 

: This is to recommend the. attached airtel to all SACs be 

sent ernphasizing the importance of our: comestic internal security respon- 

sibilitics particula rly with respect to guerrilla -oriented criminal activity. 
+ ree ee 

In recent years we have observed in the domestic internal 
security field the rise of the urban guerrilla and the terrorist, often moti- 
vated by Marxist-Leninist and related revolutionary theories and on occasion, 
with ties and allesiances to foreign national ideologies. To meet this threat 
we have concentrated our investigative attention on violence~prone and 
terrorist-oriented revolutionaries here, 

The recent ‘first U.S, political kidnaping" of Patricia Campbel 
Hearst by the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA) accentuates our need 
to conduct continuing concentrated inte Li igence investigations aimed at 
identifying and determiming the plans ofr evolutionary, cerrorists who adopt 
guerrilla -type tactics prosecutable under Federal and local statutes. 

In the past we have witnessed two sources of revolutionary 
violent action, The white revolutionary skilled in clandestine know-how who 
generally targeted property and buildings for violence; and on the other 
hand the black extremist-type revolutionary who directed his violence 
against individuals such as police officers, By contrast the current SLA 
endeavor is multiracial aud may represent a merger of the clandestine 
abilities of intellectual-iype white revolutionaries with the more personal 
violent propensities of black revolutionaries. Coupled with this is the 

emerging practice of recruitment by revolutionaries of individuals confined 

to penal institutions thus adding their criminal expertise to revolutionary 

endcavors. These developments represent the possibility of an even greatc 

threat in the domestic internal security ficld in the future, 
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Memorandum Mr. Fulton to Mr. Wannall 

Re: INTERNAL SECURITY MATTERS 

The attached airtel brings this domestic security problem 
to the attention of all SACs, refers to investigative aids currently available 
to the field which can be used in coping with the threat and stresses the 
need for all Agents, both criminal and security, to be made aware of 
and alert to this problem in order to better recognize and combat guerrilla 
activily. 

SACs are instructed to insure all Agents (criminal and 
security) are cognizant of and kept abreast of developments in these 
matters. SACs are also instuucted to reevaluate the nature, extent, and 
potential of the urban guerrilla problems within their territory and insure 
commensurate with that problem that appropriate investigative attention 
is being given thereto, | 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the attached airtel to all SACs be sent. 
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TO: SAC. ALBANY 

FROM: Director, FBI 
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i Lee SECURITY MATTERS 
fe 

in recent years we have observed in the domestic, internar 
security field the rise of the urban, cuerrilla and the terrorist, Many of 
these individuais are motivated by Marxist-Leninist and related theories 
and an investigation has shown that they often have ties and allegiances to 
soreion national ideologies. To meet this threat we have been concentrating 
our investizative attention in the domestic subversive eid on such 
violence-prone and eer iented revolutionaries here in ane United 
States. z . ~ 

? a 

The recent "first U.S, political kidnaping" of Patricia 
Campbell Hearst by the Symbiohese: Liberation Army (SLA) accentuates 
the need for our concentrated investigation in this area, In the past we 
have wiinessed on the one hand the violent action of white revolutionaries - 
skilisd in clandestine Inow<how who generally targeted property and build- 
ings for violence; while on the other hand black extrermist-type revolutionaries 
directéd their violence against individuals such as police officers. Signiti- 
cantly, the current SLA affair was multiracial in nature representinga 
nossipie merger of the clandestine abilities of inteliectual-type white : | 
revolutionaries with the more personal violent propensities of the black 
revolutionary. Coupled with this hag been the emerging practice of re- 
cruitment by revolutionaries of individuals confined to penal institutions . 
thus adding their criminal expertise to revolutionary’ endeavors. Ail of 
these factors represent the possibility of an even greater threat in Une | 
immediate n> in n the doinestic internal security field . ~ 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany, et al i - 
Re: INTERNAL SECURITY MATTERS | 

Although many structured revolutionary and vielence-orlented 
groups of the past have diffused, the mcividual extremist still exists and 
in some instances has joined with others in such loose-init clandestine ° 
guerrilla operations. Prime examples thereof include the SLA, members 
of which have been identified as former Venceremos Organization activists 
guided by the Revolutionary Union; the Black Liberation Army, which had 
its origin in the Black Panther Party and other black nationalist sroups; and 
some communes in various parts of the country composed of in dividuals 
with New Lefi and Marxist-Leninist backerounds who have engaged in bomb-« 
ines, theft of weapons and bank robberies in pursuit of revolutionary gdais, 
& is such individuals as these committed to violating lsws through guerrilla 
tactics outlined by the likes of Carlos Marighella in.his "Minimanual oz the 
Urban Guerrilla” that must ba our /primary investigative targets, - |’. 

vasiialins aids to this end already exist and must be ut tilized 
to the maximum by every field office, “fection 1g2A, tiem 8, Fages 6-9, 
of the Manual of Instructions generally sete forth identifying suicdelines and 
eee for recognizing and combatting urban guerrilla-type operations, 
Aithough this manual section is primarily ‘aimed at black-oriented urban 
Sueri villa warfare, there is no restriction to utilizing these guidelines in- — 
investizating any guerriila-type operation by either black, white, nationality~ 
orionted or ‘multiracial conspirators. Periodic publications such asthe . - 
"EDL summary of Extremist Activities" and "PEI Police Bulletin" as well’ 
as the Weatherman Photo Album, the Arab Terrorist Photo Album and the 
Extremist Phote Album are already in possession of each office and can be 
valuable background sources and investigative aids in dealing with gue wrila 
ACLIVILY , . 

Kt is imperative that all Agents including those working both 
eriminal and security matters are cognizant of and re sain alert {for vioient 
guerrilla tactics and endeavors by guerrilla-o viented activists, Hach SAC 
should reevaluate the nature, extent and potential of urban guerrilla ‘problems 
within his territory and insure that commensurate with this problem appropriate 
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_Memoran naum 

Mr. W. R. anni - 2 DATE: 5/28/74 
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: 2 | ee OP al ON: . j / ; : DATE 2 SPAM PAL 

GLOSSARY oF TERMINOLOGY RELATED. i 
To} INTERNAL SE SECURITY MATTERS | aa 

Be 

anced for ee is eye aSy file eopy-of-a*document' entitled, 
"Glossary of Terminology Related to Internal Security Matters," which has been 
prepared as a result of the suggestion by Inspector Thomas R. Dugan, 10/25/78, 
with the concurrence of.Assistant Director E. S. Miller. 

7 v 

The suggestion indicated that the glossary should be concise and 
would serve as a ready-reference source of terms encountered by Special Agents, 
especially those involved in investigations of racially or ethnically oriented 
extremist organizations, "new left" revolutionary organizations and "old left" 
or communist revolutionary organizations, as well as of members or followers 
of such groups. 

While the suggestion also called for descriptions of these organiza- 
tions, none were prepared inasmuch as already existing characterizations are 
available in field offices in ready-reference form, and an additional set of 
characterizations might be confusing, would require regular updating of the 
volume, and could not be done along with the terminology in a concise form .-- 

_Also, a listing of key personnel of the above groups was omitted from the document, 
although suggested, in order to avoid unnecessary updating and to keep the -~ ~ 

document brief. 

The original of the glossary is being held in the IS - 3 Section, 
which will arrange for printing and distribution to the field following approval of 
the yellow copy, attached. -eatek 2 Ss 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall me 

Re: Glossary of Terminology Related to Internal Security Matters 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the prepared glossary be approved for printing and dis- 
tribution to the field. a a ee 
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. INTRODUCTION 

This glossary of terminology has been compiled as an aid 

to Special Agents, especially those conducting investigations in the 

field of internal security matters. While not all-inclusive in scope, itis 

& ready-reference source containing a considerable number of terms 

which are encountered in investigations related to racially or ethnically 

oriented extremist organizations. "new left" revolutionary organizations, 

and "old left" or communist revolutionary organizations, as well as to 

_ members and followers of such organizations.. 

The terms and definitions thereof are related to the purposes, 

ideologies, organizational setups, and activities of various groups in 

the United States, some of which are under active investigation by the 

FBI for possible violations of statutes related to internal security matters, 

On the other hand, it should be noted that some of the terms and defini- 

tions thereof have come into common use by elements beyond the scope 

of FBI responsibilities. 
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TERMINOLOGY RELATED TO RACIALLY OR ETHNICALLY 

ORIENTED EXTREMIST ORGANIZATIONS 

BABYLON 

A derogatory term used to denote the United States. 

BROWN 

A Mexican or Mexican-American. 

BURNING CROSS 

The KKK symbol of terror, threat, and intimidation--the 
forerunner of more drastic action. 

BURN THE PIG : 

Kill a cop. 

CADRE 

Unit or branch of the Black Panther Party; workers or active 
participants, 
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A GOOD PIG 7 

A dead policeman. os : 

Fo GRAND DRAGON 

| The head state officer @resident) in each area of the KKK, 

GRAYBOYS = °°: | ue “ * 

. Boys of the Caucasian race. Z 
a 2 ee ‘ 

-HONKEY. | Pe ee ag te _ 

Anyone who is white. . 

IMPERIAL WIZARD ) 

_ The top Klan leader of a KKK organization. : | 

JASPER 

Used to describe a black of white pigmentation. 

JIVE CAT hae © 2 6 * ot, oe. ao -.. = 

Insincere person. 

JIVE TALE 

Unreliable speech, or any verbal account that is not acceptable 
. or is false. - < 
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KLAVERNS 7 |. he — - 
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Units in the Ku Klux Klan. =... 1. 2 

~ 

To steal; known on the street as "ripoff." -2 0 TS 

A term of derision applic ed to blacks who exhibit complacency 
regarding the black status ae ; — oe ee 
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Persons of the black race who are aati identified with the — 
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(Deters liege cierto ~~ 

An Uncle Tom, literally a Negro, who Uke the cookie of the 
same name. is black on the outside and white on the inside. 

*. 

PANTHER CRIB Pe oe oe 

Living quarters for the Black Panther Party. 

PIGS a 2 Se & sae me: 7 _ 

- All law enforcement officers. 

PIG PEN oe - 

Police headquarters. - a a a - . u 

PIG POWER STRUCTURE 

The U.S. Government. 

POLITICAL PRISONERS “ eS £9o ee : 

Revolutionaries, both black and white, who are serving prison . 
terms for criminal violations resulting from radical or terrorist activities. 

PORK CHOP NATIONALIST : 

Group accepting Government funds. | | ao? : ae 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

Salutation. e Pada a : : 7 eee 
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REVOLUTIONARY PAN-AFRICANISM 

A concept exploited by black extremists which advocates the unity 

of all people of African descent in a worldwide war of liberation against 
imperialism. The white ruling class in the United States is seen as the center 
of world imperialism; thus it must be destroyed. 

SUPER PIG 

FBI Agent; an assassin for the Government. 

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 

Arms, ammo, Molotov cocktails, et cetera. 

TERRORISM 

The use of violence, especially as a political weapon, to 
intimidate or subjugate. 

THE MAN 
2 

Police officer. 

THIRD WORLD 

A term "coined" at the Bandung Conference held in Bandung, 
Indonesia, in 1955. The Third World encompasses all the nonwhite pcoples 
of the world not included in the First World--the Western World headed by the 
United States, and the Second World--headed by the Soviets and the Soviet Bloc. 

UNCLE TOM 

Derogatory connotation referring to a Black possessing white 
attitudes and values. 
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URBAN GUERRILLA WARFARE 
~~ 

. 

Usually violent criminal activity for revolutionary and/or 
antiestablishment purposes, conducted within urban societies, 

VANGUARD : A F . | 

First in line or leader of the revolution. 

® 

+ 
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ss TERMINOLOGY RELATED TO 
' YNEW LEFT" REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS 

AMERIKKA 

America or United States in derogatory sense or fascistic. 

BABYLON 

A derogatory term used to denote the United States. 

COMMUNE 

"New Left" revolutionary groups view a commune as an area 
of living where two or more people of like or different sexes live in a life- 
style which generally includes the sharing of sex, drugs, food and duties, 
as well as to seek common social, economic, or political goais. 

COP OUT 

To withdraw; to evade responsibility; to confess to the police. 

CRASH PAD 

A temporary place to sleep; apartment in a big city maintained  - 
for revolving tenants, furnished wall to wall with bare mattresses. 

ESTABLISHMENT 

The power structure of American society; the "system," used 
in a derogatory sense, 

FADE 

A white person; a Negro who prefers white friends or white 
attitudes over those of his own race. 

-9- 
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- FREAK OUT or FLIP OUT 

| 

| oo % ia & 
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| 

Any aberrant behavior, from having a nervous breakdown 
to acting bizarrely, especially when. under the influence of drugs. 

HARD JOHN 

Field Agent of the FBI. 

LUMPEN PROLETARIANS 

The de-classed section of society, i.e., skid row people, 

pimps, prostitutes, dope addicts, et cetera, cae a Communist term 
but adopted by the New Left. 

| _ = a 
| | MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX 

Alleged effort by military and industrial leaders to control] 
U.S. Government and pres . | 

OFF THE PIGS 

| 
| 
| 

Kill the police. 

PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY 

control his own destiny. 

PLASTIC 

: 
: . 

| 

! . SDS~originated theory that every individual has the right ¢ to 

Phoney or fake. 

| 
PROVOS 

? A group that helps hippies throughout the country, and who 
claim to be made up of subversive elements that provoke law and order probiems. 

| 
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TERMINOLOGY RELATED TO "OLD LEFT" OR ‘ 

ANARCHISM 

A theory that all forms of government interfere with individual 
liberty and are thus undesirable and should be eliminated by violence if 
necessary. 

' BOURGEOISIE oo |. oO. gee a 

The "capitalist" class, which includes not only the wealthy but 
also the middie-class. To communists, the bourgeoisie is a class enemy which 
must be destroyed. 

CADRE 

; The trusted inner circle of trained members and leaders on whom 
the communist parties can depend to oe out policies and arerane without any 

| : ee questions or objections. 

CAPITALISM 

system based on private ownership of property, the private control of the 
means of production, and the private accumulation and use of profits. It ‘, 
is regarded as a form of exploitation of one class~--the proletariat or workers-- 
by a second one--the owners of property and the means of production. 

=. Capitalism, according to Marxist-Leninists, is an economic — } 

Ne 

a 
a 

CELL 
+ = en 

The lowest organizational unit of a communist party. 

OR POLITBURO 

The leading leadership organization which conducts affairs of 

_ CENTRAL COMMITTEE, ALSO REFERRED TO AS NATIONAL CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

- eommunist parties between conventions. 
* 28 

7 ~ 12 - 
"ye 
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- CLASS seat sanes 

A section of a aie population that » according to communists: 
' occupies a specifie relation to means of production: (1) the capitalist or 
bourgeoisie class which owns property and the means of production; and 
(2) the wage-earners, proletariat, or working class. In highly developed 
countries like the United States, there is also the "middle class" or epedty, 
bourgeoisie." 

COEXISTENCE ee ee ee re 

(See Peaceful Coexistence) 
r 

~ * 1 ps ie : fF 
eo 

- 

“ "COLLECTIVE, also CELL 

"> . >" he lowest organizational el unit of a : communist p arty. 
* = a Z > - 7 7 

* s ” '. 7 wf aes i. 

oy) QQLONIALISM “ee epae et 

The sage of capitalistic development. see ine to sannnuaisia: 
- wherein capitalism captured overseas colonies in its search for markets. 

_. Today, the word is applied by communists to almost any form of aid or influence 
_ extended by the West to lesser developed countries. 

initially indicated small social units with common use and ownership 
of land and implements and common sharing of production. In communist 
context, refers to a group united for revolutionary purposes, as the Paris 
Commune in 1871 which briefly held power. . 

. -18- 
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' COMMUNISM (MARXISM-LENINISM) My 
-_ 

A doctrine and program based on Marx, Engels, Lenin and others, 
which regards history es a relentless class struggie leading eventually to 
a proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat with state owner- 
ship of the means of production and control of social, economic, political, and 
cultural activities by a single, authoritarian party that will eventually become 
a classless society. Also known as Marxist scientific socialism. 

CULTURAL REVOLUTION (GREAT PROLETARIAN CDLTURAL REVOLUTION) | 

A period of internal political struggle in the People's s Republic of 
China (RC) during 1986-1969; interpreted by the West as an exfort by 
MAO Tse-tung to consolidate his power. 

_ DEMOCRACY 

According to communists, a capitalist democracy oppresges the 
workers while only after communists seize power can there be a proletarian 
democracy which will be supplanted under full connaa with its classless 
and stateless form. 

é 

COMMUNISM (stages of development 
r 

The first or iat stage, called socialism, is the society immediately 
after the proletarian revolution. The state is needed to suppress vestiges of 

 eapitalism and the main principle will be "from each according to his ability, to 
each according to his work." In this transitory period, capitalistic characteristics 
will cradualiy disappear and the state will "wither away" as the threshold of 
the final stage, communism, will be reached with a stateless, classless society 
in which the main principie will be "from each according to his — to 

. each eecorenis to his needs. : 
‘et " 

DEMOCRATIC CENTRALISM 

The rigid principie that the decisions of the highest body in 
a communist party (even though dominated by one man) are binding upon all 
lower bodies or een units in the party. 

=a 
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DEVIATIONISM 

A term used by Marxists-Leninists to identify "political: errors." 
A deviation from set policy and practice may result in discipline. 

DIALECTICAL MATERIALISM 

A doctrine stemming from Karl Marx and combining a materialistic 
_ eoncept of the universe with the dialectical method, which states that there is 
continual growth, change, and development in matter and the world. The 
changes occur as in the dialectic (the art of reasoning) in which one idea (a 
thesis) is tested against another idea (antithesis) to provide a synthesis, which 
is a new idea produced by the clash of opposites inherent in the thesis and piel 
thesis and combining the best chazactenieues of both. 

The materialistic belie? and he concent OL continual growin, 
change, and development as applied to history is called the theory of historical | 
materialism. By this, communists explain that society has developed from 
primitive communal forms through slave and feudal systems to the capitalistic 
system which will, because of the inherent class struggle in that system, 

- later be overturned and communism will develop as the highest and final stage 
of society for man. : 

DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT: as 
“ 

The forcible dictatorship of a communist party wher eby capitalist 
opposition is crushed after the communist seizure of power and prior e 
penne the classless society of comme: 

FASCISM 

A political philosophy, movement, or regime standing for a one 
party dictatorship , forcible oppression of the opposition, retention of private 
ownership of means of production under centralized governmental control, 
belligerent nationalism and glorification of war. 
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FRIENDS i . | Ree 

A term used by the officials of the People's Republic of China 
in referring to independent sympathetic revolutionaries as distinguished 
from pro-Maoist-Marxist-Leninist elements referred to as “comrades.” 

HISTORICAL MATERIALISM 

Historical materialism is the extension of the principles of 
dialectical materialism to the study of history and a prediction that communism 

will follow the overthrow of capitalism. 

IMPERIALISM 

The last stage of capitalism which develops when capital and 
production become concentrated in the hands of a few individuals who practice 
capitalist exploitation in colonial areas in seeking outlets for goods picence 

and raw materials for manufacturing. 

ieee ARISTOCRACY 

Usually, , the highest paid element of the ne class that has 
been "bought" by capitalists. 

LEFT DOGMATIST or LEFT SECTARIAN 

A rigid purist in Marxist-Leninist ideology who will not sacrifice 
principle, even if doing so temporarily might further long-range —: of the 
revolution, 

LENINISM 

Development of Marx's theories on the class struggle and 
revolution by Lenin into practical strategy and tactics to bring about a 
revolution under leadership of a communist party. 

Sad 
r 

- 16 - 
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‘MASS ORGANIZATION 

- * 7. 

LUMPEN-PROLETARIAT 

Phrase of contempt used by communists toe describe workers 
who take support from state or private charities but who reject communism. 
Because of lack of militancy, these workers are considered useless to a 
communist movement. 

te 

MAOISM 

The name applied to the version of Marxism developed in and 
for China by Chairman MAO Tse-tung, Communist Party of China. Maoism 
also refers to the development of tactics for guerrilla warfare Rye which the 
Chinese revolution was sustained. 

MARXISM 

- The political, economic. and social principles and policies 
advocated by Marx in opposition to capitalism, including the class struggle, 
revolution, and dictatorship of the proletariat. 

MARXISM-LENINISM 

A. set of doctrines created by Marx and added to by Lenin for 
application to advance the proletarian revolution. 

? 

* 

o 

Non-communist organizations, such ag labor unions, churches, 
fraternal organizations, cultural groups, peace groups, and the likes, are 
the targets of Marxist-Leninists seeking to infiltrate, dominate, or indirectly 
control such organizations. Marxist-Leninist endeavor to conceal their basic 
affiliation while working in mass organizations to inject communist objectives. 

MODERN REVISIONISM 

Considered by Marxist-Leninists as the most dangerous perversion. 
Modern revisionism declares Marxist-Leninism as outmoded, denies the necessity 
of proletarian revolution and dictatorship of the proletariat and demands the 
rejection of Leninist principles of organization and democratic centralism. 
Maoists describe the Soviets as modern revisionists or social imperialists, 
while the Soviets accuse the Chinese communists o distorting Marxism- 
Leninism. 

“~~ 
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Actions contrary to wishes of the communist party or any 
approval of capitalism, 

PAPER TIGER 

Derisive Chinese communist term for the power ox the Western 
world, particularly that of the United States. 

PARTY LINE 

The total of a communist party's decisions, aims, programs, 
— demands at any given time. Distinction must be made between the 

ceptive party line (programs designed for public consumption) and the 
a party line (the eve party purpose cesigned toe advance the interest of 

communism). 
- 3 

PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE 

A Leninist principle developed mainly by Khrushchev that sets 
aside, but only on a temporary tactical basis, the open pursuit of the communist 
goal of world conquest to allegedly engage in peaceful competition, especially 
in economic matters, with noncommunist nations. 

PERMANENT REVOLUTION 

The theory of Trotsky that communism requires uninterrupted 
revolutionary effort throughout the world, contrary to Stalin's decision 
that communism should be well developed in one country before spreading 
it throughout the world. 

PROLETARIAT 

The. workers or the working class. 

- 18 ~ 8 
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PROLETARIAN DEMOCRACY 

. '¢ : , 8 

RANK AND FILE . ie : a. 

® 

The only "true" democracy , according to communists, because — 
it is controlled by the worker majority and not by a minority as alleged in a 
capitalist democracy. 

PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION 

Seizure, by force and violence whenever necessary, of the 
government or state political power by the proletarians or working class 
led by the communist party~-the vanguard of the proletariat. 

A reference to the general membership of an organization, 
party or union as opposed to the leadership. 

REVISIONISM (REFORMISM) 

As used by communists, it is a criticism of any revision of Marxist 
Leninist principles which tends to be a drift to the "right." A drift to the eft” 
is called SCE RUE: 

RIGHT OPPORTUNISM 

Abandoning Marxist-Leninist principles in order to gain a 
‘political advantage by working with the enemies of communism. 

SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM (MARXIST) 

| See Communism. . ae 
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SECRETARIAT : 

The active officers or leaders of a communist party who usually 

conduct the day-to-day business of the organization in behalf of a central committee. 

SECTARIANISM US oe oe 

The refusal to adopt flexible tactics or to compromise for the 
moment to achieve a greater gain later. 

SELF-CRITICISM __ . | rr ne . 

A technique ostensibly to detect and correct weaknesses in 
communist party circles, but actually to enforce communist discipline. Each 
member is encouraged to constantly examine failures to do party ene 

by others and by himself. 

SINO-SOVIET SPLIT Se pee 4 a 

= i sgayd Friction between Moscow and Peking, apparent since mid-1950's, 
burst into open controversy in January, 1963, with attacks and counterattacks 
appearing in both Russian and Chinese communist official newspapers. The 
Sino-Soviet split has disintegrated the monolithic international communist 
movement. As of 1974, there is no indication the dispute between. the Sovicis. Be 
and the Chinese is to be settled soon. a Le - 2 8 

SOCIAL DEMOCRAT : “% , Ge Bee 2 2S SB 

One interested in reforms but not revolution. i of : = 
» - « a ms 

- 7 e * a“ - 

~~ gs 8 

SOCIAL IMPERIALIST 

A descriptive reference used by the Chinese communists to describe 
the revisionism of the Soviet Union, socialist county ns with a 
capitalist or imperialist ene 
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Marxists describe strategy as concerned with the long-range | 
objectives of a movement. Tactics are concerned with day-to-day operations. 

— 

TROTSKYISM 

Marxism-Leninism as interpreted by Leon Trotsky; with emphasis 
on permanent worldwide revolution and support for the Soviet workers state, 
while critical of the Soviet bureaucracy and the abuses of Stalin. To the Soviets, 
pro-Soviets, and the Chinese communists, Trotskyism today means a forbidden 
deviation from the party line. Trotsky was exiled by Stalin in 1929 and 
assassinated in Mexico in 1940 by a reported Stalinist agent. 

TROTSKYITE, aka TROT 

A follower of Leon Trotsky and archenemy of the Soviet Communist 
Party. . 

* 

” TROTSKYIST 
- 

An individual who adheres to the teachings of Marx, Engels, 
and Lenin, as interpreted by Trotsky. 

UNITED FRONT : f 

. 

A revolutionary tactic designed to secure the support of non- 
communists fer Party objectives. This generally involves Party manipulation 
of noncommunist groups, usually on some current issue such as "peace" or 
"civil rights," whereby the Party, while maintaining its independence role, 
cooperates with others to work for certain goals. To noncommunists the goal 
is advancement of the good of society; to communists, the revolution. 

VANGUARD OF THE PROLETARIAT 

Term applied to the role of the Communist Party as the leader or °. : 
teacher of the proletariat. Communists also talk of the Party as the "general ‘ 
staff” of the revolution. fo oo ers oe 
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Mr. We Ro Wannali - 6/14/74 

R. &. Shackelford 

CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SUBVERSIVE Mb R-It 
ORGANIZATIONS AND FUBLICATIONS gut {NFORMATIONCONTAINED 
(THUHBNATL SKETCHES } eae . HEREIN ya BY SE , on le, We 

be ne - DATE 10/6/00. 
{PREDICATIONS FOR INVESTIGATION 
& PENI E ORR ely UPA Ls AERIS Lp gad FD, ei YW tht eh * oF 

as 

SYNOPSIS 

Recommendations being made that annual (6/12) 
thumbnail sketch pregram and method of preparing predicae- 
tions for investigation bo revised, Prevailing instruce 
tions require that ky G/1, annually, field is to submit for 
Headauarters (HQ*} ayvproval characterizations of subversive 
organizations and publicatiens. These have censisted of 
two versions -e a iLenrthy one for use in Security of 
‘Government Employees (SGE) and appiicantetype cases and 
an abbreviated ons for use in security-typs cases. To 
develop uniformity and faciiity in bandiing this progeam, 
Zt is vecommended that a single conelse, but complete, 
characterization of each organigation and publication of 
investigative interast be prepared Lor use in SGE and 
applicant-typs communications as well as these ef a 
security<-typs. The £lelid will continue to vrepare sketches 
of local interest, while HQ substantive supervisers will 
henceforth prepare those af fleAdewide interest, which ave 
the type that have been sent through HQ channeis for approval 
before dispatch ta ffeld for circulation to ali offices. 
Becauss descriptive information set forth in a predication 
for investigation of an organization -«- showing statutery 
basis for same =~ f¢ similar to characterization of the 
organization, field will henceforth utilize HQ-approved 
characterizations interchangeably as descriptive paragraphs 
2n predications,. 

RECOMMENDATIONS » PAGE La 
Enclosure 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. RR. Wannall — = * 
Res Characterizations Of Subversivs 

Organizationg And Publications 
(Thumbnail Sketches) 

Predications For Investigation 
L067 254 + 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Y, hat approval be granted fer preparation 
of a singie concise, but cemplete, characterization ox 
each organization and publication of investigative 
interest, in place of the presently required lengthy 
and abbreviated versions. 

é 

EE, That substantive supervisors at HO henceforth 
prepare sketches of field-wide interest. 

YIz, That field be authorized to utilize HQ- 
approved characterizgations of organizations in connection 
with predications for investigation. An example of a 
predication, that of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
utilizing a characterization of CPUSA as deseriptive 
information of the organization (€paragraph two}, is 
ancLoged for assistance and information, (in instances 
where a predication is required, bcth paragraphs of 
enclosure..would be utilized. In instances where a characte 
terization is required, second paragraph only of the 
enclosure would be utilized.) 

« LR . DETAILS - PAGE 2 
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HW 55027 

Memorandum to My. Wo R. Wannail 
Ro: Characterizations Of Subversive 

Organizations And Publications 
. {Thumbnail Sketches) 

Predications For Investigation _ 
BOQ F254 she Ye 

DETALLES 

Prevailing instructions require that annually, 
.by 6/1, field (offices of origin) submit for HQ approval 
echaracterizations of subversive organizations and publie 
cations, These have cousigted of two versions of each 
Bpketch -~= a Lengthy ons for use in repoxts and ietterhead 
memoranda CLs) in SGE and applicant-type cases and an 
abbreviated one for use in security-typs cases. Follow 
ing HQ review and approval by substantive desk handling 
case, a copy of each version has been stamped "Approved" 
and returned to the ariginator. A small percentage of 
these sketches, adjudged of fieid-wide interest, have 
been sent through HQ channeis for approval before dispatch 
to field bearing stamp, "Field-wide Interest." Upon recaint 
by office of orlgin, a sketch of fisldewide interest has 
been reproduced there and one copy sent to each field office 
by routing slip. 

¥n compliance with instructions in revised 
Section 87, Manual of Inetructicns, predications of sub-« 
vargsive organizations, Leaders and members were Sent to 
the £ield. These are used in communications prepared by 
the field to predicate each investigation on a statutory 
DABLS s 

Sinee the President abolished the Attorney Gen« 
eral’s (AG} list of subversive organizations by Executive 
Ordex CHO) 11785 on 6/4/74, field has been instructed to 
make no further reference to this list, Felative tea 
Gitation by the AG under EO 10450, in characterizations 
utilized in reports and LHMs and predications for investi- 
gation, Field was also instructed to use the short form 
ef characterizations only in comcinications being prepared 
for dissemination in Subversive Hatters (SM), Internal 
Security (£S} and Extremist Matters (2M) categories, and 
advised that annual characterization program was being 
revised. 

wo om CONTINUED « OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. We RR, Wannall 
Re: Charactarizations Of Subversive 

Organizations And Publications 
(Thumbnaiz Sketches) 

wet € * 4, Far by 

ae 

Predications For Investigation 
100-7254 

tt FN ome gee 
Bae roe ate 

PAL IOH EIT eth Meh O35, 

rage 
aed Y, 

Yt is desirable that we develop uniformity in the 
ebaracterization program. Experience with the annuad program 
has shown that field's preparation of two versions of sketches 
~~ lonethy and abbreviated -- has been time consuming and come 
plicated without adequate compensating results. Long and short 
versions ake occasionally not in agreement as to information 
get forth, Consequently, it has been necessary, on occasion, 
to instruct field to resubmit corrected sketches, or corrections 
have been handied by HQ desk and the field appropriateiy advised. 
it appears, therefore, that program could be handled with greater 
facility by preparation of 4a sgingie coneise, but complete, 
characterization for each organization and publication, which 
could be used in SGH and anplicant-type communications as weal 
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egg Ba ae aS SH, I8 and EM communications. The Lield wili continue to pre~ B 
pare sketches of each organization and publication of lLosal ES 
interest and will be instructed to resubmit sketches already be 
submitted in dual form. HQ substantive supervisers widl prepare be 
sketch:s of field-wide interest. Latter sketches, which are Ps 
presently prepared by the field and approved through H@ channess, Es 
could then be prepared with greatexs facility at HQ, ie 

oe 

Deseriptive information set forth in a predication Ea 
for investigation of an organization is often similar to the ES 
characterizatian of that organization, Ths similarity has 
caused a certain amount of confusion in the field, which 
occasionally faiiss ta include HQ-authorized predications in 
communications, A recurring error in this regard is substie 
tution of the characterization for the descriptive information 
concerning the organization in the predication, This problem 
can be overcome by having field utilize approved characteriza= 
tions of oxganizations interchangeably as descriptive paragraphs 
in predications of those organizations, This wlll simpiity field's 
reporting requirements and insure that predications are maine 
tained in a current status, since characterizations are regularly 
sYeviewod as to curreney.,. Appropriate instructions will be issued 
to field and HQ supervisors concerning implementation of 
Yavised characterization pregram and preparation of predications 

. upon approvad of fore.going recommendations. 
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PREDICATION FOR INVESTIGATION OF ORGANIZATION 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA (CPUSA) 

at 

This investigation is based on information which 
indicates that captioned organization is engaged in active | 
ities which cauld involve a violation of Title 18, USC, 
2385 (Advocating Overthrow of the Government}, 2883 (Rebel-~ 
lion or Insurrection), 2364 (Seditious Conspiracy); ox ‘ 
Title 50, USC, 781-798 (internal Security Act of 1930}. 

Title 50, USC, Section 781 (internal Security 
Act of 1950) stated that, as a result of evidence adduced 
before various commti ‘ttees of the Sexmte and House of Repre~ | 
sentatives, Congress found the existence of a world communist 
revolutionary movenent , whose pur pose is to establish a 
communist totalitarian dictato;ship in the world's countries 
through the medium of a@ worldewide communist organia2ation. 
Cammunist action organizations in various countries endeavor s 
to carry cut ths sbicctivoas cof the world communisy movement 
by bringing about thea overthrow of existing gevernments by 
any means. The communist organization in the United States 
om the CPUSA == pursuing its stated oe presents "a 
elear and present danger to the security of the United Sates." 
The Subversive Activities Control Roard, established by 
section 791 of the above Act, found the CPUSA to be a communist 
action organizaticn. This finding was uphaid by the United 
states Supreme Court in June, 1961. The CPUSA has continued 
to be an arm of the international communist movement cominated 
by the Soviet Union. The CPUSA, in ite dependence.:on the 
soviet Union, has never knowingly adopted a position centrary 
to Soviet policy. Its leaders frequently confer with Soviet 
Leaders to receive guidance and direction on the polities the 
CPUSA is to follow. There has been no evidences that the primary 
Rims of the CPUSA, es they conform to Seviet objectives, have 
changed over the years. 

~ 
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Hz. Wo Ro Wannall 6/25/79 4, 

Ro lee Shackoelvtord 

CHARACTERIZATIONS OF 
SUBVERSIVE ONGANIZATIONS : 
AND PUBLICATIONS Mb R-Ib 
CTHUMBNA IIs SERTCUES ) ALLINFORMATION CONTAINED — 

fi HEREIN 18 U CLASSIFIED. ALAYE He 
\PREDICATIONS FOR _ SHVEST! EGATION _ pate JO/9/00__ BY fe 

SYNOPSIS : | ; 

7 WA pampering 

TASS Recommendation being made that adxtel be sent to all 
effices advising of procedural changes in program relating «ue 
annual preparation and submissicns of characterizaticns of 
organizations and publications, and that such GPa ere ee Ones 

. following approval by He sadquartexs CHO}, wii now be utilized 
ae deserivtive paragraphs in predications for investigation. 
Single concise, but complete, characterizations wail now he 
prepared and HO supervisorgwill prepare charactexigations of 
ficld-wide interest. These will be approved through HQ chane- 
hels, routed through Special investigative Divigion for review. 
Wifective annual date xfer preparation of Paeidewide items toc bs 
3/L, in advance of 6/1 annuni date for field's preparation of 
chaxvacterizations of local interest. This will appropriately 
notify field which organizations and publications not to be 
characterized by field. 

* A 
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NEC OMMENDAT IONS 

Rox That enclosed airtel be sent to all offices fur~ 
nishing instructions relative to procedural ‘changes in annual 
characterization program and in preparation of predications for 

investigation, Copies of predication for investigation of Con- 
munist Party, USA, which was previously approved Qiong with my 

below-mentioned mamorandum, are onclosod with the airtel to 
aspsiat fiold in understanding Latter changes fa 

, O-OD - oo 

Enclosures ee i a 
RECOMMENDATXYONS CONTINUED = PAGE La 
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Memorandum to My. Wo Ro Wannali 
Ros Characterilzations Of Subversive 7 . 

Organizations And Publications : ay e 
(Thumbnail Sketches} a, | : 
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EX. That effective annual date for preparation 
ox Yield-wide charasterizations by HO supervisors be set 
at 3/1 and that such charactevizations be sent through HQ 
channels for approval, xouted through Special Investigative 
Division for review. 
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| Memorandum to Mr. Wo Re Wannall 
| Rei Characterizations Of Subversive 
| Organizations And Pubiisations 

(Thumbnaid Sketches) , 

rime, Peedications For Investigation _ =~ 

DETATLS 

iy memorandum dated 6/14/74, which was approved, 
recomended that a single conelse, but compicte, character= 
ization of each organization and publication of investigative 
interest be prapared in piace of previously required dengthy 
and abbreviated versions, and that substantive HQ supervisors 
esneeforth prepare characterizations of Pieidewide interest. 

Flold wilh continue to prepara characterizations of organiza 
tions and publications of losai interest and is being anstructad 
to resubmit characterizations abkready submitted gn duad form, 
it was also recommended and approved that field be authorized 
to utilize HQ-approved characterizations as descriptive para 
graphs of predicataous Lor iavestigation of organizations, 

Approved changes relate to annual (6/1) character~ 
BZQELON program, which requires that fisid submit cnaractoriza= 
tions of organizations and publications for HQ approval. 
Lenethy versions were used in Security of Governmont Employsses 
(SGE) and applicant-typs cases and abbreviated versions in 
security-type cased, For sake of uniformity and faciliity in 
handling tnis program, a siarele conciss, but complete, charattere 
ization will now be prepared for use inieports and letterhead 
memoranda (LUMs) in all cases. A small pereentage of charnctore 
izations that are of ficid-wide dnterest were previously prepared 
by the f£i0id and sent through NG channels Yor approval before 
returo to the originating office bearing the stamp "Field-widae 
snterest," fox reproduction and dissemination of copies of same 
by routing slip to aii ofSices. These wilh now be prepared by 
HQ substantive supervisors for sake offacility in handling. 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Moamorandum to Mr. Wo Re Wannald 
Re: Characterizations Of Subversive 

Oxpanizations And Pubiicatt ans 
(Thumbnail Sketches) 

Fhe pr LEAL Cat LONG For Investigation 

3 

Since descriptive information set forth in a 
predication for investigation of an organization =«- 
showing statutory basis far same -- is often sinidar te 
the characterization of the organigation, characterizations 
wild henceforth be utilized interchangeably by the field 
aa descriptive paragraphs in predications. This change 
was made to simplify field's reporting requirements and to 
ansure the currency of predications, inasmuch as character= 
Azatilons are segulariy reviewed ta insure they have current 
appdicability > 

tnasmuch as characterizations of fLLeid-wide interes 
will now be prepared at HQ, Intelligenca Division supervisors 
Wilk be separately instructed velative toe handiing, Approval 
Will. DS mode Of These shexcetoreestions theauch-3O shomnois, 
routed through Yor veview of Spscial Investigative Bivision, 
which utilizes such characterisaticna in SGE and anplicante 
vype communications. Upon approval, these characterizationsa 
will be disseminated by HQ ta ell fieid offices, To provids 
field with identities of organizations and publications, 
whose characterizations are regarded by HQ ag o8 ficid-wide 
interest, effective date for preparation of Yield-wide items 
by HQ supervisors should, in future, be in advance of the 
general 6/1 annual characterization program. It is believed 
that an effective annual dato of 3/1 for this purpese would 
permit preparation of fieid-vids characterizations in sufzti-~ 
chent time to enable the Zieid to be appropriately notified 
and, therefore, to know Which organizations and publications 
not to be characterized by field. On some occasions, infor- 
macvion relating to a newly investigated subversive organization 
does not yield a clear-cut basis for determination by an 
office of origin as to whether a charactorization would ox 
would not ba of field~wide interest. Fieid is being instructed 
to communicate with HQ in theses instances for appropriate 
suidance. 
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To: AC, Albany (Enclosure) 

| From: Director, FBI DATE: 7-8~7h, 

CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SUBVERSIVE 
ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS 
(THUMBNAIL SXETCHES) 

: 2 ke 8 

j ReButels 6/6,7/%4. 

ED \~ PREDICATIONS YOR INVESTIGATION 

This is ta advies you of procedural chanres being 
made in handling of annual characterization program. 
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Etfective immediately, preparation of characteriza- 
tions in dual form -~ lengthy and abbreviated versions -- is 
discominued. Henceforth, a single concise, but complete, 
characterization is to be prepared cf each organization and 
publication of investigative interest. Characteriaations of 
fecal interest, which have gireadvy haan snbmitted under tha 
former procedures, are to be resubmitted promptly in single for 
fox Headquarters (UQ) approval. : | 

ene z 

\ - 
t t 

. 

« 4 

ae Characterizations of £leld-wide interest, which may 
be identified by reference to those pretously approved and 
returned tc the ficid, will now be prepared by HQ substantive 
Supervisors. These wild be disseminated by HQ to ald fieid 
offices, appropriately designated as of Iteld-wide interest. 

New: procedures appiy to annual program of submittin 
characterizations by G/l as wellLas to characterizations of 
dA0cal interest approved on a case-by~case basis throughout the 
year. Whenever a question arises ag to whether a characteriga-: 
tien of an organization that ia a new subject of investigation | 
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3 = ALL offices (Enclosure) 
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Aixtel ta SAC, Albany — "os 
Res Characterizations of Subversive 

Organizations and Pubiications 
(Yhumbnail Sketches) 

~~~. Predleations for Investigation 
4 oe 440 > ‘. fad 445 ‘ ak tet bd Sik hak ik 

a 
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ze 

jg ox is not of field-wide interest, fisnsen: suceiuct background 
of matter toH) for a decision and appropriate handling. To 
further assist the field in its preparation and submissions of 
characterizaticns on the next program date (6/1/75), HQ will have 
an effective date of 3/1/75 for the prevaration of .characterization 
of fileld-wide interest. These will be sent to respective field 
offices (of origin) sufficiently in advance to enable offices to 
know, by. method of - elimination, woich characterizations are of 
Local or nontield-wide interest, and according Ly , which ones are 
to ke prepared by the field, 

SORE TRDN TATTLE RNR MR LATPUTT 

ce 

Another development in this matter involves the prep~ 
avation of procications for investigation of organizations on 
statutory bases. Experience has shown that a certain amount of 
contusion bas existed zn the fueid relative to the reporting of 
predications. In submitting communications incorporating pred= 
ications, offic: 2s have often substituted a characterization of an 
organization in the body af the predication for the descriptive 
a CAS. nha) ‘aS Be had deen Approved at HO, Mh 2 < aoncars tes hays 

Lv pee ow bat wher ALLA Y 4 

- _ been due to. the Similarity that has often exist red between character 
izations of certain organizations and deseriptive information cone 
eerning these organizations in predicationse To eliminate this 
oroblem a and te simplify the field's reporting procedures, henceforth 
UbLLige HQ-app zroved characterizations interchangeably as descriptive 
paragraphs im predications, You may continue to utilize predicatiog 
previously sent to the field by HQ until the new characterizations 
prepared under the revised program have been approved at HQ and 
Sent to fheld. Enclosed for your assistance in handling this new 
procedure is a recently approved field-wide characterization of the 
Communist Barty, USA (CPUSA), appearing in paragraph two in a pred= 
ication for investigation of the Party. The second paragraph only 
wiil now be utilized by the field in reports and LENs, where 
mention is made of the CPUSA, to characterize the CRUSA, which was 
not previously characterized in disseminative communications. in 
Lnustances where a predication is required, both paragraphs of the 
enediosure will be utilized. 

Lage REEL SIRE ETT TNO TOTEM Pyre 

Dot Saneneere 
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You may reproduce instant communication and enclosure 
as necessary to implement foregoing changes in your office. Manual 
and FBY Agents Handbook changes to follow. 

ee 
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Axtel to SAC, Albany 
Re: Characterlzations of Subversive ; 

Organizations and Publications 

predications for Investigation 
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| Seo R. Lb. Shackelford to Hr, W. Ro Wannall 
mmorandum, 6/25/74, prepared by LJB:dkp. 
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PREDICATION FOR INVESTIGATION OF ORGANIZATION 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA (CPUSA) 

This investigation is based on information 
- which indicates that captioned organization is engaged 
_ in activities which could involve a violation of Title 18, 
USC, 2385 (Advocating Overthrow of the Government), 2383 
(Rebellion or Insurrection), 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy); 
or Title 50, USC, 781-798 (Internal Security Act of 1950). 

Title 50, USC, Section 781 (Internal Security 
Act of 1956) stated that. as a result of evidence adduced 
before various committees of the Senate and House of 
Representatives, Congress found the existence of a world 
Communist revolutionary movement, whose purpose is to 
establish a communist totalitarian dictatorship in the 
world's countries through the medium of a world-wide com- 
munist organization. Communist action organizations in 
various countries endeavor to carry out the objectives of 
the world communist movement by bringing about the over-= 
throw of existing governments by any means. The communist 
Organization in the United States -= the CPUSA -- pursuing 
its stated objectives, presents “a clear and present danger 
to the security of the United States.'' The Subversive Activ- 
ities Control Board, established by Section 791 of the above 
Act, found the CPUSA to be a communist action organization. 
This finding was upheld by the United States Supreme Court 
in June, 1961. The CPUSA has continued to be an arm of the 
international communist movement dominated by the Soviet Union. 
The CPUSA, in its dependence on the Soviet Union, has never 
knowlnogly adopted a position contrary to Soviet policy. Its 
leaders frequently confer with Soviet leaders to receive 
‘guidance and direction on the policies the CPUSA is to follow. 
There has been no evidence that the primary aims of the CPUSA, 
as they conform to Soviet objectives, have changed over the 
years, 
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SUBJECT: Y TESTIMONY OF W. R. WANNALL. 
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UNITED STATES Cy ANMENT 7 : i 

_M, emorandum “ fo 
ai 

Mr. J. B. Adams — DATE: 7/8/74 

Mr. W. R. Wannall' ; . | ' 
* 
+ 
‘ue 

MDR- Ib 
‘BEFORE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON Se a — HERE! LASSIF! 

‘TERNAL SECURITY 6/4-5/74 ~~~ DATE chi fie- BF SD 2AlabEHt 
~ CONCERNING FBI JURISDICTION ‘4 

On June 4 and 5, 1974, I appeared before the House - 
_ Committee on Internal Security, chaired by Congressman Richard H. 
Ichord, to testify concerning FBI jurisdiction in security-intelligence 
investigations. I was accompanied by Inspector T. J. Smith of 
Intelligence Division and SA Robert Egan of Special Investigative 

- Division. 2 ww 

Pursuant to rule adopted by the Committee, authority was - 
granted to revise and extend any testimony given before the Committee and 
to correct such testimony where necessary. 

Accordingly, a copy of the transcript of testimony was provided " ’ 
to me for the purpose of making any corrections, and to revise and 
extend my initial testimony as deemed necessary and appropriate. 
I have reviewed the testimony and where appropriate I have corrected, - 
revised and/or extended the testimony for purposes of clarity correctness. — 
The corrections are shown in the attached copies in red. The original 
testimony is retained in Intelligence Division and if the corrections made 
in attached are approved, the original revised transcript will be 
returned to the Committee by the on Pea cwe Office of - 
External Affairs. ogee 4 

ee = 7 soa. : 

That the testimony, as corretted, eaaad and/or éxtended, as 
shown in attached, be approved for delivery to the House Committee on 
Internal Security. “)0o: os “SEE 
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TO 

| 
FRO KI \7 

bu BJECT: 

. Mr. Wannall 

OPTIONAL FOF HO, 10 ®@ $0t0-t06 © 
MAY "S4F tte aK 

Gos oth, REG, NO, 27 

UNITED STAVES GO! ¢ INMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE: 7/10/74 

: A. B, Fulton. MDR-I(, 

pe Alt INFORMATION CONTAINED 
SUBVERSIVE _ANI EXTREMIST DATE In NGLASSIFIED . 

“INVESTIGATIONS NASER 5 aQuleHl 
PROPOSED CHANGE IN ssi <> canine omomracinaael 

ne aemere 
ea 

Reurmemo 6/28/74, seal that for six-month trial period 
we adopt)’ summary. reporting system in a number of our subversive and 

extremis investigations, You recommended that at conclusion of trial” 
period we Would résolve with U.S. Archivist whether it would be necessary 
to retain full details of investigation in field office files, 

Mr. Kelley inquired (1) why we do not resolve question of retention 
of field files now and (2) why FBIHQ@ needs synopsis in these cases, ie., 
Whether we need any reports at all. He suggested that similar practice has 
already been used in certain types of cases. The following observations are 
set forth in response to the Director's questions. LA 

Question of mens we would have to retain details of investigation it 
field files could be taken up with U.S. Archivist at any time, but we believe 
this should be deferred until trial period is completed. Based on our experielip e 
during this period, we may want to make certain modifications in new reportie 
procedure. Thus, we will be in a better position to discuss matter with 
Archives following the trial period and after any "bugs'' have been ironed our 
I we adopt summary-type reporting procedure permanently we can, of courss, 
do so regardless of the outcome of discussions with Archives. Concurrence 
of latter is needed relative to issue of file retention-in field but would not 
preclude us from using summary procedure in any event. Under current rules; 
our field offices maintain subversive and extremist files for a 20-year period 
and the question of file retention is therefore not pressing. 

With respect to\Director's second question, it is true that in certain 
criminal matters the field has not been required to submit anything to FBIHQ. 
However, when dealing with security and extremist investigations, .thene are 
considerations involved which make it mandatory that Headquarters receive 
certain essential information regarding each investigations<? 14 1974 

l-Beginning with President Roosevelt's directives of 1939, " the FBI 
has been char ged with the basic responsibility of serving as a clea tring house 

__HW 55027 
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Memorandum to Mr. Wannall 

- Re: SUBVERSIVE AND EXTREMIST INVESTIGATIONS 
PROPOSED CHANGE IN REPORTING PROCEDURES 

* Sead renee ob nee me eee Oe, he we - 

+ wey athe 

enforcement officers and Federal agencies, as well as private citizens, have been 
requested to report information regarding subversive and related matters to the 
Bureau. We, in turn, have the responsibility of correlating this data and referring 

_ information of interest to other Federal agencies to them. Unless we receive basic 

information from the field as to the identities of subversive and extremist individuals, 
we could not fulfill this responsibility. : 

2-Bureau has a number of specific agreements with other Federal agencies 
requiring us to furnish them with information within their areas of interest. These 
include the Delimitations Agreement between the Bureau and the armed forces 
intelligence agencies; a Iliemorandum af Understanding adopted in 1955 by the 
Departments of Justice and Defense; and our agreement with Secret Service regarding 
Presidential protection. The receipt of summary-type reports from the field will enan_ 
us to fulfill these dissemination resyonsibilities, but we could not satisfy our 
obligations if all information were retained in the field. EET OTA OTT PT IE TEL TILER ETT II SOD IO LS ND TY 

3-Executive Order 10450 (Security of Government Employee program) E 
specifically requires the FBI to check the names of all civil applicants and incumbenis i 
of the Executive Branch against our records. In order to meet this responsibility E 
FBIN@ records must contain the identities of all persons connected with subversive  # 
or extremist activities, together with necessary identifying information. 

4-JIn addition to the above commitments, it is believed that we should receive 
at least a summary of all subversive and extremist investigations at FBIHQ in order 
to meet our overall internal security responsibilities. As indicated in your 
memorandum of 6/28/74, FBIHQ supervisors do not need to follow many of these 

subversive and extremist investigations in detail nor do we require reports 
containing every scrap of information developed during the field inquiry, However, 
FBIIQ does have a broad responsibility to recognize and follow major trends and 
patterns of subversive and extremist activity; to coordinate information being reporte 
by the various field offices; and to detect and remedy any deficiencies or poor 
investigative practices develoying in the field. It is believed that the receipt of 
summary-type reports from the field with regard to rank-and-file subversives and 
extremists will allow us to carry out these functions without bogging us down in 
meaningless detail. 

€) 
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ACTION: (1) This is for the Director's information. 

(2) If approved, we will prepare specific guidelines and institute the \ _ 
sununary-type reporting procedure throurhout the field on a six-month trial basis. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. 

Memorandum 
Wein § |, ff oy. oe ¥ 

' FO :Mr. W. R. Wannall - DATE: 17/30/74 
; a a ; : 

FROM Te KO B. Fulton | . as MDR-lb 5 
a * - "* .  ALLINFORMATIONCONTAINED 

' susjecy*HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL |). °° pare ob 7 or ebat ab Salat L 
é _SECURITY (HCIS) HEARINGS O 2 cH 

“DOMESTICINTELLIGENCR oo“ ; % . 
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Reference Franck to Callahan 1 memo 1/ 28/ 74s -Fulton to Wannall memo, 
5/17/74, -captioned "Scope of FBI Jurisdiction and ae ‘in Domestic Intel~- — 
ligence Investigations." 

* 

The HCIS and the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on FBI Oversight’ 
are currently conducting extensive and continuing hearings into our intelligence 
collection jurisdiction and authority. Initial reaction appears to be acceptance of 
our position explaining that authority, and, at present, the respective members 

- of these Committees do not appear to feel that there is a need for additional legislation. 

The Director has appeared before the Oversight Subcommittee and 
explained our position in all three areas of intelligence collection, viz., organized 
crime , foreign counterintelligence, and internal security, in executive session, and 
is making public statements before the Subcommittee on these three areas seriatim. 
Mr. Wannall is engaged in a continuing series of appearances before the HCIS regarding 
our internal security jurisdiction, authority and operations. 

Referenced 5/17/74 memo directed a memo to the Attorney General 
recommending possible clarification of our internal security jurisdiction and 
authority via amendment to 28 U.S.C. 533, or in the alternative, amendment to 
28 C.F.R. 0.85 (a), or an executive order. This recommendation was previously 

made on 8/7/73. No response to either memo has been received from the Department 
of Justice. 4, 
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‘Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 2 

Re: House Committee on Internal Security .HCIS) Hearings on FBI Domestic 
Intelligence Gathering Function 

tenant =< 

' RECOMMENDATION: 

Any action to propose legislation to amend 18 U.S.C. 3052, as 
recommended in referenced memorandum, or in any other way to affect our intel- 
ligence jurisdiction and authority, be deferred until the conclusion of Congressional 

hearings and a4 more clear determination if legislation is needed is reached; and 
until the Department of Justice responds to our above memos. 
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a airtel 

To: SAC, Albany : — or oo 8/16/74 
From: Director, FEE / . 

Spin 
=o Vi AND EXTREMIST 

STICA TIONS OF INDIVIDUALS 
XSTRSAMLINGD FE PORTING 

“sy 

Ne ee fe as Neg tne tt 
* “= “ tohew se eg ew 

© ath rue tore Her > Vane ord ae 

Beginning e/16 6/74 we are initiating six-month trial of streamlined 
abt: 5G procedkiras relative to investigations of individuals uncer provisions of 

Sections "BY and laa of he Keanual of Instructions. This system is described as 
follows! 

Except in certain tygees of cases where detailed reporting will still be 
require ad, investigations of individual subversive and e: stremis ts ubjects will be 
reported in the form of a a summary, This suninary will set forth a 
suceinet recume of the s WeCt'S © subversive or extremist sot. and associe 

ations towether with ess ontial identifying or background data. HH should provide a 
reaningtul picture of the n rate anc extent of subject's subversive or extremist 
activities, at \ Vill not enumerate the details of investigation with each item of 
information attributed to a sgecific source, It is believed that in most instances 
these eee v2 summaries will consist of a single page, although no harcd-and-« 
fast rule is boing adopted with respect to their lencth. | . a 

mR A OE BER PSR ER PITY SULT Pe RE ee rs 

7 - 

t 
) 

jap ve 

r * } > Phese summaries will be submitted in LH form accompanied by 4 trans~ 
mittal letter or airtel setting out necessary administrative data, -The caption a 

NE 2 

i. "Investigative Gammary" should be set out immediately under the letterhead in full © 
capital letters and underse ored, Full details of the investigation will be maintained 
in tage approy ciate field office file and wiil ba available if ac caitional details are 
later rec ured in a particular case,- 

“ns 

: -| 
Enclosures « 3 : MDR b 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

A- All Offices Enclosures - 3). ave Je] ar oes Kou Ney L 
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I~ Foreign Linison Unit (Roi At thiou ih for review). 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany ; ° g 
_ Re: Subversive and Extremist 

Investigations of Individuals 
Streamlined Reporting 

of 

This system will apply to all investigations of subversive and extremist — 
individuals conducted under the provisions of Sections 87 or 122 of the Manual of 
Instructions with the following exceptions: 

lL. ADEX subjects; 

De Individuals who within the prior year are reported to 
have personally and directly engaged in subversive or 
extremist activities involving violence or preparations 
for violence; 

3. Individuals who within the prior year are reported to 
have been actively and directiy connected with hostile 
or subversive foreign elements; 

4, Cases involving probable prosecution under the Federal 
statutes enumerated in Sections 87 and 122 of the Manual 
of Instructions; 

qh ce 

5. In other cases where detailed reports have been requested 
by FBINQ or where SAC believes special circumstances 
warrant preparation of detailed reports. 

Streamlined reporting system will apply to the initial communication 
prepared in a case as well as to subsequent communications (so long as the case 
does not fall within one of the five excepted categories outlined above). 

I, Contents of Investigative Summary i“ 

A.  Predication 

The first investigative summary should begin with a concise 
statement identifying the subversive and/or extremist organization(s) 
with which the subject is affiliated and specifying the statute (s} upon 
which the investigation is based. 

ta 

b - 
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Airtel to Albany 
Re: Subversive and Extremist 

Investigations of Individuals 
Streamlined Reporting 

a This statement should not include 2 narrative description of the 
subversive and/or extremist organization(s) in question. Instead 
the notation’ (See Appendix)’ should follow the first reference to 
each such organization, Copies of FBOIQ-approved characteri- 
zations should then be appended to each copy of the investigative 
summary in the order they are mentioned. Each characterization 
should be set out on a separate Appendix page. : 

In the event an organization is mentioned for which there is no 
FBINQ-approved characterization, a concise characterization 
should be included at the end of the investigative summary itself 
(not on an Appendix page) and an appropriate notation to this effect 
should follow the first mention of the group (e.g., See description 
below). : 

B. Background or Descriptive Data - 

r The first investigative summary should set out sufficient back- 
ground information to clearly identify the subject. This should 
include subject's full name and any aliases; date and place of 
birth; sex; race; marital status; citizenship status if other 
than U.S,; and current residence and employment (including 
occupation), Other background or descriptive data should be 
included only if it is relevant to an assessment of the subject's 
subversive or extremist activities or capabilities, For 
example, information relating to such factors as prior military 
or weapons experience, past emotional instability, or a 
previous arrest record on the subject's part could be pertinent 
to such an assessment and, if so, it should be included in the 
investigative summary. Background data which has no bearing 
on the subject's subversive and extremist activities or 
capabilities should not be included, 

' 

SP ARETE LENE E SHAT ETD EEL IMROR URC SCORE REPT RU Tl PROTESTED EH IY PH AEN STATES 1PM FAN ENP LETTE ee rey ee Tene 

rl thea 
2, Pertinent background or descriptive data should be reported 

in a succinct fashion. The identities or characterizations of 
sources from whom information was secured should not be set 
out, either in the investigative summary or transmittal : 
communication, except in unusual circumstances where common - 
sense dictates that FBIHQ or recipient agencies would require 

_ the information. (As will be outlined later, such details of 
wassinvestigation will be incorporated in the field office file. ) 
es : 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany | 
Re: Subversive and Extremist } 7 & : 

Investigations of Individuals 
streamlined Reporting 

Do If a photograph of subject can be obtained through reasonable 
effort, two copies should be forwarded to FBIHQ, one of which 
will be furnished to U, 8, Secret Service headquarters, A 
copy should also be forwarded to Secret Service locally, 
Detailed descriptive data (including height, weight, scars and 
marks, etc.) should be set out on reverse side of subject's 
photograph. If no photograph is being submitted with the initial 
summary, such descriptive data should be incorporated in the | 
summary as succinctly as possible, 

Whenever FBI Identification Number is available, it should be 
reported, No effort should be made to secure handwriting or 
handpr inting specimens. in these cases. 

4, Hf pertinent background or descriptive items are not available 
when an initial summary is submitted, they should be included 
in subsequent communications as they become available. Any 
pertinent changes in this type data (e.g., a change of employ- 
ment or marital status) should be reported in the next communi- 
cation submitted, Cases should not be kept in a pending status 
solely to obtain or report background data unless it is needed 
to make a clear-cut identification of subject, 

D. If information is available indicating that subject could be 
dangerous when contacted this should be included in the investi- 
gative summary in an appropriate caution statement, 

C. Subversive and/or Extremist Activities and Affiliations 

1, Each investigative summary should set out in concise fashion 
a resume of pertinent and previously unreported information 
regarding subject's subversive and/or extremist activities and 

affiliations, such as: 

a. _ Identities of subversive and/or extremist groups or 
movements (including front groups) with which subject 
has been identified, period of membership, positions 
held, and a summary of the type and extent of subversive 

oe 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany a . 
Subversive and Extremist | 
Investigations of Individuals 

Re: 

Streamlined Reporting 
t 

or extremist activities engaged in by subject (.¢., 
attendance at meetings or other functions, fund-raising 
or recruiting activities on behali of the rere 
contributions, etc. i : ; 

b, Indications, —, actual statements or otherwise, 
that subject is aware of the subversive and/or extremist 
character of such groups, especially the group's 
involvement in underground operations, foreign subver-_ 
sive elements, or in violent or unlawful activities; 

Cc. Any information tending to show the subject's importance 
in subversive or extremist groups, such as degree of 
leadership or influence exercised, close association 
‘with national or local leaders, or participation in policy 
matters, 

The identities or characterizations ol sources from whom 
subversive or extremist data was obtained should not be set 
out, either in the investigative summary or transmittal 
communication, except with respect to any item of information 
which originated with sources other than those who have 
furnished reliable information in the past. In latter event, 
the information should be specifically attributed to the source 
and an appropriate characterization included to describe the 
source in the investigative summary (e.¢., ''a source, 
contact with whom has been insufficient to establish his 
reliability..."). Derogatory information initiating with 
other Government agencies should also be specifically 
attributed (e.g., “another Government agency which conducts 
intelligence investigations...''), 

If any subversive or extremist organizations are named in 
investigative summary (which have not been ref erred to in 
a predication paragraph), the words” (See Appendix) ‘should 
follow the first mention of each organization concerning which 
there is an FBIHQ-approved characterization. Copies of the 

w 

eee es 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany “ 
Re: Subversive and Extremist 

investigations of Individuals 
Streamlined Reporting 

A. 

U. Contents of Transmittal Communication 
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characterization should be appended to each copy of the 
summary in the order they are mentioned. On organizations 
for which there is no FBIH@-approved characterization, a 
concise characterization should be included in the summary 
itself, 

& 
at 

4, If subject has been interviewed, pertinent information developed 
should be succinctly set forth in the investigative summary. 

De The investigative summary should include a property statement 
and any necessary classification markings. In most instances, 
however, the summarization of subversive or extremist data 
will preclude the need to classify. The investigative summary 
should not indicate the status of investiga@ion, which is to be 
shown in the transmittal letter or airtel. | 

"ag 

The transmittal airtel or letter should include pertinent information 
regarding the following: office of origin; copies, including any local 
dissemination made; references to prior communications; notations 
as to any enclosures; any necessary justification statement if either 
the investigative summary or transmittal communication is classified; 
and status of case, The transmittal communication should also set 
out any outstanding leads and if should call attention to any factors 
which would be of particular interest to other Federal agencies, such 
2S individuals employed in or having access to Key Facilities or 
affiliated with reserve branches of the armed forces. Refer to 
Section 87 D of the Manual of Instructions for additional suggestions 
along this line. 

TERT ES Ce eT ITT 

Where available, the identities of subject's immediate family should 
be set out in the transmittal letter or airtel together with readily 
available identifying data and any information of particular interest. 

* 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany . 
Re: Subversive and Extremist 

Investigations of Individuals 
Streamlined Reporting 

SS 

concerning such relatives, such as employment in a sensitive 
position or by U. S Government, The transmittal communication 
should also set out the names of any other individuals identified in 
the investigation which should be indexed at FBIHQ. 

C, With respect to individuals who are of interest to the Secret Service 
(this will include virtually all subversive and extremist subjects), the 
transmittal communication should be accompanied by an FD-376, 
appropriately filled out. This form can serve as a transmittal 
communication in disseminating the investigative summary to Secret 
Service, both at Headquarters and in the field. | 

D. The transmittal letter or airtel should account for any obvious gaps 
in the investigation and include observations with respect to any 
matters which logically require further explanation. 

E, The transmittal communication should ordinarily not include the 
specific identities of sources utilized; documentation regarding the 
information included in the investigative summary; the identities of 
Agents who conducted investigation; or information as to the investi- 
gative period involved. 

F, When available, two photographs of the subject should be forwarded 
as an enclosure to the FD-376, Remember to include available 
descriptive data regarding the subject on the reverse side of these 
photographs. 

TIL, Field Office File | | " | 

etails of all investigation conducted, including negative contacts, must be 
recorded and retained in the field office file concerning the subject, Ordinarily, 
this would be accomplished through the preparation of memorandum(a) for the file 
by the case Agent which would set out the identifies of Agents conducting inquiries, 
the names of persons or sources contacted, dates of contact, and full details of 
information developed. 

ae, 
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Airtel to Albany 
Re: Subversive and Extremist ! 

Investigations of Individuals 
Streamlined Reporting \ 

t 

Specifically, the field office file should document information from all 
confidential informants utilized during the investigation using the following format: 

Identity of Source Nature of Information Location 

The first column should identify the particular informant; e.g., SF 2000-5 
or NY 1500-PSf. Under the second column there should be shown in a word or 

_ phrase the category or categories of information originating with the informant; 
eg., “CP membership," “attendance at PLP meeting, “revolutionary statement 

| by subject 5/15/73, '' or "travel to Los Angeles 8/73.'t The third column should 
| indicate the file and serial number of the original recording of the information. 

. Where more than one category of information originated with an informant, 
- geparate entries will be necessary in the second and third columns, For example: 

~ 
> 

Identity of Source Nature of Information Location 

SF 1000+S - CP membership 134~1000-300, 
. 302, 307, 310 

Travel to Los Angeles 134~1000-347 
. 8/73 

intraoffice memorandum(a) recording details of the investigation, 
including the above-described documentation of confidential informant data, must 
be prepared no later than time when the investigative summary is submitted to 
FBIHG. Following preparation of such memorandum(a), the field office file may 
be purged of channeling informant memoranda. 

It is contemplated that this streamlined reporting system will be tested 
for period 9/16/74 to 3/15/75. At the conclusion of this time, we will determine 

_ Whether to adopt the system on a permanent basis, At an appropriate time, the field 
w Ul be asked to submit its evaluation of this system including an estimate of its 
impact on manpower (both Agent and clerical) and its overall effectiveness. 

ats 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 
‘ Re: Subversive and Extremist | % 

Investigations of Individuals j; : Oye 

Streamlined Reporting 4 | - : 

} vs” é eo “8 > - : f x = a . 4 es e Pe 2 

ach office should carefully review these instructions and thoroughly 
brief interested personnel. All offices are encouraged to raise any questions 
or cail attention to any apparent problems in connection with this system either 

-_-prior to or following its implementation on 9/16/74. | 

Attached are samples of Pn Aone, transmittal letter and 
FD-376 prepared at FBIHG. : . 4 

You may reproduce instant communication and snclosures as necessary to 
implement these ee: in your office. 

“i 

See memorandum A, B, Fulton to Mr. W. R. Wannall, dated 8/9/74, 
eaptioned as above, and prepared by RDCi:nlb. | ‘ 

9 . 

cj 
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. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. | | 

Memorandum.  . .  * © 4 
ee _) . & : 

ww Mr. W. R. Wannall\_ DATE: 2 0/ 2/74 . 
en oa ‘ ¥ , t > ; 

| ~ 7 & 
feoset op. LE. Shackelford: 4 

SC JECT cecURTTY INVESTIGATIONS OF > 2 1, 7 . * 
INDIVIDUALS , ete 4 MDR-/b a 

Ye ots _ my ‘ t 

‘EXTREMIST INVESTIGATIONS OF © *  .» HEREIN ISUNGLAGSIFIED, - cf) ' 
| INDIVIDURES Tene SS Da BO wy SRA ARu EAL 

? ae eat a Loa ae ON Be Bie eee ened we . 
’ No . és 

PURPOSE: To recommend the establishment of a uniform policy 
of handling investigations of members of subversive or extremist 
organizations who are candidates for and/or elected to public office - 
and to. so advise the Department, Secret Service and appropriate se 
Bureau personnel. 

~~ 
* 

DETAILS: The proliferation in candidacies for public office on the - 
part of members of subversive and extremist organizations currently 
being investigated by this Bureau under statutory basis has created* 
a serious problem. Continued investigation during the time of can~ 
didacy could leave Bureau open to unwarranted charges of abridging - 
individual's Constitutional rights by interfering with lawful 
political processes. However, termination of such investigations 
would establish the undesirable precedent of granting investigative 
immunity to subversive and extremist candidates for public office. 
In the past, such matters were handled on an individual case basis. 
Recent substantial increase in such candidacies, mainly by organi- 
zations attempting to generate an aura of political responsibility, 
coupled with the likelihood of civil suits being filed against this 
Bureau by such individuals under investigation, dictates need for 
uniform field-wide handling of this type investigation. 

In instances referred to above, it is recommended that a 
field office, upon learning of the candidacy for public office of a 
subject under investigation, should furnish FBIHQ with a dissemi- 
hative communication to that effect incorporating previously 
unreported pertinent information concerning the activities of that 

; subject. In the absence of evidence indicating a vielation of a | 
specific Federal statute, no investigation should be conducted"? 
until the individual's candidacy for public office 3s,ryescived. / 
Information received during the period of candidacy indicdtihdd a 
specific violation of Federal law(s) should be furnished FBIHO ‘by- 

~ 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall | oe 
RE: Security Investigations of Individuals ° 

Extremist Investigations of Individuals os 

information received from informants and sources or obtained inciden- 
“tal to other investigations should be channeled to the individual's 
file and, when appropriate, furnished to FBIHO in disseminative 
form with recommendations as to additional action warranted. 

a meu ry Results of candidacy in each instance should be furnished 
to. FBIHQ. Should the candidate have been defeated, necessary 
.communication should contain recommendations as to additional action 
-Warranted. Should the candidate have been successful, necessary 
communication should contain statement that,. in the absence of 
‘information indicating a specific violation of Federal statute, no 
additional investigation will be conducted. At such time as the 
individual ceases to serve in public office, field should submit : 
such information to FBIHQ accompanied by recommendations as to 
-additional action warranted. Should information be received 
indicating a violation of a specific Federal ‘statute while individual 
is in office, field should submit pertinent information to FBIHO by : 
means consistent with the exigencies of the situation along with ; 
‘recommendations as to additional action deemed warranted. 

MITT OT RATE ey Dee 

Apropos of the foregoing, FBIHQ memorandum to the ~ E 
Department dated 7/3/74 and letter to all offices dated 7/17/74, botH 
"concerning National Caucus of Labor Committees (NCLC), advised the 
Department and instructed the field along similar lines concerning { 
investigations of NCLC members seeking public office. No information 
was contained therein, however, concerning investigations of 
individuals holding public office. 

OBSERVATIONS: Inasmuch as the foregoing has a direct bearing on 
Bureau investigations conducted under statutory basis and could have | 
bearing on future litigation involving this Bureau, a memorandum 
will be forwarded to the Department advising of the policy being 
instituted above. As subjects of security and extremist investiga- 
tions are of interest to U.S. Secret Service (USSS), a similar lette 
Will be forwarded to that agency. Correspondence to the Department {§ 
and USSS will be handled under the more descriptive title "Investi- : 
gations of Members of Subversive and Extremist Organizations Who Are | 
“Candidates for and/or Elected to. Public Office." 

There is attached a memorandum to the AAG, Criminal 
Division (CD), and a lettar co UZSS adyvi sing of Cis Set a5. aa 
attached is a lemorandum to Ail SACs advising of escanlisiuneic O1 4 
uniform policy handling investigations of a type described avove. 
If approved, appropriate changes will be made to Manual of 
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Memorandum £0 Mr. W. R.. Wannall ~ 
.. RE: Security Investigations of Individuals 

Extremist Investigations of Individuals - 7 

RECOMMENDATION: That the attached memorandum to. AAG, CD; letter 
to USSS and Memorandum to All SACs be approved and sent.. 
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Date: October A, LO74 5 Mia oe canes 

TO: Director 
U.S. Secret Service 

From: -- Clarence i. Kelley, Director * 

Subject: INVESTIGATIONS OF MENSERS OF SUBVERSTVE ; 
. AND EXPRETLIST ORGANIZATIONS WHO ARS. 

CANDIDATES FOR AND/OR ELECTED TO YURLIC OFFICE 

As evidenced by recent comnunications furnished bean 
your ageney by this Bureau, the number of members of 
subversive and extremist organizations seeking public 
office has increased substantially. 

Tnasmuch as investigation of such individuals 
for possible violations of security-related Federal statutes . 
could possibly be misconstrued ag interfering with Lawful 
political processes and abridging rights quaranteed under 
the Constitution, this Bureau will not, in the absence of 
evidence cf a viclation of a specific Federal statute, 
conduct investigations of such individuals during the period 
‘Of their candidacy for public office, or, if elected, during 
the period they occupy public office. Unsolicited’ pertinent | 
information indicating a specific violation of Federal Law(s), — 
as well as other pertinent related subversive infomnntion 
Similarly obtained, concerning such individuals Curing the 
above periods, will be promptly furnished to you. At such 
time as individuals referred to ahove no longer are candidates 
for or hold public office, investigations of such individuals 
will be resumed, if necessary, and followed to a logical . 
conglusion. Results of investigations conducted under the 
Latter category will likewise be furnished you! 7 

~~ 

}09-385 908 6 4239 
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' me 7 2 oe = | 7 SE 
| Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division | 

j . ; 
Director, EBL : 

~~ OS EOHEE L, 1974 
- 

Te we met 

AND EXTREMIST ORGANIZATIONS WHO ARE 
CANDIDATES FOR AND/OR ELECTED TO PUBLIC OFFICE, 

| od 
As you are aware, recent correspondence from this 

Burean has, shown a considerable increase in the number of 
candidacies for public office on the part of members of 

| organizations under investigation by the FBI concerning 
possible violations of Title 18, U.S. Code, Sections 2383 
(Rebellion or Insurrection), 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy) , 
2385 (Advocating Overthrow of the Government) and related 

. statutes. 
f 4 

Tnasmuch as investigation of such individuals 
Could possibly be misconstrued as interfering with lawful 
political processes and abridging rights guaranteed under 
rst e Constitution, this Burean, unless instructed by you to 
the contrary, will not, in the absence of evidence of a 
Violation of a specific Federal statute, conduct investigatioa 
Fe such individuals during the period of their candidacy 
or public office or, if elected, during the period they 

actually occupy public office. Unsolicited pertinent 
information indicating a specific violation of Federal 
law(s), as well as other pertinent related subversive 
information similarly obtained, concerning such individuals 
during the above periods, will be promptly furnished to you 
along with a statement as to additional action contemplated 
by this Bureau in each instance. At such tiitsas : 
individuals referred to above no longer are candidates for 
ox hold public office, investigations under above~enumerated mieouee 
statutes will be resumed, if necegsary, and followed to a 
Logical conclusion. 

iS 
| Socal OF EMBERS OF SUBVERSIVE - 
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2G NTE [OVERNMENT 6 t= UNITED STA gpGOVERNME! | 
Memorandum | | 

Glarence M. Kelley 
TO Director, Federal Bureau of DATE: OCT. 10, 197% 

Investigation 

| ~ 2 - . William B. Saxbe 1 ~ An MDA - 
| FROM; Metorney Generar 2eo 4 TER ATION CONTAINED 

fo . 
DATE TO 0 IS 00 BYP Aw | ky ( 

Revision of FBI Regulations i aa 

: 

t 

SUBJECT: / | 
yt oe owes ae | ; ; z 

t 

| This is in response to your memorandum which proposes 
amending regulations governing the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation so that the Bureau would be authorized to 
“detect and investigate” violations of law rather than to 
"investigate violations as presently provided, 28 CFR 
0,.85(a). 

“~~ As you note, the Attorney Coneral is authorized to 
appoint officials ''to detect and prosecute crimes against 
the United States", 28 U.S.C. 533. Thus, as a purely 
legal matter I would not object to substituting detect" 
for "investigate" in the regulations governing the Bureau 
But to use both words is to imply either (1) that "investi- 
gate’ means something beyond "detect", or (2) that 
"investigate"! is merely one category of activity included 
within the broader term "detect." The first implication 
would render the new regulation in excess of my statutory 
power, Since I am only empowered to confer authority to 
"detect"! The second implication would cast doubt upon 
the extent of the powers which the Bureau had before the 

| new regulation was adopted , in pursuing some matters ° 

Which are now in litigation. 

It is and has been my understanding that the words 
"detect" and "investigate" are equivalents for present 
purposes, See Black's Law Dictionary, p. 536 (4th ed 
1951); Words and Phrases, "Detection.'' This was the 
thrust of tle recent testimony of DAAG Maroney before the 
House Commii:tee on Internal Security (Tebruary 20, 1974) 

}90-00 -\581 
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Though it may be possible to assign each of the words a 
separate meaning, I do not consider it advisable to alter 
at this point the interpretation we have adopted in the 
past, It is important to maintain a record consistent with 
the proposition that the Bureau has been operating under 
delegation of the full powers I am authorized to confer. 

Thus, whatever might have been desirable as an 
original matter, in the present circumstances I think it 
advisable to leave the regulations in their present form.: 
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Memorandum 

: Mr. J. B. Adams | pate: 10/17/74 

. Mr. W. R. Wannall i 
MDR-lb 

Z ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED \ 

SUBJECT: 

HW 55027 

OMESTIC INTELLIGEN HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
6 ae DATE |o. SB. Abu le AC | 
INVESTIGATIONS IN THE 
SECURITY. FIELD 

PURPOSE: 

Yo recommend Assistant Director, Intelligence Division, 
and/or Inspector Number Two Man, Internal Security Branch, 
Intelligence Division, personally brief personnel conducting 
domestic intelligence security type investigations in key field 
offices handling a substantial volume of such investigations — ‘ 
cerning the sensitivity of ei investigations with emphasis ontright rights’ 
of privacy considerations and their relationshin to domestic security 
investig ations. oe 

eae eee 

BACKGROUND: 

The current developments in the application of rights 
of privacy and general recognition of such rights by the public, as 
well as pending legislation in this regard, have caused a number of 
changes in the handling of our internal security investigations with 
particular emphasis on the sensitive nature of these investigations. 
While in New York on another matter, Assistant Director, Intellicence 
Division, had an opportunity to brief appropriate personnel regarding 
the sweeping changes which have been effected in the handling of 
domestic security investigations. These briefings went into detail 

regarding the history of FBI jurisdiction in security investigations, 
the basis for the current change to statutory predication for these 
investigations and the importance and necessity for personnel to 
understand the sensitive nature of investigations in the security field, 
particularly in Hight of their relationship to privacy factors. nt DAS sys 
briefing, as well as a subsequent briefing conducted at WFO,” were 
well received, clarifying new directions we are taking and insneinc-- 
field and headquarters personnel are working in close concert Low yard 
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Memorandum to Mr. J. B. Adams 
Re: Domestic Intelligence Investigations 

in the Security Field 

the common goal. It is felt attendance of field personnel at these 
briefings contributed to their increased morale and engendered 
enthusiasm for thoughtful review of the problems the Bureau faces 
in this area and hopefully would be applied in their ee 
investigative efforts. 

It is felt these briefings should be conducted in other 
key offices where there is a substantial volume of internal security 
work. Set forth below are eleven offices which have consistently 
exceeded 1,300 total cases in the Security category each month according 
to monthly Administrative Reports submitted. These offices would 
be those offices having the greatest concentration of the Bureau's 
security investigations. 

Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, 
Los Angeles, Newark, New York, Philadelphia, 
San Francisco, Washington Field 

As noted above, appropriate personnel heve already 
been briefed in the New York and Washington Field Offices and because 
of the volume of internal security investigations being conducted in 
the other offices listed above, it is felt briefings in these offices would 
serve a beneficial and worthwhile purpose. It is anticipated that the 
briefings at the Baltimore and Philadelphia Offices, if approved, would 
be attended by Assistant Director W. R. Wannall and Inspector 
P. L. Mack, so that Inspector Mack, newly assigned as Number 
Two Man in the Intelligence Division, would have the necessary 
background in this area prior to handling briefings alone in three 
other offices listed above. In addition to briefings at Baltimore 
and Philadelphia, Assistant Director Wannall would brief the personnel 
at Newark, Boston, Los Angeles and San Francisco; and Inspector 
Mack would handle the briefings at Cleveland, Chicago, and Detroit. 
Each of the offices would be contacted to establish a convenient date 
for the proposed briefings and to determine if the particular ofiice 
desires any other areas in the security field be discussed. 

The specific dates selected and the identity of ihe 

2 CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. J. B. Adams 
Re: Domestic Intelligence Investigations ; 

in the Security Field 

offices involved will be furnished to you. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the briefings of the above nine offices be approved. 
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TO : Director 
, DATE: October 2 2, 1974. 

7 ‘ pone Bureau of Investigation 

_ ai 
rRQM |: Henry E. Petersen 

ey) assistant Attorney General MpR-~Ib 

Criminal Division ALL PBUINFORMATION CONTAINED 
i : fer ee - . BRED oy ASSIMIED 

supjecT: ‘Gathering and Reporting Data. DaTelols D0 BY.oP2ALM/CHL 
Regarding Civil, Disturbances 

Reference is made to your memorandum to the Attorney 

General dated August 6, 1974, captioned as above which enclosed 

a copy of a teletype dated July 31, 1974 from your Baltimore 

field office reporting a disturbance at the Glen Burnie Fair, 

Glen Burnie, Maryland, July 30-31, 1974. You requested guide- 

Jines with regard to gathering and reporting information con- 

cerning civil disturbances and suggested that your reporting be 

limited to those particular situations which are of such a 

serious nature that Federal military personnel may be called 

upon for assistance. 

ay ere 

While the Department recognizes and appreciates that the 

FBI expends a significant amount of manpower in gathering and 

, reporting data on civil disturbances, it also feels that the 

guideline suggested ig not practical. If such a criterion were 

used, it would place the burden on the Bureau of determining, 

at least initially, whether military personnel may ultimately 

be needed in connection with a particular disorder. As you 

know, that responsibility legally rests with the président, not 

‘with the FBI, and is based on the advice and information he 

receives from the Attorney General. . One source of such infor- 

mation would, of course, be the FBI. In only rare and extreme 

situations in the country's history have Federal military forces 

been requested to put down domestic disorders. ‘More -often, 

National Guard units have Deen activated by the state to .supple- 

mont local and state police forces in handling serious disturb, 

ances. 

In that regard, the constititionzrartiale tv, §4 “provides: 

that the Federal government woul@, protect the states, Upon mM 

“fk, ( atseuc /00 -b8458)| 
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application of the legislature or the executive, against 

domestic violence. On April 1, 1969, the President designated 
*. the Attorney General as chief civilian officer to coordinate the 

Government's response to civil disturbances. Without timely 
information the President, the Attorney General, and other 
interested Government officials and agencies could not adequately 
meet the constitutional responsibility to protect the nation's 

Security. See also, 10 U.S.C. §331, et. seq. While this power 
is rarely used, it is incumbent upon the Federal government to 

remain abreast of potential situations where it may be requested 
or invoked. 

It. is our opinion that the FBI, as the investigative arm 
of the Department, should continue to gather and report on 

Significant civil disorders throughout the country so that the 

Attorney General and appropriate Government agencies may be 

fully informed of all situations which may develop into major 

incidents of violence. This information should include all 
Significant incidents of civil unrest and should not be re- 

stricted to situations where, in the judgment of the Bureau, 

military personnel eventually may be used. On the other hand, 
the FBI should not report every minor local disturbance where 

there is no apparent interest to the President, the Attorney 
General or other Government officials and agencies. 

The Bureau should continue to report all disturbances 
where there are indications that extremist organizations such as 

the Communist Party, Ku Klux Klan, or Black Panther Party are 
believed to be involved in efforts to instigate or exploit then. 
These situations should be reported promptly and fully because 
of the great potential for rapid nationwide exploitation. As 
Deputy Assistant Attorney General Kevin T. Maroney testified 

before the Comittee on Internal Security of the House oF. oe ( 

Representatives on. February 20; 1974, the violent nature of an 
te ear? tte O ny nt ent en 
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organiz ation may ‘be™ a “ stifficient’ Basis fox investigating so. that} 

; the Attorney General may “be “apprised “OF potential Si _disturh- 

ances, " Of ‘cotirse; “any “possible violations of ‘Pedéral law, such ' 
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Regarding coverage of potential disorders, the Bureau, 

through its liaison with local and state police departments and 

other law enforcement agencies, should be aware of disturbances 

-and patterns of disorder which would be of interest to the 
President, the Attorney General, and other Government officials 

and agencies, and should make timely reports of significant 
disturbances, even when no specific violation of Federal law is 
indicated. Such situations would cover, but would not be Limited 

-to, cases where (1) extremist groups or individuals are involved 

‘or may attempt to exploit the situation, (2) the disorder may 

develop into a major disturbance, (3) it may become a matter of 

national attention, (4) the disturbance or disorder is of obvious 
.interest to the President, Attorney General, or the Department, 

-or (5) the incident is of particular interest to the Secret 

-Service in fulfilling its protective function. ‘You should also 
“insure that copies of all such reports are disseminated promptly 

“to the Department's Analysis and Evaluation Unit in the office 
-of the Deputy Attorney General, and where appropriate, you 
“should continue to keep local U.S. Attorneys' offices advised. 

The Department recognizes that assessing the need to re-~ 
sport information regarding civil disturbances requires some 
“judgment in the initial stages on the part of the Bureau's field 
divisions and FBI Headquarters, and it is urged that whenever 
possible the Bureau focus its reporting efforts on those incidents 
and patterns of disorders which may fit the above criteria, rather 

than reporting each and every relatively insignificant incident of 
a strictly local nature coming to its attention. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memeorandum 

o :?Mr. W. R. Wannall = DATE: 10/30/74 

ROM : Mr, J. G. Deegaw MDR It 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
URJECT: GATHERING AND REPORTING DATA. HERE! 9 UNG ASSIFIED « Alo KHL 

REGARDING CIVIL DISTURBANCES 

This informative memorandum summarizes mandate from the . 
Departinent concerning our activities in gathering and reporting. 
data concerning civil disturbances, 

ee ~~ 

. 

oo” 

. We wrote the Attorney General (AG) 8/14/73 asking for 
guidelines to follow in gathering and reporting data concerning 
civil disturbances, On 8/6/74 we again wrote the AG for guidance 
but in this letter we expressed the view that our activities be 
limited to those situations of such seriousness that Federal 
military personnel may be called upon for assistance, 

: We are now in receipt of Department letter 10/22/74 
which makes following significant points: (1) Department recogniz: 
and appreciates our expenditure of significant amount of manpower 
in this work but believes our suggested puideline not practical 
as it would place on FBI burden of determining whether military 
may be needed,aresponsibility which is the President's based 
upon advice from AG. While use of Federal troops to put down 
domestic disordexs has been rare in our history, it is incumbent 
upon Federal government to remain abreast of potential situations 

(2) As the Department's investigative arm, FBI should continue to: 
gather and report on significant civil disorders so AG and other 
agencies may be fully informed of all situations which may 
develop into major incidents of violence. This shoquld include 
all significant incidents, not just those where we believe © 
Federal troops may be eventually used, We need not report. on. 
every minor disturbance of no apparent Federal interest. oe 
(3) Included among disturbances to be reported are those where - 
extremist and subversive organizations are believad involved in 
Scek as aes or exploiting situation, (4) Possible violations of 
Federal law such as anti-riot soa should be fully 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Gathering and Reporting Data Regarding Civil Disturbances 
157-6 

investigated, (5) Through liaison with local law enforcement 
agencies, FBI should be aware of patterns of disorder of Federal 
interest and make reports on significant disturbances, even wnen 
no specific Federal law violation is indicated. (6) Summarizing, 
Department enumerated situations to be covéred as (a) extremist 
or subversive groups or individuals involved; (Cb) disorder may 
develop into major disturbance; (c) disturbance may become 
matter of national attention; (d) disturbance of obvious interest 
to President, AG, or Department generally; and Ce) incident of 
particular interest “to Secret Service. 

OBSERVATIONS ; 

The guidelines and desires of the Department are consis 
tent with what we have already been doing for the past several 
years both in the gathering of intelligence and reporting aspects 
relating to civil disturbances, Significantly, however, we now 
have an official, written mandate from the Department supporting 
our efforts in this area. We will continue to gather intelligence 
in the areas enumerated by*the Department and will continue to 
disseminate the results to the Federal agencies of interest, both 
at Headquarters and Local level. In connection with the 
Department's interest in patterns of disorders and potential 
factors, we will continue to disseminate to the interested agencic: 
semiannual assessments which all field offices prepare. Specific 
instructions to the field as a result of the Department letter 
are urmecessary as the field is already fulfilling the stated 
objectives. However, we will separately prepare a letter to all 
offices putting them on notice as s to the current Department 
mandate as a means of emphasizing the importance of this work 
as well as letting them know that dur authority is derived from 
the Department, Further, we eee peanently rewriting the section 
of the Manual of Instructions Anich includes civil unrest matters 
and will incorporate into if’ excerpts from the Department's letter. 
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AIRTEL 

To: SAC, Albany | 11/29/74 O/74 

From: Director, FBI | 

SUBVERSIVS AND EXOREMIST oi 

INVaS TIC ee OF THDIVIDVALS MBK e Lo cas 

STREAMLINED REPORTING ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED tl 

. HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED A) Jey 

LO DATE 0 BY 

Re Director's airtel to Albany 8/1.6/74. 

A review of communications matead to FBINHO 
i utilizing the streamlined reporting indicates that inplemen~ 

‘tation has been suce assfully accomplished in the vast majority 
of cases whare utilized. During the first 45 days of 
displemantation, LL25 Riavorts and TAMg involywing investication 
OL individuals were submitted. of this total, 548 utilisad 
the current nit and Report format and 517 viLilized the strean- 
Lined method. Of this preakdowm , current LHMs and Reports 
averaged five pages each and the streamlined method averaced 
tnxec pacss each. 

Several matters have arisen which anpear to require 
Clarification to facilitzate preparation of Invastigative 
Suymaxies anc to insure that they convey maantnaful results of 
our anvesticgation of individarals under Sections 67 and 122 of 
the Henual of Instructions (Mor). 

= 06 Et should he vlearly understood that the exanole 
contained in refexonced airtel was not an absolute quida to che 
reparation of all Anveastigative Swamaries and should be 

Followed rotely. The contants of each Investigative Sivmary 
shonid be determined by the facts of the case and background 
Qata taillorad to the neecs of cach casa. oe 

aE : 
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Airtel to Albany 
Re: Subversive and Extremist Investigations 

of Individuals 

Matters of form such as copy count are to be followed 
as set out in the NOI or as instructed by Headquarters in 
particular investigations. Also, the property statement should 
be attached to Investigative Sunmarias.as was-noted on page 
Six o£ referenced airtel, although erroneously omitted froi 
the example. 

The following are problem axeas which appeared most > 
£Erequently and should be clarified with appropriate personnel: 

The caption "TINVESTICATIVE SUMMARY" must appea 
ee ee a ee aE eee 

immnediatoaly under the letterhead in fll capital pathos 
and be underscored. This serves as a flag to recipients 
of our diss eos and is descriptive of the informa ition 

which fol ] LOW ° 

Recarding predications, when an Investigative 
Summary - me first communication for dissemination subp-~- 
mitted t BInQ or where no previously submitted communication 
Lor feta ation has contained a predication (by error or 
some ones reason), the eee Summary: must begin with 

ion. The predication should be a concise statement 
acific Beco: ‘upon which the investigation is eed 

and identify the subvorsive and/or extremist organization or 
activity in which the subject is involved. The latter data 
was noted as being fredu ry omitted in Investigative 
Summaries received at FRIHO. Utilize "(See Appe Hcl) 
following the first reference to each subversive or extremist 
organization mentioned in the predication and any other such 
organization mentioned Later in the Investigative Suamary. 

vd 

QO Nae} = i Q U2 O QQ 

ar 

fj (2 “ > 

cr tant he 

Because of the succinct nature of Inve cCstLgatlive ; 
Summaries, care must be taken to avoid unattributed oninions 
not supported by facts, This critique can apply equally well 
to Reports and Letterhead ) eae apie Such unattributed corn- 
meNtS as “subject is considered a member of..." or "it was 
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Aixtel to Albany 
. Re: Subversive and Extremist Investigations 

of Individuals 

the opinion that...," without any facts suoporting it must be 
avoided. If the opinion is pertinent, the investigative 
Summary shovld identify who had the opinion, i.¢., a specific 
organization's leader or member. If the facts creating the 
opinion or consideration are known, the facts should he 

’ . succinctly set out. What must be avoided is conveying the 
thought that it was the FBI's opinion or consideration. 

It is incumbent upon field supervisors to see that we CA Le 

Agents preparing paves See Summaries are aware of the 
general guidelines. It has been noted that several conmauni-~ 
cations have been sent the FBIHQ labeled Investigative Sumwaary 
which were nothing more than regular Letterhead Memoranda. 
This type of situation merely diminishes any geod which 
can come from this effort for cfficiency and sets a poor 
precedent for ell future Investigative Summaries preparad 
by the Agent or patterned after his work product. 

Field Supervisors are encouraged to rai 
or call attention to any apparent problens with t 3 OY 
reporting. Ad itionally, considerations and comments are re- 
quested regarding the effect investigative iaaeena havea 
on supervision of these cases in the field. : 

@ instructions in 
+ * 

of st 
h fe; original instructions contained in 
el and brief inte exested personnel. Instant 

é. 

ev amedng ees nay be reproduced to facilitate advising 
appropriate personnel. 
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(l= iv, J, B, Hotis) 
L~ fir, WR. Wannalt 

The Attorney General Lm ie. We GunGreqar i075 

= Director, FEI 

3 | e 
.| QUATLED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTED ; 

, ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES £856); * 
™ 
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Reference is made to a letter from the SSE dated 
May 14, 1975, and appendices thereto, vequesting certain 
dacumnents and other information from the TSI, 

Enclosed for your approval ahd forwarding to the . | 
Comittee is an original of a memorandum which constitutes | 

" response to some of the requests, 

ea | A econy of the memorandum and a copy of each of 
the 22 documents responsive to the Conmittee’s request are 
being furnished for your records, \ \ 

in aceordance with the request of My, EK, Willian — 
O'Connor, we are deferring to him any netion necessary to 
obtain approprinte clearance from the White House, prior 
to giving the Committee Staff access to the above 22 doacu=- 
nents, It is noted a prerequisite to SSC's examination of 
the 22 docunents would be the furnishing to that Committee 
the June, 1970, Special Report of the Interagency Committee, 
on Intelligence (Ad Hoc}. . ee ye # 

+ a 

s 
ee 

. Enclosures (24) HD wai 102 ® AUC & “en 

G2-1L16395 PLL fF CRMATION CONTAINED —, 
MORGEIN IS LUC! LASSIFIED ea 

/ EneLasiity TE lofpoo. BY SP aALM [gL | 
1 - The Deputy Attorney General ) + 

Attention: K, William O'Connor . 
Gane acim Special Counsel for 
SAO Intelligence Coordination aa 

Asst. Dir.: 
\ 

Admi om f [y 4 min, IWS sedan a sik * it! 

Comp. Syst, ae ( - 

Ext. Affairs {sy i Ve " \4 

Files & Com. } gan~ 
Gen. Inv. A : ; ' | { we 

° ' a | B88 geener AATERIAL AT TAGE oye 
Inspection 

Intell, .f _ 
a 

Laboratory Eitaght 
: 

uti? 

Plan. & Eval. oa oes ; : 

Spec. Inv. “Ty a ; | hi = | 

Training ty 

Legal a7 aapee: iy 

Telephone Rm, 

/ Directo Sec ne / TELETYPE UNIT[__] °° GPO 934-545 
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. s rOnEt - (4 Sa “ B. 7 
i -fr, W. R. Wannalt 

0/4/00 i-lr, W. O. Cregar 
mOR-16 | 

CLASSIFIED BY: SPB AL
MEHLE : 

GQeELCOOS acason. 15 (& ) 
se DECLASSIFY On: X_] : sunc 17, L975 

DUITED STATS SENATE SELECT comirrrnr 
TO STUDY GOVERNUENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

Ys RESPECT VO INTULLIGINCR ACTIVITIES (Sec) 
a SS wi: PCCMMNTs PELTATHING 70 THE CORIZTTER'S BeIon REQUESTS 

SFz DOUURITS PERTAINING FO TIE "HOGTOT PLAN," COXNTTELeRG, 
~os AND GIIER PRACTICNS AND PROGRATIS 

wea t HUSTON PLA AUD RELATYD DEVOLOPNENTS 

as Et Reference in mide ta Totter dnted Usy 14, 1075, 
to the Attomey General from tha Chnaivrcan of captioned 
Comugiteo, and apnencices thereta, whith requented certain 
gocunents oml other inforontion fran the FRE, 

Apnendix A, Them &, requestéd «a copy of the Apecial 
Meport of the interarency Committee on Intellicence {Ad Hoc} 
dintod June, 1070. Thin request hac been referred th the 
bite House, 

Arpnondix ©, Park 2, them ii, ES, and £3, xequcsted 
the ZoLtowinsr: 

item 1b, sik memoranda and ofbex ooterinin prepared 
or coupiled by FRE personnel sesigned to the Interagency 
Connities on Intelligences (Sd Hoc} workine sroup fron Juno 5, 
S70, to dune 25, i978. | , 

Gondval Mitehell dated duly 27, 2678, vogreding the “Suerten 
Pian, * 

Assoc. Dir. 

ep. AD Adm. 4 ; . se ; | Den, AD oh 7 Yten 15, a33% memoranda or othox materials pertaining 
Asst. Dir to meetingas ox convercabtions between FOE Director Hoaver and \ 
ae Attorney Genoval Mitcholl frou duly 25, 1070, through duly 29, \;.° 

4 - 

kten 22, letter fron FRI Divectér Uoover to Attorney ; 

Comp. Syst. _—- 

Ext. Afors  wOeOy CONCOPHInr tho “Tucrbon Pinn,* 
Files & Com. __ : 

Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

Inspection 

Intell. 

Laboratory 

Plan. & Eval. iv | 

Spec. Inv. ___» J 

Training ; 

PL» 
‘ 

SeERE SEE NOTE PAGE 2 ite 
ie pt ata ahaa ee as 
Pep SECRET MATERIAL ATTAGIED wee 

pew oF Legal Coun, 

{| Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec’y _? 
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Docuncntd rosponcive to the Conmmittao's request 
have béen assembled and arc available for rvoviow at PBRITO 
by apyroprintely cicardd SSO perngnnol, 

Enclosures = 22 (For Attorney General only) 
i =~ The Attorney General 

NOTE: = 

The furnishing of attached Lil to the SSC advising 
: material is available for examination at FBIHQ, is dependent 
, upon White House's decision to furnish the Special Report of 

the Interagency Committee on Intelligence (Ad Hoc), dated 
dune, 1970, If the White House furnished the Special Report 

: to the SSC, this would preclude the need for any third agency 
: clearance of material in the — or velated memoranda, 

Letter fivon Acting Director to Assistant Attorney General, 
| Crinina] Division, dated 5/18/73, represents an excellent 

resume relating to the preparation of the Special Report, 
i ode name, Anagram, for a highly sensitive progran)was deleted (S) 
: ee C, Sullivan to ti, C, D, Deloach dated 
‘ 0, 

Enctosed in response material are five memorandun, 
surnished By Tv, Benson Kk, Bufiham, National Security 
Agency (NSA) on 5/22/75 to SA Willian 0, Cregar, which set 

} forth minutes of the 6/9, 12, 18/70 meetings. Memorandum 
| oi ly, WV. C, Sullivan to Ur. Tolson dated 6/26/70, which is enclosed, 

sets forth the Director's instructions that each Commtittec 
member insure that all working copies of the report should be 
destroyed, The five NSA memorandum are therriofax copies of 
— — and in accordance with agreement should have been 
cestroyed, 

f 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

Addressee: EMWATE SALECT Opps thi FTE 
C18 SEMVAITE SELECT Candia 17 7tre ee o rE za 

CIJLTR GeTLHM ()Memo [Report dated I7/F 
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Caption of Docume 
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Originating Office: 77 Sh + 
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x c BOOTE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 

IO: Intelligence Gommurvt ty Staff 
ATTN: Central Index 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 

for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

+ ‘ : : § 5 ri DOCUMENT | | BRIEFING fe ee INTERVIEW TESTIMONY OTHER 

) St 

Feu i 
3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

fenorancuna 

. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- - CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, §, TS or 

SSC Lotter 3/14/75, appendix A, Item 6; Codeword) 
ippemiin G, Part 1, Items 11, 12 and 13 fs | 

. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, . 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

| interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 
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Memorandum a 

Mr. DeLoaéh[> | DATE: June 5, 1970 

W.C. Sullivan? 4 

& 7 

SUBJECT: 

HW 55027 
Pi NT Nw 

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT ON JUNE 5, 1970) 

This memorandum is for the record and for possible 
reference use by the Director. 

Following his conference with the President this \ 
morning, the Director advised me that the President had 
appointed him Chairman of a Special Intelligence Committee 
for the purpose of coordinating a more effective intelligence- 
gathering function as a joint-~effort-on the part of the Bireau, 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), National Seeurity agency 

comprehensive information is -being obtained for the President's \ 
‘USe_ WHICH Will provide him with a world-wide picture of New Left ' 
and other subverSive activities. ane 

. PPE ILO IE TANS CLIT ERE Ue a ONE RNR ARENT RUIN reurinasete ~ . & 

The Director advised me that among those present at 
the meeting with the President were Richard Helms, Director 
of the CIA: Admiral Noel A. M. Gayler, head of the NSA; 
General Donald V. Bennett, head of the DIA; and Mr. T. C. 
Huston, White Staff,.Assistant, all of whom the President had 
designated to serve on the Committee under the direction of 
the Director. Additionally, therewere present Assistant to 
the President H. R. Haldeman; John D. Ehrlichman, Assistant 
to the President for Domestic Affairs; and Robert H. Finch, 
secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. 

The Director stated he wanted immediate action on 
this. He advised me that he wanted all of the men on the 
Committee contacted and instructed to be in his office for a 
Committee meeting at 11:00 a.m. Monday morning, 6/8/70. This 
has been arranged and has been made the subject of a sepryate 
memorandum 

} MD R-\t | 
ALL tNFORMATION CONTAINED 

UNCLASSIFIED x’ 

DATE 12/4/20. BY a eden 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
mel without the express approval of the FBI ‘ 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach — 

RE: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT ON JUNE 5, 1970) a 

Ke 

rant 

The Director also instructed that a working committee 
meeting comprising the same individuals should be scheduled 
for Tuesday, June 9, and he instructed me to serve in his place 
at that meeting to insure that the instructions he issues to 
the Committee on Monday are carried through in specific detail 
by members of the Committee on Tuesday. Arrangements have also 
been made for this meeting to be held Tuesday. afternoon at 
3:30 p.m. utilizing the facilities of the United States Intelligence 
Board conference rooms, 

The Director further instructed that this working | 
committee should henceforth meet each Tuesday and Friday for 
the purpose of implementing his instructions with the aim of 
completing a draft paper by June 22, 1970, which the Director 
and others may review for approval and sign pricr to its 
presentation to the President on July 1, 1970. Arrangements 
for this will be implemented at the working committee meeting 
on Tuesday, June 9, 1970. The Director will be promptly 
furnished with a report on each meeting. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

For the information of the Director and for the record. 
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MAY 1962 EDITION maf! 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

M emorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Mr . peroacS pI DATE: June 5, 1970 a 

aa 

SUBJECT: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(ESTABLISHED BY. THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) 

Pursuant to the Director's instructions and relative 
to his role as head of the above-captioned Committee, I have set 
up a meeting to take place in the Director's office at 1l am 
Monday, 6/8/70. eae 

sae pere mann a RS 

I talked personally to the following individuals who 
Will be there: Mr. Richard Helms, Director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency, General Donald V. Bennett, Director of the 
Defense Intelligence Agency; Admiral Noel Gaylor, Director of the 
National Security Agency; and Mr. Tom Huston, Staff Assistant to 
the President at the White .House. 

The first three mentioned indicated they would like to 
take one of their assistants with them; however, they had not 
decided which one, therefore, the names are not available. As soon 
as they make the decision, I will submit the names of these assist- 
ants in a separate memorandum, 

The details for the meeting of of the working group are being 
worked out. At this point it is expected it will be held at 
3:30 pm on Tuesday afternoon, This also will be the subject of 
‘separaté ‘memorandum. = = ~~ 

RECOMMENDATION : 

er the information of the Diregtor. 

WCS: chs” (5) MpR-1 
NTAINED 

LINFORMATION CO 
NEREIN iS UNCLASS IS. = > : mn 
pare 1o/afo Lop 2fo 

f a 
girs 

This document is prepared in response to 1 your request and is not for dissemi- 
nation outside your Commiltee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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Memorandum = a 
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TO : Mr. C. D. Deloach DATE: 6/6/70 

FROM : W.\C,-Sulliva 

SUBJECT: INTERAGENCY INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE © 
(Established By The President June 5, 1970) : 

a 7 : ‘ J 7 

Reference is made to my memorandum to you dated 
June 5, 1970, captioned as above which inditgated that the 
Director will meet with the heads of the Central Intelligence 
Agency, the National Security Agency, the Defense Intelligence 
Agency and a representative of the White House staff in the 
Director's office, at 11:00 a.m. 6-8-70. In accordance 
with the Director's instructions I will be present. Uniess 
there is an objection I will have with me Mr. C. D. Brennan, 
Chief of the Internal Security Section which will have the 
responsibility of preparing our portion of the report on 
the New Left and related matters. I believe Mr. Brennan 
should hear and will benefit from the Director's remarks. 

I have been advised that as of this date the heads 
of the other agencies do not now plan to have any of their 
lassistants with them. except Admiral Gaylor of NSA who will bring 
an assistant, Benson Buffram. . 

It occurred to me that in addition to the remarks 
the Director has in mind he may wish to give consideration 
to some of the major points in the enclosed statement prepared 
for hin. 

: RECOMMENDATION: 

. That this memorandum and the enone Statement be 
furnished to the Director. A A 

Enclosure MDB- [ 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

WCS:sal | DATE 10/34 ISU eo arae. 
, (6) DATE ofa. Salen 

ss {3 78 

This document is prepared in response to ‘your request and is not for dissemi- 
nation outside your Committee. Its use-ts Kmited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not de disclosed to unauthorized person- 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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INTERAGENCY INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE MEETING 

I am sure you gentlemen will all agree with me 
that our meeting with the President on Friday was of very 
Special significance. The President clearly recognizes 
that we are confronted today with unique and complex problems 
arising from subversive activities on an international scale. 
There is a distinct relationship between these activities and. 
much of the disorder and violence which increasingly 
threatens our internal security. The President made it. 
abundantly clear that he expects us, as members of the 
intelligence community, to do more than we have been doing 
to bring the worldwide picture of these problems into better 
perspective for him. 

Having been designated by the President as Chairman 
| of the Committee to meet this challenge, I feel a special 
| responsibility. First, I would like to state that I agree 
! completely with the President's view of the situation. Con- 

sider what has transpired in the 1960s. We have witnessed 
the emergence of widespread racial unrest which threatens 
to grow much worse before it gets better. We have also seen 
the emergence of a new left militancy which has consituted 

| jmassive mob rule in action. From what we have learned to date 
fit is apparent these are not solely domestic problems. There 
are definite foreign links to our domestic disorders. 

Yet, the foreign aspect of the problem is different 
than that which we experienced in the past. Prior to the 
1960s, foreign-directed intelligence and espionage activities 
constituted the main threat to our security. We in the 
intelligence community geared ourselves accordingly and met 
that problem successfully. We coordinated our activities in 
doing so. But the nature of the problem was such that it 
left us to a marked degree free to operate independently in 
regard to our respective problem areas. 

Today, it is mandatory that we recognize the changed 
“nature of the problem confronting us. Unless we do so, we 
wid be incapable of fulfilling the responsibility levied 

> ‘upon us by the President. 
fo 

The plain fact is that there currently are thousands 
of individuals inside this country who want to see our form of 
government destroyed, They have in fact pledged themselves 
publicly to achieving this goal. They have put their words. 

MDR-Ib 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS) SE" 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEO : 
DATE lojajon_ BY ante lene 
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into actions conseenties revolutionary terrorism, and the 
total effect of their actions to date has been disasterous. 

In addition, they are reaching out seeking support 
from this nation's enemies abroad to further their objectives. 
Thus the links to Cuba, China, and fron Curtain countries 
already have been established and promise to grow because of 
the equal determination of various international communist 
elements to destroy our form of government. 

in contrast to the rigidly structured subversive 
organizations of past experience, the current subversive 
forces threatening us constitute widespread, disjointed, and 
varied autonomous elements, the destructive potential of which 
is manifold. 

Individually, those of us in the intelligence 
community are relatively small and limited. Unified, our 
own combined potential is magnified and limitless. It is 
through unity of action that we can tremendously increase our 
intelligence~gathering potential and, i am certain, obtain 
the answers the President wants. 

I am establishing a working committee to insure 
that we achieve the desired unity. It will be the job of the 
committee to (1) assess the overall nature of the problem as 
we know it today, (2) examine individually and together the 
respective resources of each Agency to insure full utilization 
of them for the benefit of all, and (3) devise coordinated 
procedures designed to penetrate the current nebulous areas 
of subversive activities here and abroad as they relate ‘to 
our domestic problems. 

The first meeting is set for tomorrow afternoon, 
Tuesday, June 9th, and you have been furnished the detaiis 
as to the time and place. 

The working committee will hereafter meet each 
Tuesday and Friday for the purpose of preparing a comprehensive 
study t be completed in rough draft form by June 22, 1970, 
for presentation to the President on July 1, 1970; in final 
form. This should serve as the foundation of our committee! S 
existence and purpose and as the basis for a coordinated 
intelligence effort best suited to serve the country's 
interest at this time of crisis. 

- Dm 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 $019~106 
Ae MAY 1962 EDITION : 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 a 

UNETED STATES GOVERNMENT — = 

Memorandum a # 

TO : MR, DE Loaci DATE: 6/8/70 

FROM : W, C, SULLIVASD 

o 
_ SUBJECT: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

| (ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) é 
+ 

# 

My memorandum 6/5/70 advised that the details for 
‘the meeting of the working group of captioned committee are 
being worked out. Arrangements have been made for the 
working group to meet in the United States Intelligence Board 
Conference Room at 3:30 p.m., Tuesday afternoon, 6/9/70. = 
“As of this ‘time, the following members have been designated: 

FBI - Mr. William C. Sullivan....Acting- for the Director 
CIA - Mr. Richard Heims, Director of CIA 

Mr. James Angleton, Chief, Counterintelligence Staff, CIA 
DIA ~- The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) member has not 

yet been designated. In addition to the DIA member, 
there will be representatives from each of the three 
military services - Army, Navy, and Air Force. 

NSA = Mr. Benson K. Buffham. Mr. Buffham is head of 
P-Group at National Security Agency (NSA) and 
Number Three Man at NSA, 

White House - Mr. Tom C. Huston, Staff Assistant to the 
President. 

Arrangements have been made for use of the Conference 
Room and all of the above members have confirmed their 
attendance. When the DIA representatives are designated, 
you will be advised. 

ACTION: 

I'o For information. ‘me YO Son CONTAINED 

“as HEREINIS UNCLASSFIEY, 2 Aw lent 
‘pRaH shke ‘DATE lo) JOD. 

(6) 

This document is prepared in response to? your request and is not for dissem- 

nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 

your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

nel without the express approval of the. FBI . 
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‘SUBJECT: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) 
‘MEETING IN DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, 11 AM, JUNE 8, 1970 

This memorandum is to record meeting of captioned Committee 
in the Director's Office 11 am, Monday, 6/8/70, which was chaired by 
the Director with the following persons present: Mr. Richard Helms, 

' Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA); General Donald V. 
Bennett, Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA); Admiral 
Noel Gaylor, Director of the National Security Agency (NSA); and his 
Assistant Mr. Benson K, Buffham; Mr, Tom Huston, Staff Assistant to 
the President at the White House; as well as Racial Intelligence 
Section Chief George C, Moore and myself. 

The Director pointed out to the Committee that the 
President, in establishing this special intelligence Committee, 
recognized definite problems arising from subversive activities on 
the international scale and expected the Committee to coordinate and 
plan so that the world=wide picture could be better brought into 
perspective for the President. The Director stated that he well 
recognized the importance of the work of this Committee and he stated 

that along with organized crime this is equally important, 

The Director further commented concerning the foreign aspect 
of today's subversive domestic problem and stated that prior to the 
1960's, the main threat to our security was foreign-directed intelli~ 
gence espionage activities but today we have a different problem J 
marked by highly organized dissident groups seeking to destroy our 
form of Government. 

In outlining the work of the Committee, the Director pointed 
out: (1) The situation should be thoroughly explored to determine 
exactly what the problem is. (2) Each agency must explore the 
facilities which must and can be used in order to develop facts 

ue. , bOr a true intelligence. picture. The Director noted the President 
at ‘mentioned’ restrictions which were’ hampering’ our ‘intelligence opérations 

“atid accordingly we should list for‘the Presidént in detail such’ 
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Memorandum to Mr, DeLoach 
RE: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) 
MEETING IN DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, 11 AM, JUNE 8, 1970 

restraints and restrictions together with the pros and cons involved 
so that the President can make a decision as to which ones should be 
utilized. (3) The Director stated it was most important that the 
foreign connections of domestic problems -be determined pointing out 
that we know Cuba, Red China and the Soviet-bloc are deeply in the : 
picture, The Director also commented the importance of ascertaining 
what is happening in foreign countries concerning this same subversive 
problem and how it has been deait with by those countries; for 
example, the Director mentioned that the water cannon had been used 
most effectively against the hippies in Paris, as well as elsewhere 
and maybe the application of this tactic should receive consideration, 
In this regard, the Director commented the picture of what goes on 
abroad would more appropriately come within the purview of the CIA, 
DIA and NSA. 

The Director stated he was establishing a working sub- 
Creme gees ba meds he alee, PPT ap En, ~~: 

committee headed by Assistant Director William C. ,_ Sullivan and 
composed Of designated representatives of the other agencies ‘present 
andthe first ticéeting would beat 3: ‘30-pmy" 6/9770" at the U, "Ss," 
Intelitgence Board Meeting Room and subsequent thereto a meeting 
woutd:“be“hetdt-every Tuesday ‘and Friday in order to draw together the 
raw material in order to “present” a final report to captioned Committee 
for-scrutiny“ and évaluation on 6/22/70._“Thée submission of the final 
report tothe’ Président will be on 6/30 or 7/1/70. The Director 
emphasized it was most vital that all agencies give this matter top 
priority. 

Following the Director's initial remarks, those officials 
present commented that the aims and goals presented by the Director 
were realistic and that all present would cooperate in the fullest 
in getting organized and getting on with the highly important task 
which faces the special Committee. 

EPR gs 

During the discussion all agreed that the initial primary 
problem facing the Committee was to concentrate upon.) methodology in 
intelligence collection, The Director stated although brevity is the 
Key, a detailed listing of all the-items which are currently 
obstructing the FBI and other intelligence agencies in attaining their 
goals must be set out clearly with pros and cons so that the President 
is able to make a determination as to what he is willing to let us do, 
Some of the matters to be considered in this regard mentioned by the 

--2 = | CONTINUED ~ OVER 
TELNET OTIS EEN TE SEMI IR EO ere 
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Memorandum to Mr, DeLoach 
RE; INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE “““""——" 

(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) 
MEETING IN DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, "11 AM, JUNE 8, 1970 

Director were: (1) breaking of embassy codes with assistance of 
ack bag" operations, (2) limitatiodis on telephone surveillances 

and (3) penetration of embassies with microphone and telephone 
=e 

It was agreed that the President is extremely anxicus 
for the utmost degree of cooperation among all the agencies in 
coordination of this matter and the Director pointed out that 
therg is certainly no problem with respect to coordination and 
the Director wanted it understood that the President expects 
the »_Zroup. to | to Work. together as a team. 

At the close of the meeting, the Director again emphasized 
that ithe importance of this matter dictated that each agency put its 
top experts to work on this matter and that it be given the highest 
priozvity in order that this deadline is met as expected by the 
President. 

ACTION: 

You will be advised as to the resuits of the meeting 
of the working committee which takes place tomorrow, O12108) 
at 3:30 pm. ie 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT /" So ay ¥ 

Memorandum ea Yi 
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TO : MR. DE LO cal DATE: 6/9/70 

FROM : Ye C. SULLIVAN 

f- 
SUBJECT: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

gl 
(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) 

My memorandum 6/8/70 set forth the members of the 
working group of captioned committee, which will hold its 
first meeting in the United States Intelligence Board Conference 
Room at 3:30 p.m., Tuesday, 6/9/70, with the exception of the 
Defense IntelIligence Agency members, 

| Set forth below are the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) 
working group member and the member from each of the three military 
services, The additional names listed are the alternates for 
each of the. agencies, 

DIA | FOIA(b) (3) - 10 USC 424 - DIA, NRO and NGA 

eputy Chief, Office of Counterintelligence and 
security, DIA 

Lieutenant Colonel Donald F; Philbrick 

Army =~ Colonel John W. Downie, . 
Director of Security, Assistant Chief of Staff 

. for Intelligence, Department of the Army 

Mr. Elihu Braunstein 

Navy ~ Captain Edward G, Rifenburgh, 
Director, Naval Investigative Service, 

' Naval Intelligence Command 

Mr. Harry Warren 

Air Force = Colonel Rudolph C, Koller, Jr., 
Commander, 1127 U.S, Field Activities Group, 
Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, Air Force 

Colonel D, E. Walker 
| . MpA-!e 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
For information, ; DATE [sya ev ude HL vis 

aH :hke |)” 
| (7) j This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- — nation outside your Commitee, I's use is Lmitted to official proceedings by your Committee and the contcat may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- nel without the express approval of the FPF , 
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FROM : Mr. W. C. Sullivan a HEREINISUNCLASSIFIES 7\. ce 

HEREIN UNCLASS! | 
AT Br Batiy 2 SATE ! lene 

SUBJECT: “INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT JUNE 5, 1970) 
MEETING OF THE WORKING SUBCOMMITTEE JUNE 9, 1970 

> 

This memorandum records the results of the. Working 
“Subcommittee meeting on June 9. 1970. 

EAM EEE 

' Mr, Tom C, Huston, white” House, Spelled out thé desires -:- 
of the President, furnishing members with a "Top Secret" outline 
(copy attached). This outline addresses itself to the Purpose, 
Membership, Procedures, and Objectives of the Committee's Review. 
In his oral presentation, Huston emphasized the President was not 
interested in being told what the current problem is, but rather 
what the future problems will be and what must be done to counter 
them. He stressed the Committee should provide the President with 
the pros and cons of any restraints so that he can decide what 
action is to be taken, 

ee {2 PUR ERNPRETONE SEND ETE POO POTEET FOE 
a, Tien de an x _ 22° 2a bo anh ee! ee ee ” 

wet peewee ee 

it was agreed that all papers and reports prepared by 
the Committee will be classified "Top Secret - Handle Via Comint 
Channels Only" because of the President's desire that the existence 
and work of the Committee be tightly controlled. (The reference to 
Comint Channels refers to communications intelligence and insures 
that this matter will be handled in a secure manner.) 

ven ee agraerey Ff v Bo, Pee or ao ME sar ermcree Pant A> 

De edad 
TON SURE SINT TOUT 
* Ok on wees Wiehe At the meeting various members discussed the restraint) 

currently in effect which limit the community's ability to develop 
the necessary intelligence. In accordance with the President's 
instructions, the next meeting of the Working Subcommittee will 
consider all restraints restricting intelligence collection efforts 
across the board, as well as submissions on defining and assessing 
the existing internal security threat, both domestic and foreign. 

- 
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It was agreed that the Working Subcommittee would next 
meet at 1:30 p.m., June 12, 1970, in the Conference Room of the 
U. S. Intelligence Board. Results of this meeting will be promptly 
furnished the Director. 
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USIB SUB-COMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE 
— 

i. Purpose 

f(A) To define and assess the existing internal security threat. 

(B) To evaluate the collection procedures and techniques 
| presently employed and to assess their effectiveness. 

(Cc) To identify gaps in our present collection efforts and 

recommend steps to close these gaps. 

(D) To review current procedures for inter-community 
coordination and cooperation and to recommend steps 
to improve these procedures. 

| (E) To evaluate the timeliness of current intelligence data 

and to recommend procedures to increase both its 
timeliness and usefulness. 

‘ (F) To assess the priorities presently attached to domestic 
intelligence collection efforts and to recommend new 
priorities where appropriate. 

% 

i. Membership 

| NDR - Ie 
(A) FBI, Chairman DECLASSTETED Ey UP 2. ALM [EHL 

3 ON 1o|3/00 | 
(B) CIA 

(C) NSA 

(D) DIA 

(EF) Military Services 

(F) The White House 

NATIONAL SECURITY LIVONMALILA 
Unauthorized Disclosure . 

| Subject to Criminal Sanctions 
TOP\SECRET 

IN 
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it. Procedures : mands 

(A) Although the sub-committee will be officially constituted 

* (B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Within the framework of USIB, it will in fact be an 

independent, ad hoc, inter-agency working group with 
a limited mandate. 

Operational details will be the responsibility of the 
chairman. However, the scope and direction of the 
review will be determined by the White House member. | 

The sub-committee will submit its reports to the White 

House and not to USIB. Report will be due by July 1, 1970. 

To insure that the President has all the options available 

for consideration, the WH member may direct detailed 
- interrogatories to individual agencies in order to ascertain 
facts relevant to policy evaluation by the President. 
Information resulting from such interrogatories will, 
if the contributing agency requests, be treated on a 
confidential basis and not be considered by the sub-~- 
committee as a whole. 

WwW 

IV. Objectives of the Review 

(A) 

(B) 

s 
= 
it ( } 
f G 

e 
et 
ae 

Maximum coordination and cooperation within the 
intelligence community. The sub-committee may wish 
to consider the creation of a permanent Domestic 
Intelligence Operations Board, or some other appropriate | 

mechanism to insure community-wide evaluation of 

intelligence data. 

Higher priority by all intelligence agencies on internal 
security collection efforts. 

Maximum use of all special investigative techniques, 
including increased agent and informant penetration by 
both the: FBI and CIA. 

roDQECRES 
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(D) Clarification of NSA's role in targeting against 
communication traffic involving U.S. revolutionary 

leaders and organizations. 

(E) Maximum coverage of the overseas activities of 

revolutionary leaders and of foreign support of U.S. 
_ revolutionary activities. 

(F) Maximum coverage of campus and student-related 

activities of revolutionary leaders and groups. 

’ (G) More detailed information about the sources and - 
extent of financial support of revolutionary organizations. 

(EH) Clarification of the proper domestic intelligence 

. role of the Armed Services. 

(I) Development of procedures for translating analyzed 
intelligence information into a format useful for 

policy formulation. 

a’ 

wlOPR SECRET 
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”**" UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT , ‘ 
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« Memorandum . 
(onde | ) 

TO : Mr, C. D. DeLoach _,DATE: June 15, 1970 
a . 

o MDB - | : 
: Wa AL Mr. W. C. Sullivan?) . fe REN OR MATION CONTA _ FROM 

es 

HEREIN IS 
DATE }0 Sak Eyl 

SUBJECT:” INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT JUNE 5, 1970) 
MEETING OF THE WORKING SUBCOMMITTEE JUNE 12, 1970 

This memorandum records the results of the Working 
Subcommittee, sPas, 

tht 

At the meeting of June 12, 1970, the Committee agreed 
on an outline for the report to be furnished to the President 
by July 1,.1970. This report will cover three specific areas 
of_interest: (a) an assessment of the current internal security 
threat along with the jikelihood of future violence; (b) a 
listing of the current restraints which deter the development 
of the type of information the President desires; (c) an 
evaluation of interagency coordination, 

With regard to an assessment of the current internal 
security threat, the Committee agreed the President dees not 
desire a recitation of history but rather desires information 

as_to_ what.the problem is and an estimate of what the future | 
problem will be. 

The White House representative advised the restraints 
- portion of the Committee report to the President should include, 

HW 55027 

in addition to identifying the restraints and a listing of the 
pros and cons of removing or modifying the restraints, a brief 
paragraph allowing the President to indicate what action he 
desires be taken. Specifically, this would provide the President 
the opportunity to indicate whether he desired the restraints 
to be continued, relaxed, or that he needed additional infor= 
mation upon which to make a decision, It was the sense of the 
Committee regarding the third portion of the report that a 
permanent operations committee was needed to coordinate operations, 
prepare estimates of potential violence during future demonstra= 
tions, and to develop new policies, The creation of such a 
committee was endorsed by the White House representative who 
indicated such a committee would probably be desired by the 
President. , 

This document ts prepared in response to your request and ts not for dissemi-- 
; nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings b1 

wes:iag/, ‘ f your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to ahoreed psu 
) { \ nel without the express approval of the FBI . 

CONTINUED = OVER - 
ba a 
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‘Memorandum Sullivan to DeLoach A 
Re: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

The next meeting is scheduled for June 17, 1970, 
at which time the Committee will consider the first draft 
of the report, | ee 

ACTION: 

For information, 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

M. ennrannin | 
CrPRET ewe 

TO > Mr. C. Dz. DeLoach DATE: June 19, 1970 
| ALL DIFORPATION CONTAINED ] a HERZIN tg UNCLASSIFIED : 

_* FROM : W, C, Sullivas AXCEPT WHERE SHOWN ae TH cbse 
iy a ote Ser ERWISE cite" Sow yt 1 UF SUBJECT: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT JUNE 5, 1970) 
MEETING OF THE WORKING SUBCOMMITTEE June 18, 1970 

In two previous meetings of the above-captioned committee 
general discussions took place and the ground work was prepared for 

: dealing with the substance of the report. Yesterday, a third 
, “meeting was held which extended throughout the afternoon and into 
| the early evening. Memoranda has been prepared and submitted to 

the Director on the previous two meetings. Yesterday, the members 
of the four intelligence organizations worked out the report. I © 
received the impression that Admiral Noei Gayior of National Security 
Agency may have been a moving force behind the creation of this 
committee. The / Saas Program which we discontinued a few (S$ 
years ago was raised immediately and figured prominently in the; 

| discussion. fAN 
(L- 

At the very beginning, the White House representative 
made it very clear to all members that the report had to be a 
working subcommittee report andany opinions, observations, con- 
clusions or recommendations..of individtal_agencies should not and 

wo |could”not be set forth with one exception, He said that the ~~ ! 
™ | President did waft a definitive recommendation relative to creating 
xx @ group or Committee which could deal with operational problems and. 
= 

Fea 

+ ell ee three 

objectives of the member agencies and present estimates, evaluations, 
land interpretationson the current_security threats and problems. 
resulting from the student-professorial revolutionary activities, 
black extremism and related security matters,, He said. the President 
foe of the opinion™that all government agencies involvéd in intelli- 
gence activities would have something to contribute and that through 
such a group or board authority would be exercised to better 3.55 

L coordinate the collection of indggligenge.g, 

The men representing the Army, Air For ce »havyenit ional 
Security Agency and Defense Intelligence Agency went into great 
detail concerning intelligence operations, techniques, |iproeddutes, 
devices and et cetera, following a detailed discussion concerning 
the nature of the security threat to the United Staves=<teay.~ 

[0/3/00 
dena ens Atm (EAL DECLASSIFY ON: 25 

While all present were very friendly and cooperative to 
each other, nevertheless, the fact remains that in such a complex 
area as intelligence operations, difficult and Serious isgues are 

, bound to come up concerning which there will_be disagreements. 
‘This. document is prepared wn response to your request and is not for gy a= 

| 
! 
| 
| 

nation outside your Committee. Its use is imtted to official proceedt by, 
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach one 
RE: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENC! eaten 

(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT JUNE 5, 1970) 
MEETING OF THE WORKING SUBCOMMITTEE June 18, 1970 

In view of this it is probably fortunate that no member was 
permitted to make any decisions, recommendations, or conclusions, 
et cetera, in that the President reserves this’ right for himself 
only. Hach controversial issue has been so set up in writing 
that the President may quickly and simply indicate whether he 
wants or does not want any changes made. 

Contingent upon what the _President decides, it_is 
clear that there could..be_propletis 4 nyolved for_the Bureau. 
ror example, the reactivation of th ( Mamagwen [Progra , et cetera. (s) 

We are completing the first draft of this report now. 
As soon as this is done, the report with a cover memorandum 
explaining the various issues involved will be furnished to 
the Director either late today or éarly tomorrow morning. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For the information of the Director. 
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Memorandum | a4 

one ‘Mr. C. A. Tolson “DATE: 6/20/70 MpA- Je v | ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN 

FROM :W. C. Sullivan ae Ibpg pa By BY Oe ft i 
Pm, 

SUBJECT: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) 

\ 

: Attached for the Director's consideration is a copy 
of a first draft of the report prepared by the working committee 
in connection with captioned matter. 

The first 36 pages of this draft present an assessment 
of the present internal security threat under appropriate 
captions. This is material with which the Director is 
thoroughly familiar and it is not. believed he need spend too. 
much time reviewing it unless he so desires. There is nothin 
controversial in this portion of the report. 

Material relating to: ‘Snvestigative eateaints and 
‘limitations discussed by the working committee is set forth in 
Section V (pages 37-59). This material is set forth in. 
laccordance with the President's request, with the pros and cons 
outlined and with no recommendations of any kind made by the 
committee. [It is clear that in this portion we_have controversial 
issues. affecting the Bureau as well as the other ag agencies - on the 
icommittee. 2 

The final section of the report (pages 60-65) sums up, 
in accordance with the President's request, the committee's 
observations concerning current procedures to effect interagency 
coordination and suggested measures to improve coordination of 
intelligence collection through the establishment of a permanent 
interagency committee chaired i by the Director or a person 

giesignated to act for him. _ 

I do not agree with the scope of tnis proposed committée 
‘nor do I feel that an effort should be made at this time to engage 
‘in any combined preparation of intelligence estimates. I can see 
that a committee could be helpful if it was limited to_.meeting 
periodically to determine how to better coordinate operationai 
jactivitics against particular targets in the intelligence ffetdvT™ ~«<~ 

The working committee is scheduled to meet aga?A a't! 
ea p.m,, Tuesday, June 23, “in order to reach ag: agreement on a 
final final draft of this report. » ie ie : 

WCS:bs?_ a i . 
2s Gocument rs prepared in response to your. request CONBINUED: ds 

nation outside your Committee. Its usc is limited to official pr ae ae 
your Commitice and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. 4. Tolson sui 

RE: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
“we 

28a 6 Swat ali aoe rll lia Ore 
CRS en tence ee 

OBSERVATIONS: 

If committee agreement is not reached at Tuesday's 
meeting on the controversial points involved, it would appear 
we have four possible courses of action: 

(1) We can offer no objection to the report and 
wait to see what the President decides. (I think this would 
be unwise. ) 

(2) The Director can voice his objections to the 
' President verbally. 

(3) The Bureau can take a position in writing in the 
report opposing any relaxation of the investigative restraints 
discussed on the grounds that the arguments supporting these 
restraints outweigh the arguments opposed. 

(4) The Bureau can take a position in writing in the 
report that it is opposed to the extensive scope and ramifi- 
cations of the proposed new committee, while at the same time 
noting that we would have no objection to a committee which 
would be limited to meeting periodically in order to effect a 
better operational coordination among member agencies with 
regard to particular targets in the intelligence field. 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 
Saat 

_ (1) That approval be given for the Bureau to include 
in the final committee report a statement opposing the 
relaxation of investigative restraints which affect. the Bureau. 

(2) That the Bureau take a position at Tuesday's 
meeting of the working committee that it is opposed to a new 
committee of the scope described in the attached draft. but 
that we would not object to a committee limited to better 
coordination specific intelligence operations or problems, 

-~2- CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. A. Tolson ~ Saisie 
RE: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED: 

(3) That, in addition, the Director give 
consideration to “GRDTERS EAE his objections verbally to the 
President. 

(4) That, if the Director's schedule permits, final 
‘meeting of Director's committee take place in his office at 
11 a.m., Thursday, June 25. At that time the Director can 
inquire if other committee members have any further comments 
and, if not, he can present them with a copy of the final 
report. (if the Director does not wish to present this 
report personaliy to the President, we will prepare 
appropriate transmittal letter for liaison to handie.) 
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TO : Mr. Tolson DATE: June 24, 1970 

| | MBDA -L& 
FROM : Mr. W. C. Sullivan ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFI f 
, Date Inpgpu— BY Soha Ald EHL 

supject :C INTERAGENCY...COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE (AD HOC) 
(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) 

The final meeting of the working committee was 
held on 6-23-70 and there is attached a proposed final draft 
of a report for the Director's review. 

During the final working committee session, a 
number of changes were made in the prior draft which the 
Director has seen. Significant changes include the following: 

1. Two of the investigative restraints previously 
listed have now been completely eliminated. These related 
to investigations involving clearance with State Department 
regarding diplomatic personnel and surreptitious optical 
surveillances. 

2. The FBI's objections to the six remaining 
restraints have been spelled out spnecifically in appropriate 
footnotes which include the basis for our position. In 
addition, some of the key wording in the narrative has been 
modified in accordance with the observations the Director 
made to me Monday. For instance, the term "restrictions" 
in the decisions section relating to electronic surveillances 
(page 28) has been changed to "procedures."" In the same 
write-up (page 26), reference to electronic surveillances 
having been “substantially reduced in recent years" has been 
taken out. 

3. In the section dealing with evaluation of ; 
interagency coordination (pages 42-43), the reference to 
restrictions on FBI and CIA Headquarters liaison contacts has 
been removed and the specific reference to the Director as 
the proposed chairman of an interagency committee has been, 
deleted. Instead, the report merely indicates that the 
chairman would be named by the President. 

f° 
Fee 

Enclosure ae 

Lhis document as prepared im response to your request and is not for dissemt« 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 

: your Committee and the content may not de disclosed to una 
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Memorandum W. C. Sullivan to Mr. Tolson 
~ RE: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE” CAD HOC) 

~ - ”~ 

4. The prior draft contained a number of 
proposals relative to a permanent interagency committee 
including a full-time working group staffed by the various 
intelligence agencies. In the proposed final draft, these 
proposals have been toned down somewhat and the proposed 
full-time working group is mentioned only, in passing..as 
a possible future eventuality.* In fact, after considerable 
discussion thé wording of this whole section was framed 
with a view of eliminating any suggestion that the 
proposed interagency committee would interfere with the 
internal operations of any individual agency. In addition, 
a footnote was added expressing the Bureau's specific 
views.concerning any such committee orgroup. 

5. The section on budget and manpower 
restrictions (pages 40-41) was revised to make it clear 
that the FBI does not have any problem with regard 
to review and approval of its budgetary requests. 

Copies of this proposed final draft are being 
furnished to the member agencies for their review so 
that ali interested parties will be fully cognizant of its 
contents in advance of the final meeting of the 
Director's Committee in his office at 3 p.m., Thursday, 
June 25, 1970. Those present will be Mr. Richard Helms, 
CIA; Lt. General D. V. Bennett, DIA; and Vice Admiral Noel Gaylor, 
NSA. Each man will ho doubt be accompanied by an aide. 

ACTION: 

Upon approval, this report will be printed and 
assembled and then delivered to the Director's Office with 
a transmittal letter to the President in time for the 
Director's meeting. Due to the extremely sensitive nature 
of the report, each copy is being numbered and a record 
Will be Kept of each recipient. The Director will note that 
at the beginning of the President's copy there will be a 
form to be signed by each agency's head indicating approval 
of the report. . 

*Since the concept of a full-time working staff was all 
but eliminated, a footnote was not taken regarding this item. 
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June 25, 19'70 

The President 
The White House MDA- / i padlmilcy L r— 

Washington, D. C, ea TAT BY Spo fm 

Dear Mr. President: 
/ 

The Interagency Committee on Intelligence (Ad toe), 
which you established on June 5, 1970, has completed its assessment 
of the current internal security threat and related maiters. A 
special report setting forth the findings of the Committee is attached. 

This report is divided into three parts. Part One 
sets forth a summary of the current internal security threat. 
Part Two summarizes various operational restraints on intelligence 
collection and lists both the advantages of maintaining these 
restrictions and the advantages of relaxing them. Part Three 
provides an evaluation of interagency coordination, including 
suggested measures to improve the coordination of domestic 

nn coliection. . : 

This report has been approved by all of the members 
of the Committee representing the Centrai Intelligence Agency, - the 
Defense Intelligence Agency, the National ah Agency, and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. sie ae ee 

3 
’ 

Sincerely yours, 

\ = S/: m ea NO FOREIGN DISSE MINATION se 

tt - - 7 Ee? Ae 

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
‘ Unauthorized Disclosure 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
} HEREIN |S UNGLAGSIFI 

‘Mr. W. C. suriiva}il DATE (O BY <P Ba heal 

O 
INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE (AD HOG) 
(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) 

The Director, as Chairman of captioned committee, 
held the final committee meeting in his office on the 
afternoon of 6/25/70. Present were the other committee 
members; namely, Mr. Richard Helms, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency; Lieutenant General D. V. Bennett 
Director of Defense Intelligence Agency; and Vice Admiral 
Noel Gayler, Director of National Security Agency. Also 
present were Mr. Tom C. Huston, White House Presidential 
Assistant who had served in a liaison capacity with the 
committee; Assistant Director designate C. D. Brennan of 
the Domestic Intelligence Division; and the writer, W. C. 
Sullivan. 

The purpose of the meeting was to review in final 
form which the President had instructed the committee to 
prepare to assess the current internal security threat to the 
@untry and evaluate the capacity of the intelligence community 
to deal with that threat, 

The Director opened the meeting by commending the 
committee members for the outstanding effort and cooperative 
Spirit they had displayed in working together to compile the 
comprehensive report. 

The Director then furnished each committee member a 
copy of the report and carefully covered in a concise manner 
all of the items dealt with in the report. On each and every 
point the Director solicited observations by each committee 
member to insure that they fully understood every issue analyzed 
and were in complete agreement with the contents of the report. 
In this connection, Mr. Héims and Admiral Gayler suggested three 
minor additions be made. After securing the concurrence of all 
committee members, the Director instructed that this be done 
immediately. af 

WCS:pab < 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
RE: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE (CAD HOC) 

(ESTABLISHED BY THE PRESIDENT, JUNE 5, 1970) 
——, 

With that, all committee members signified their 
full and unqualified approval of the full report and so 
indicated by affixing their signatures thereto along with 
the Director's as Chairman of the committee. The Director 
Stated that he would arrange for the transmittal of the report 
to the White House promptly on 6/26/70. 

The Director instructed each committee member to 
‘ insure that all working copies of the report at the agencies 
involved should be destroyed and fixed this responsibility 

. on the. agency heads who were members of the committee along 

‘ HW 55027 DocId:32989610 Page 208 

with the responsibility of insuring that copies of the final 
report retained by them for reference should be afforded the 
utmost security. 

The Director then concluded the meeting by thanking 
the respective members of the committee and so dismissed the 
committee, 

RECOMMENDATION : 

For information./ 

————— ee ee a ee 
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Mr. George ©, Hovore 
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Mr, Fred J, Cassidy ———_ se 
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a _ Grey Phone: Extension 8353 
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Z ‘dy, James Angleton 
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Departaent of the Air Force 

“ Colonol Rudolph ©. Faller, HW. 
“5 Phones Code 194, aatension $5545 

Colone] D.-B, Walker 
Phone: Code 192, Exteasion 423005 
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Grey Phrese: 83, Extension 3335 
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INTERAGENCY COMMITTEY OM INTELLIGENCE 
WORKING SUBCOMEITTEE 

-| 7 ~ Minutes of 
a we First Hooting 
Room 78-26, CIA Haadquartera Building 

'  " June 9, 1970, 3:30 to 4 p.m. 

Williem C. Sullivan 
Assistant Director, Pederal Bureau of Inveatigation 

Presiding 

; _ MEMBERS PRESENT 

Hr. Richard Heims, DCI 
Mr. Jasteos Angieton, CIA 
Mr. James Stilwell, DIA MD R-/¢ if AHL 
Col, John Downie, Arwy DECLASST v Sf-3) ALM 
Col. Rudolph Koller, Air Force ON old ob : 
¥r. Tom C. Huston, White House 
Capt. Edward Rifenburgh, Navy : 

_Mr. Benson K. Buffhaw, NSA ; 
Mr. George C. Hoore, FBI 
Mr. Donald &. Koore, FBI 
Mr. William O. Cregar, FBI, Secretary 

FOIA (b) (3) - 10 USC 424 - DIA, NRO and NGA 

Ly 

Observers: 
SY ry ae Siths CoS 

Mr. Elihu Braunstein, Army 
Mr, Harry Warren, Navy 9 

“Col, D. B. Walker, Air ¥orca 

Kr. Fred J. Cassidy, FB 
JFK Act 6 (1) (A) 

FOIA (b) (3) - 50 USC 402 Note Sec 6 - NSA 

Group 1 

Excluded firom automatic : ; . ; 
. downgradilg and NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 

' daclasaifidation Unauthorized Disclosure 
: subject to Criminal Sanctions 
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ICI ~-H-1 
‘ June 10, 187 

z ; 

petages ye SLB ALLEN 
1. Prefatory Remarks J 

" .Prefatory renarks of William C. Sullivan circulated 

to all menbers at the meeting. 

2. Background to the Creation of Committee 

’ ‘* Mr. Tom C. Huston of the White House briefed the 
Committee on the President's concern over the emergence of 
the threat from sporadic violence and anarchism from the New 

Left, as well as the President's concern as to whether the 
intelligence community is doing everything possible to cope 
with the problem. Kr. Huston emphasized that an effort must 
be made for community-wide analysis and assessment of infor- 
mation so as to be in a position to advise the President as 
to what is going to happen in the future and wnat poaition 
the intelligence community will be in to be aware of these - 
developments. An outlina defining the purpose and membership 
of the Committee, as weil as procedures and objectives of 
the Committee's review, was distributed at the meeting by 

_ Mr. Huston, 

3. Classification Matters 

The Chairman asked for comments regarding the level 
of classification for vdapers or reports prepared by the 
Committee, Wr. Buffham of NSA suggested the adoption of a 
code word. After some discussion, Mr. Helms, Director of CIA, 
recommended the classification "Top Secret - Handle Via Comint 

Channels Only.” In addition, Mr. Helms suggested the mainte- 
Bance of a "Bigot List" reflecting the names of all persons 
in each menber agency or department who will work on or have 
knowledge of the work of the Committee. The Conumittee 
unanimously concurred in adopting both suggsstions.* 

*Wembers are requested to furnish their "Bigot List" to the 
Secretary at the meeting of Jume 12, 1970. 

ones Ser 
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4. Requirements for Next Neeting 

It was agreed that at the next meeting members will 
table a list of those restraints which they consider hamper 
their intelligence-~collection activities. The list should 
include the pros and conz of these reatraints. 

‘ «Mr. Buffham noted that in the ocutline distributed 
by Mr.’ Huston the Committee was called upon to define and 
assess .the.existing internal security threat. Mr. Buffhanm 
felt this was something tant should be worked on immediately 
by the experts from the member agencies or departnentsa. 
Hr. Huston suggeated that the FBI prepare such a paper from 
the domestic standpoint and CIA from the foreign standpoint. 
All membera concurred, and it was agreed CIA and FBI will 
distribute these proers for the Committee's consideration at 
the next meeting. 

* 

é 

5. Security of Cosmittee’s Work 

Members tock cognizance of the necessity for tight 
security to insure the existence and work of the Comnittoe 
not become known to unauthorized persons. As a result, it 
was egreed thet the Committee would continue to meet in the 
CIA Headquarters Building. 

6. Next Meeting 

The next meeting will be at 1:30 p.m., June 12, 
1970, Room 7D~64, CIA Headquarters Building.* 

*Hembers please note change in room number. 
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: minutes of 

Second Peetures 
Conference Poon Fee 

CIA Veadevarters Paaiedtes ‘“ 
= ey June 12, 1270, 1:30 to Popes, * 

; William C. Sullivon 
Acsintant Director, Pederal TRvresu of evestigation 

. Presidiug 

MEMBERS PRESENT : 
FOIA (b) (3) - 10 USC 424 - DIA, NRO and NGA 

fin, Ton C. Huston, white House 
Mir, gore Anwrleton, CIA 

MDR-1 
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Me, Chertes Sither, Air Force BDECLASSI 

Cart. Lavard Rifenhurcn, Navy on [0 02 
ry Froywson ile Bur Pha. 3eSA 

Mr. Georsre CC, Hoore, Lil 
Mr, Rone.a HR. Moore, Ft 

he. Wiliinum O. Crepar, FBI, Secretary 2 

Observers: 
Col. Rudolph Koller, Air Forcé 
Lt. Co}. Ponald F. Philtbrick, DIA 
Mr. FJihu pruurstein, Army 
Mls de Ve SF Harren avy 

JFK Act 6 (1) (A) 

FOIA (b) (3) - 50 USC 402 Note Sec 6 - NSA 

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
Unauthorized Disclosure 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions 

Mr.. Fred J, Cassidy, FBI 
JFK Act 6 (1) (B) 
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The “FRY contribution was cirealste to all mewbers, 
It was suprprested by lr. Huston of the Vhite Bouse that the 

report be tisbled to permit an in-depth reeuire by all ince.ibers 
and that the contents of the submission be GLloeussad at the 
next meeting. In this regard, hir. Huston reilvearaicd that the 
assessment paper should not be Lengthy; should czusess the 
current threat and estimate what the future threat will be. 

t CIAts Submission Entitled "Defining nnd Assessing the 
2 oP RT Ce tt 

Exietare cutersal Security Torear «- toruisui" 
a Rm I PPT NA PE SE AP LD ANRC TT ha A YE Pa nS tT Pe AEP RT ata ws 

The CIA representative advised his Avency's subnission 
would be circulated to all members in time for an in-depth 
discussion at the next Committee meeting. 

4. Distribution and Discussion of “List © of Restraints 

Inhibiting Intellirence-Collection a iiortn” 

The restraints papers submitted were read by all 
members. Mr. Huston indicated that the FBI submission was in 
the form he desired. He suggested the restraints nortion of 
the report be patterned after the FBI submission with a cone 
cluding paragraph atter each individual restraint providing 
the President with the option of continuine or modifying the 
eae or asking for additional information on which to 

base’ a decision. 
at 

@ 

9. Preparation of Report 

A surgested outline distributed to all members was 
read and approved. It was agreed that the FBI would prepare 

4, 
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LOFO, following submission of inputs wo 2.2L Go 
Zater than 10 a,m., June 15, 1970. 

Committee menbers discussed the .: vi: ability of 
recommending «the establishment of a veru:npur ite) igence 
operaticns coumittee. Me. Huston sueeestea tie report addres 
itself to this and include (1) how tre cemtiicn would be 
constituted, (2) to whom it.yould report, ©.) rrocedural 
matters, and (4) the committee's ares of re. ponsibility to 
include operations, preparation of estimates, and development 
of policy recommendations. 

t 

x 

6. Next Meeting 
4 

The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, June 17 
1970, in the U. S. Intelligence Board Conference Room 7E-26.*® 
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1Ci~k-3 
June 19, 1970 

. Approval of Minutes of Second Meetinx 

The minutes of He second meetiny were approved 
with no changes, 

x, o, 

2. Items Two and Three on the Agenda 

The Chairman suggested that items two and three 
appearing on the agenda for the third mecting not be discussed 
inasmuch as the information contained thercin had been in- 
corporated into the draft report. The Committee concurred in 
this suggestion, 

3. Review of First Draft of Committee Report 

Detailed discussion developed rerarding the draft. 
All members contributed valuable suggestions in ways to improve 
the report. It was agreed that the FBI would attempt to incorporate 
surgested changes into a second draft. This draft is to be 
circulated to all members as soon as possible, after which the 

recipients will attempt to ebtain appropriate hifn-level con~ 

currence within their respective agencies or departments. 

4. Date and Place of Next Meeting 
2 

The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, June 23, 
1970, in the U. S. Intelligence Board Conference Koom 7E-26, 

* 
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© 2 SPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 " 5010-106 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
~BA GEN, REG. NO, 27 a 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
6 

MRL — 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED | >: 
IEREINIS SSIFED = «. ENS Yh ay oe aiken lye 

Mr. Felt DATE: 5/18/73 
Ct 

E. §. miner Ze] cy 

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE (AD HOC) 

Pursuant to the request of Acting Director Ruckelshaus, 
I contacted Mr. J. Fred Buzhardt, Special- Assistant to the 
President on 5/17/78. 

Mr. Buzhardt requested our co-operation in providing him 
with a comprehensive outline of the history and activities of the 
Interagency Committee on Intelligence (Ad Hoc). A copy of the 
"Special Report" prepared by this Committee was found among 
highly sensitive material in the papers of former Special Counsel 
to the President John Dean. 

A detailed review has been made of Bureau files in this matter. 

In summary, the Interagency Committee on Intelligence (Ad Hoc) was 
established under the chairmanship of former Director Hoover 
following a conference between Mr. Hoover and President Nixon on 
6/5/70. Itspurpose was to make recommendations for the more 
effective coordination of the intelligence gathering efforts of the FBI, 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the National Security Agency (NSA), 
and the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and to examine existing 
limitations on the use of certain intelligence collection techniques. 
Members of the Committee included CIA Director Helms, Director : 
Gayler of NSA, Director Bennett of DIA and White House Staff Assistant 
Tom Huston. i 

Following a number of sessions of a working subcommittee 
headed by Assistant Director W. C. Sullivan of the Bureau, the 
Committee issued a 43-page ''Special Report"' which was delivered to 
the White House on 6/26/70. This report summarized the internal 
security threat facing the United States, reviewed limitations on 
intelligence coilection and suggested measures to improve the co- 
ordination of domestic intelligence collection by the various Agencies. 
It was approved and signed by the head of each member agency, 

This document is prepared in re 
nation outside your Comittee. 
your Committee and the content may n 
nel without the express 

RDC:nlb (3) p approval of the FBI . 

(CONTINUED - OVER) 
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Memorandum to Mr. Felt . 
Re: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE (AD HOC) 

By memorandum 7/23/70, Mr. Huston advised that the 
President had reviewed the "Special Report" and had reached 
certain decisions. According to Huston, the President desired 
a relaxation of restraints in a number of areas and the creation 
of a permanent interagency committee on domestic intelligence. 

A copy of Huston's memorandum, along with pertinent 
background information, was sent to Attorney General Mitchell 
by letter 7/27/70. Mr. Mitchell was requested to furnish a prompt 
expression of his views and was advised the FBI was taking no action 
to implement the instructions contained in Huston'’s memorandum 
pending his reply. The Attorney General's attention was called to 
Mr. Hoover's opposition to the lifting of various investigative 
restraints and to the creation of a permanent interagency committee 
on domestic intelligence. The letter noted, however, that the FBI 
was prepared to implement White House instructions at Mitchell's 
direction. 

The restraints referred to in the "Special Report" included 
limitations on the use of electronic surveillance of foreign establish- 
ments, the use of student informants on college campuses, covert 
and overt coverage of the mail, and surreptitious or illegal aay 
(so-called "bag jobs"), 

Our file does not show any further developments subsequent 
to the 7/27/70 letter to AG. There is no indication Mitchell ever 
responded to this communication or that any further action was 
taken by FBI. 

However, it is the recollection of knowledgeable personnel 
that, on instructions which apparently originated with Mr. Hoover's 
office, the original of Huston's memorandum of 7/23/70 was 
returned to Huston about 7/30/70. It was the understanding of 
Supervisors handling this matter at the time that a converstation 
had taken place between Mr. Hoover and Mitchell; and that Mitchell 
had reached an understanding with Mr. Haldeman at White House 
that the Huston memorandum would be returned without any 
acknowledgement or action being taken with the entire matter 
being a closed issue. No documentary evidence exists to support 
the foregoing. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Felt 

Re: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE (AD HOC). 

In any case, Interagency Committee on Intelligence (Ad Hoc) 
was terminated on 6/25/70 upon approval of its report. 

It is noted that former Assistant Director W. C. Sullivan 
might have additional information concerning this maiter, 
particularly regarding the basis for our returning Huston memorandum 
of 7/23/70 to the White House with no action being taken thereon. 
We are not recommending, however, that Sullivan be interviewed 
at this time. It is felt this should be left to the discretion of the / 

han ica gece il 

White House and/or the Department. 

ACTION: 

Attached is a. letter to Assistant Attorney General Petersen 
of the Criminal Division advising him of Mr. Buzhardt's 
request. We are providing Petersen with a letterhead memorandum 
(attaching copies of pertinent communications from our files) 
which summarizes the work of the Interagency Committee on 
Intelligence (Ad Hoc). Mr. Petersen is being asked to advise 
whether the Department has any objection to our providing this 
data to Mr. Buzhardt at the White House. 

Providing the Department interposes no objection, we will 
immediately furnish Buzhardt with this information following a 
response from Petersen. 
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Assistant Attorney General ae 3S, 1978 
Criminal Bivision 

Acting Director, FRY 

YY 
elaine CORMITTES ON INTELLIGENCE 
(AD HOC) 

: On Hay 17. 19378. Ur J. Fred Buchardt, Special 
Assistant to the President. requested the assistance of 

: : the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in providing hin 
{ With a comprehensive statement regarding the Ristery and 

| activities of the Interagency Committee on Intelligence 
{As Hoc), which was established by President Hixon in 1979. 
A “Special Report,* prepared by this Committee, was included 
im renteriai found i the FPaPSYS GI Tormer Counsei to the 
President John Dean. 

ad 

There is enclosed a letterhead mencernndus 
dated May 15, 1973, which sets out a summary of pertinent 
information in oux “elles rewarding this Committee together | 
with observations based on the recollection of knowledceable 
FBI personnel. You are requested to advise whether the 
Beparctment would Have any objection to cur furnishing this 
information to Hr. Buzhardt. It is noted that ur. Buzhardt. — eee 
has requested an expeditious response. 3 

It is pointed out that former nareauw of7icini~ 
W.C. Sullivan might be able te provide additional isfore 
mation regarding thie matter, particularly as to the | 
circurstances surrounding the recall of the White House — 
msnorandua of Jvly 23, 1970. No stens ore being “SO May, 
heyever,, to contact tir. Sullivan at this time. eg 

needs ~ § M ypk- \\e 

| INFORMATION SB, AB 
@) ve | WERE 
beatae elas Te a 5 ee tere wae finer 

t 

; 
i 

request and is not for disse 7 
ocument is prepared in response to your 

cae outside your Committee. Its use is limited to offrcial proceedings 

your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized a 

nel without the express appr oval of the FBI . 
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g erased : May 18, 1873 ip nt ge eee 

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(AD HOC) = t 

y 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI files disclose the 
following information regarding the captioned Committee: 

During a conference with President Nixon on dune 5, 1976, 
FBI Director J. Edgar Heover was appointed chairman of a special committee 
to ccordinaie more effectively the intelligence-gathering efforts of the FBI, 
the Central IntecHigence Agency (CIA), the National Scscurity Agency (NSA), 
end the Defense Intelligence Agency (DEA) so as to assure that the President 
wes being furnished a comprehensive pictures of subversive activities. 
Present at the time of Mr. Hoover's meeting with the President were CIA 

Director Richard Helms; NSA Divector Vice Admiral Noei Gayler; General 
Donald VY. Bennett, Director of the DIA; and Mr. Tom C. Huston, White 
House Staif Assistant; all of whom were designated by the President ia 
serve on the special committee. Also present were Presideniial Assistants 
H.R, Haldeman ang John BD. Ehrlichman, and Secretary Robert H, Finch 

of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

An initial meéting of the Interagericy Committee on Intelligence - 
(Ad Hec) was held in Mir. Hoovers office on dune §, 1973. This meeting 
was attended by Mz. Helms, Vice Admiral Gayler, General Bennett, and 
ir. Huston. ir. Hoover stressed the President's keen interest in this 
matter and Gutlined the general objectives of the Committee. He instructed 
that a working subcommittee be established, composed of representatives 
cf all of the member agencies and headed by Assistant Direcior William C, 
Sullivan oi the FBI. 

Benene 
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This working subcommitiee subsequently held a series of 
meetings beginning June 9, 1978. At the initial meeting of this croup, 
Mir. Huston provided members with a written outline detailing the purposes, 
membership, precedures, and objectives of the Sones: Acopy cf a 
this outline is attached. (Attachment i) CT ama a 
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Interagency Committee on Intelligence (Ad Hoc) ~ 

It was agreed that all papers and reports prepared by the 

Committee would be classified "Top Secret - Handle Via Comint Channels 
Only" in view of the President's desire that the work of the Committee be 
tightly controlled, and since the Committee report would be based in 
part on Comint data. 

During subsequent meetings of the working subcommittee, 
representatives of each member agency submitted written material for 

use in compiling the report being prepared for the President. Detailed 
discussions took place regarding this material, and a drait report was 
prepared. The final meeting of the working subcommittee was held on 
June 23, 1970, at which time a consensus was reached on a final draft 
of the report to be issued by the Interagency Committee. This "Special 
Report," which was dated June, 1970, and numbered 43 pages, was 
signed and approved by the heads of each member agency at a final 
meeting of the Committee held In Mr. Hoover's office on dune 25, 1970. 
A copy of the report was delivered to Mz. Huston at The White House 
on June 26, 1970, with a brief transmittal letter dated dune 25, 1976, 
addressed to the President by Mr. Hoover. A copy of this letter is 
attached. (Attachment 2} 

The "Special Report" was divided into three main sections. 
Part One set forth a summary of the internal security threat. Part Two 
summarized limitations on certain Intelligence collection techniques 
(e.g., electronic surveillance coverage of foreign establishments) and 
cited advantages of maintaining such restrictions as well as the advantages 
of relaxing them.. Part Three consisted of a brief evaluation of interagency 
cooperation together with suggested measures to improve the coordination 
of domestic intelligence collection. 

By White House m memorandum dated July 23, 1970, addressed 
to Mr. Hoover, with copies for the President and Mir. Haldeman, Mr. Huston 

advised that the President had carefully studied the "Special Report" and 
had made certain decisions with respect to the issues raised therein. 

A copy of Mr. Huston's memorandum is attached. (Attach- 
ment 3) According to this communication, the President's decisions called 
for a relaxation ion of existing restraints on intelligence coverage. Mr. Huston 

~~ 
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also attached an undated memorandum outlining the organization and 
responsibilities of an interagency group on domestic intelligence and 
internal security which the President had ordered be established. A 
copy of this memorandum is also attached. (Attachment 4) 

wrert 

Following receipt of this memorandum, the FBI directed a 
’ letter dated July 27, 1970, to Attorney General Mitchell, furnishing him 
with pertinent background facts regarding the Interagency Committee on 
Intelligence (Ad Hoc) and providing him with a copy of Mr. Huston's 
communication. This letter stressed Mr. Hoover's opposition to. the 
lifting of various investigative festraints as well as to the creation of 
a permanent inieragency committee on domestic intelligence; but it noted 

that the Bureau was prepared to implement White House instructions at the 
Attorney General's direction ..The memorandum requested a prompt 
expression of Mitchell's views concerning the matter and noted that the 
FBI would take no action to implement the June 23, 1970, White House 
communication pending the Attorney General's reply. A copy of the 
Bureau's letter of July 27, 1976, is attached. (Attachment 5) 

The FBI file in this matter does not show any further 

developments subsequent to the July. 27, 1970, letter to the Attorney 

General. There is no indication that Mitchell ever responded to this 

communication or that any further action was teken by the FBI. 

However, it is the reccllection of knowledgeable FBI 
personnel that, on instructions which apparently originated with 
Mr. Hoover's office, the original of Mr. Huston's memorandum of July 23, 

19870, was returned to Huston _on about July 30, “1970. It was the under- 
standing of supervisors handling this matter at the time that a conversation 
had taken place between lir. Hoover and Attorney Ger General Mitchell; and 

that Mitchell had reached an understanding with Mr. Haldeman at The White 
House that the Huston memorandum would be returned without any 
acknowledgement or action being taken thereon, with the entire matter 
oeing a closed issue. It is stressed, however, that no documentary 
evidence exists to support the foregoing. coe en 

In any event, the Interagency Committee on Intelligence (Ad 
Hoc) was terminated on June 25, 1970, upon approval of its report te 
the President. Seay nate ee 
Sai das cen Seg 

Enclosures (5) 
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i a es | May 18, 1973 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable J. Fred Buzhardt 
Speciat Counsel to the President 

~. The White House | faSd | 
Washington, D.C. . poe 

eS 

Dear Mr. Buzhard: , | 

Pursuant to your request on May 17, 1973, of Assistant Director | 
BE. 5. Miller of this Bureau, there is attached a letterhead memorandum 
dated May 18, 1993, together with five attachments which summarize 
pertinent information regarding the history and activities of the Interagency 

Comimitiee on intelligence {Ad Hoe}, which was established by President oer 

NEXOM SS TOG rece | : tee! 

It is noted that former Bureau official W. C. Sullivan might 
be able to provide additional information regarding this matter, particularly 
as to the circumstances surrounding the recali of The White House memorandum _ 
of July 23, 1976. No steps are being taken, however, to contact Mr. Sullivan 
at this time ° a 

tee: rows We OF A a Ie te nll ae ok Eee, ee mete 

O fo / em < “At As Sincerely yours » | 

; Gt ele Leva Stehe a heat 

hale sala 

bette i; bit ef Pa - pater py _ my 

fiegg ieee. eet fe Me. my boat, William D. Ruckelshans. , | 
/ eons Acting Director « 

La td ne een 
This document is prepared in response to 2 your request and is not for dissem 

Enclosures (6) nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized perso 
tel ithout the express approval of the FBI . ~ 

i 

x t inoed, boy Lice SaysS 9 st eee 
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The Attorney General ~ duly 27, 1970 
MpR- Ih 

Director, FBI on ; Fo 

a P we 

a INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE —~ | 

There is enclosed a copy of a letter dated July 23, 
1970, with attachment, addressed to me from Mr. Tom Charles 
Huston, White House Presidential Assistant. ~ 

For your information, on June 5, 1970, the President 
established an ad hoc interagency committee on intelligence chaired 
by me and also including the Directors of the Central Intelligence 
Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the National Security 
Agency. Mr. Huston served in a liaison capacity with the committee. 
This committee was requested by the President to submit a report 
assessing the current internal security threat, providing an evaluation 
of intelligence collection procedures, identifying gaps in our present 
collection efforts with recommended measures to close such cans, 
and reviewing current procedures tor interagency coordination with 
BSC ene steps to improve such procedures. 

| The final report of this committee was completed on 
June 25, 1970, and delivered to the President. This report set forth 
eight specific areas (corresponding to the eight numbered paragraphs 
in the attached letter from Mr. Huston) which had been reviewed by 
the committee. The first six related to current restraints on intel- 
ligence collection procedures; the seventh was concerned with budget 
and manpower needs in the event the various restraints were relaxed; 
and the eighth area dealt with the gossible establishment of a permanent 
interagency commitiee on domestic intelligence. in each area the 
‘report of the committee was presented to show the advantages and 
disadvantages of any changes in current policies and aiso to allow 
the President to indicate his desires. 

1 

PaciscusadeD | NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
as Unauthorized Disclosure . 

RDC:sfw/ekn .\“" | Subject to Criminal Sanctions 

(5) Uae | 
at TOR! fecRET ©, a ieee alae te 
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The Attorney General 

As set out in the attached letter from Mr. Huston, 
it is noted that the President has_directed the relaxation of four. 
investigative restraints directly affecting the oe of 
the FRI. These include: 

1, Intensified use of electronic surveillances and 
penetrations to effect coverage of individuals and groups in the 
United States who pose a major threat to the internal security, as 
well as forsign nationals and diplomatic establishments in the United 
states of interest to the intelligence community. In this connection, 
in the report presented to the President on June 25, 1970, I made 
clear the FBI's opposition to the relaxation of 2 of our present policy 
of selected coverage. on major_internal security threats through 
the use of this technique. I pointed out that the FBI believes 
etectronic surveillance coverage is adequate at this time, but 
that we would not object to other agencies seeking the authority of 
the Attorney General for any coverage required by them and there- 
aiter institating such coverage themselves. 

Z 

2 Removal of instructions on legal mail coverage 
and relaxation of covert mail coverage to permit use of this technique 
on selected targets of priority foreign intelligence and internal security 
interest. In this connection, in the report of June 25, 1970, I made 
clear the FBI's strong objection to implementing any covert mail coverage. 
It is the F3!'s position that if covert mail coverage is implemented, 
it is likely that information would leak out of the post office to the 
press and that serious damage would be done to the intelligence 
community because of the very nature of this coverage. We have no 
objection to legal mail coverage, provided it is used on a carefully 
controlled and selective basis in both criminal and security matters. 

3 The removal of restraints on the use of surreptitious 
entry to permit the procurement of vitally needed foreign cryptographic 
material and against other urgent and high priority targets. In the 
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The Attorney General 

report of June 25, 1970, the FBI was clearly on record as being 
opposed to the surreptitious entry of embassies for the purpose of 
obtaining cryptographic materials, because the increase in the 
number of police guarding these embassies increases the operational 
hazards involved. i would like to point out further that the FBI no 
longer is equipped to ennduct such operations against foreign embassies. 
Accordingly, in the event this technique should be employed against 
foreign embassies in the future, I feel strongly that it should be 
implemented by the particular agency requiring iis use, and not by 
the FBI. 

4. An increase in coverage of violence-prone campus 
and student-related groups and the removal of all restraints which 
limit such coverage. in the report of dune 25, 1970, the FBI specifically 
objected to removing any of the present controls and restrictions _ 
relating to the development of campus sources. It was pointed out 
that to relax these restrictions would severely iecopardize our inves- 
tigations and could result in leaks to the press which would be 
damaging and which could lead to charges that investigative agencies 
are interfering with academic freedom. 

In connection with the proposed establishment of a 
permanent interagency committee on domestic intelligence, in the 
report of June 25, i970, I specifically made clear my opposition to 
such a committee while pointing out that the FBI would approve of 
preparing periodic domestic intelligence estimates. 

Despite my clear-cut and specific oppesition to the 
lifting of the various investigative restraints referred to above and 
to the creation of a permanent interagency committee on domestic 
intelligence, the FBI is prepared to implement the instructions of 
the White House at your direction. Of course, we would continue to 
seek your specific authorization, where appropriate, to utilize the 
various sensitive investigative techniques involved in individual cases. 
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The Attorney General | , 

| I would appreciate a prompt expréssion of your views 
: concerning this matier, noting the request set forth in Mr, Huston's 

letter that an interagency committee be constituted by August 1, 1970. 
We are taking no action to implement the instructions contained in 
Mr. Huston's letter pending your reply. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 23, 1970 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

: . JJ. EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

SUBJECT: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE MPR I 
DECLASSIBTED ay _G P MIE = Bry B 3 Alm [EHC 

The President has carefully studied the Special Report" 
of the Interagency Committee on Intelligence (Ad Hoc) and made 
the following BEST eins: 

1, Interpretive Restraint on Communications Intelligence. | 

National Security. Council-Intelligence Directive Number 4 (NSGID-6) 
is to be interpreted to permit NSA to program for coverage the 

communications of U.S. citizens using international facilities. 
y 

2. Electronic Surveillances and Penetrations. The 
intelligence community is directed to intensify coverage of individuals , 

and groups in the United States who pose a major threat to the 
internal security. Also, coverage of foreign nationals and - 
diplomatic establishments in the United States of interest to the 

intelligence community is to be intensified. 

3. Mail Coverage. Restrictions on legal coverage are to 
be removed. Restvictions on covert coverage are to be relaxed to 

permit use of this technique on selected targets of priority foreign 

io _ ° intelligence and internal security interest. 

4, Surreptitious Entry. Restraints on the use of surreptitious 
entry are to be removed. The technique is to be used to permit 
procurement of vitally needed foreign cryptographic material and 7 

against other urgent and high priority internal security targets. 
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5. Development of Campus Sources. Coverage of violence- 

prone campus and student-related groups is to be increased. All 
restraints which limit this coverage are to be removed. Also, CIA 
coverage of American students (and others) traveling or living 

abroad a tobe increased. 

6. Use of Military 1 indexcoues Agents. Present 

restrictions are to be retained. 

Te Budget and Manpower. Each agency is to submit a detailed 
estimate as to projected manpower needs and other costs required to 

implement the above decisions. 

8. Domestic Intelligence Operations. A committee 

consisting of the Directors or other appropriate representatives 
appointed by the Directors, of the FBI, CIA, NSA, DIA, and the 

military counter-intelligence agencies is to be constituted effective 

August 1, 1970, to provide evaluations of domestic intelligence, 
prepare periodic domestic intelligence estimates, carry out the 

other objectives specified in the report, and perform such other 

duties as the President shall, from time to time, assign. The 

Director of the FBI shall serve as chairman of the committee. 

Further details on the organization and opc ator. of this committee 
are set forth in an attached memorandum. 

The President has directed that each addressee submit 
a detailed report, due on September 1, 1970, onthe steps taken 

to implement these decisions. Further such periodic reports will 
be requested as circumstances merit. 

The President is aware that procedural problems may 

arise in the course of implementing these decisions. However, he is 
anxious that such problems be resolved with maximum speed and 

minimum misunderstanding. Any difficulties which may arise should 
be brought to my immediate attention in order that an appropriate 
solution may be found and the President's directives implemented in 

a manner consistent with his ae 

* (ola Tou Yorker Neto 
TOM CHARLES HUSTON 

Attachment 

cc: The President 

H. R. Haldeman 
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ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS OF THE INTERAGENCY 
" GROUP ON DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE AND 

INTERNAL SECURITY (IAG) 
a 

I. Membership. The membership shall consist of 
representatives of the FBI, CIA, DIA, NSA, and the counter- 

intelligence agencies of the Deparments of the Army, Navy, and 
Air Force. To insure the high level consideration of issues and 
problems which the President expects to be before the group, the 

Directors of the respective agencies should serve personally. 
However, if necessary and appropriate, the Director of a member 
agency may designate another individual to save in his place. 

2. Chairman. The Director of the FBI shall serve as 
chairman. He may designate another individual from his agency to 
serve as the FBI representative on the group. 

3. Observers. The purpose of the group is to effectuate 
community-wide coordination and secure the benefits of community- 

wide analysis and estimating. When problems arise which involve 
areas of interest to agencies or departments not members of the 
group, they shall be invited, at the discretion of the group, to join the 

group as observers and participants in those discussions of interest 
to them. Such agencies and departments include the Departments of 
State (I& R, Passport); Treasury (IRS, Customs); Justice (BNDD, 
Community Relations Service), and such other agencies which may have 
investigative or law enforcement responsibilities touching on 
domestic intelligence or internal security matters. 

4. White House Liaison. The President has assigned to Tom 
Charles Huston staff responsibility for domestic intelligence and 
internal security affairs. He will participate in all activities of the 
group as the personal representative of the President. 

5. Staffing. The group will establish such sub-committees 
or working groups as it deems appropriate. It will also determine and 
implement such staffing requirements as it may deem necessary to 
enable it to carry out its responsibilities, subject to the approval of 
the President. ai , , 
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6. Duties. The group will have the following duties: 

(a) Define the specific requirements of member agencies 

of the Intelligence community. 

(b) Effect close, direct coordination between member agencies. 

(c) Provide regular evaluations of domestic intelligence. 

(d) Review policies governing operations in the field of 
domestic intelligence and develop Te COM eee eca one 

(e) Prepare periodic domestic intelligence estimates which 
-incorporate the results of the combined efforts of the intelligence 
community. 

(f) Perform such other duties as the President may from 

time to time assign. 

7. Meetings. The group shall meet at the call of the Chairman, 
a member agency, or the White House representative. 

" 

8. Security. Knowledge of the existence and purposes of 
the group shall be limited on a strict "need to know" basis. -Operations. 

of, and papers originating with, the group shall be euneeiiice "Top 
secret-Handle Via Comint Channels Only." _ 

9. Other Procedures. The group shall establish such 
other procedures as it believes appropriate to the implementation of the 
duties set forth above. 
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